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AIR QUALITY, TRANSPORT AND URBAN DEVELOPMENT
COMMITTEE
TERMS OF REFERENCE
Adopted by Council 13 April 2022
REPORTING TO:

Council

MEMBERSHIP:

All members of Council
Ngā Tumu Taiao

QUORUM:

Eight (8)

MEETING FREQUENCY:

Six weekly

CHAIR:

Two Co-chairs

A.

PURPOSE

1.

To oversee the development, implementation and review of Council’s:
a. strategic direction and policies for transport and mode-shift;
b. set the operational direction to deliver public transport and mode-shift;
c. provide input into joint transport-related projects and initiatives;
d. development of integrated land use and regional transport; and
e. development of Council’s position on regionally significant matters such as
spatial planning.
f.

To work in the spirit of genuine partnership and assist the Council in fulfilling
its duties as a partner with Ngāi Tahu and in alignment with the principles
contained within the Tuia Agreement. In particular, the committee will support
effective partnerships with Papatipu Rūnanga, recognise the relevance of Te
Ao Māori and affirm the importance of an enduring and collaborative
relationship between Environment Canterbury and Ngāi Tahu Papatipu
Rūnanga.

B.

SPECIFIC RESPONSIBILITIES

2.

Approve strategies, policies and guidelines to deliver clean air in Canterbury.

3.

Approve transport strategies, policies, plans programmes and initiatives related to
transport demand management and active mode promotion, including relevant aspects
of the Regional Policy Statement;

4.

Review and monitor performance trends related to public transport activities.
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5.

Advocate for the alignment of initiatives across the region with transport implications
including spatial planning and land use planning including liaison with:
a. the Regional Transport Committee;
b. the Greater Christchurch Partnership Committee; and
c. territorial authorities in relation to the urban planning aspects of their District
Plans.

6.

Ensure that the Committee’s decision making:
a. Considers climate-change related risks; and
b. Is consistent with Council’s plans and initiatives to give effect to Council’s
declaration of a climate emergency on 16 May 2019.

C.

DELEGATIONS

7.

Subject to sections 8 and 9, Council delegates to the Committee all the powers,
functions and duties necessary to perform the Committee’s responsibilities, except
those that must not be delegated.

8.

The Committee may make decisions on matters with a financial impact only where the
related costs are budgeted for within a current, adopted Long Term Plan or Annual Plan,
otherwise the matter must be referred to the Council for decision.

9.

The Committee may not make a decision that is materially inconsistent with the
Council’s Long-Term Plan or Annual Plan.

Document history and version control
Version

Date approved

Approved by

Brief description

1.0

29 April 2021

Council

New Committee Terms of Reference.

1.1

13 April 2022

Council

Reporting on Air Quality is transferred from the
Natural Environment Committee to the Transport and
Urban Development Committee.
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Common Air Quality, Transport and Urban
Development Acronyms
AQTUDC

Air Quality, Transport and Urban Development Committee

CEF

Chief Executives Forum

CPF

Canterbury Policy Forum

CREDS

Canterbury Regional Economic Development Strategy

FAR

Funding Assistance Rate

FED

Fuel Excise Duty

GPS

Government Policy Statement on Land Transport

IDMF

Investment Decision Making Framework

LTMA

Land Transport Management Act

NLTF

National Land Transport Fund

NLTP

National land Transport Programme

ONRC

One Network Road Classification

PGF

Provincial Growth Fund

REG

Road Efficiency Group

RFT

Regional Fuel Tax

RLTP

Regional Land Transport Plan

RPS

Regional Policy Statement

RPTP

Regional Public Transport Plan

RRSWG

Regional Road Safety Working Group

RTC

Regional Transport Committee

RUC

Road User Charges

SNP

Safe Network Programme

TEFAR

Targeted Enhanced Funding Assistance Rate

TSIG

Transport Special Interest Group

TOG

Transport Officers Group
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1. Mihi / Karakia Timatanga - Opening
The meeting will be opened with a mihi whakatau, followed by a member of the Air Quality,
Transport and Urban Development Committee with a karakia.

2. Apologies
At the time the agenda closed there were no apologies received.

3. Conflicts of Interest
Members are reminded to be vigilant and to stand aside from decision making when a
conflict arises between their role as an elected representative and any private or other
external interest they might have.

4. Public Forum, Deputations, and Petitions
There were no requests for public forum, deputations and petitions at the time the agenda
was prepared.
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5. Extraordinary and Urgent Business
The Chairperson will give notice of items requiring urgent attention not on the agenda as
follows.
Matters Requiring Urgent Attention as Determined by Resolution of the Air Quality,
Transport and Urban Development Committee:
A meeting may deal with an item of business that is not on the agenda where the meeting
resolves to deal with that item and the Chairperson provides the following information during
the public part of the meeting:
1.
The reason why the item is not on the agenda; and
2.
The reason why discussion of the item cannot be delayed until a subsequent
meeting. The item may be allowed onto the agenda by resolution of the Air Quality,
Transport and Urban Development Committee.
Minor Matters relating to the General Business of the Air Quality, Transport and Urban
Development Committee:
A meeting may discuss an item that is not on the agenda only if it is a minor matter relating
to the general business of the meeting and Chairperson explains at the beginning of the
public part of the meeting that the item will be discussed. The meeting may not make a
resolution, decision or recommendation about the item, except to refer it to a subsequent
meeting for further discussion.

6. Notices of Motion
6.1. Notices of Motion - Councillor Vicky Southworth
From the Chief Executive, advice that pursuant to Standing Order 27.1 a notice of motion
dated 8 August 2022 was received from Councillor Vicky Southworth.

Attachments
1.

2022-09-07 6.1 Notice of Motion AQTUDC - Five Dollar Top-Up 7 September 2022
[6.1.1 - 1 page]
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Final 08/08/2022

AIR QUALITY, TRANSPORT AND URBAN DEVELOPMENT COMMITTEE
MEETING : Wednesday 07 September
NOTICE OF MOTION – Councillor Vicky Southworth
That council requests staff to implement a minimum Metrocard top-up fee of $5 as soon as
practicable.
Rationale
The current minimum of $10 was to ensure that a return journey could be completed with the top
up and the top up can be paid for with a note to reduce the need to handle loose change.
With the government’s half price fares continuing to end January 2023 and the introduction of a
maximum single journey price of $2 anywhere in Greater Christchurch from Feb 2023 $5 is sufficient
for a return journey with a Metrocard for the foreseeable future. The $5 comes in note form.
For some the $10 minimum is too high. The combined cost of a Metrocard and minimum top up to
access the Metrocard fares is $15. For a family of 4 that’s $60 up front to take the first return
journey which, in Z1, costs a total of $8.20 currently (with half-price fares). Our Gold Card holders
may only need to pay for an occasional single journey since all travel after 9am is now free.
Metro Users Survey 2021 identified that of the 10% of passengers paying with cash 15% do so
because they cannot afford the Metrocard or the top up. Concerningly, this percentage has been
increasing over recent years. The top up is creating a barrier to those who most need access to our
least-cost fares. A submission to our Annual Plan described how the cost of bus fares sometimes
meant missing work or school, demonstrating the very significant impact the cost of transport can
have on some in our society.

Figure 1: Data from Christchurch Metro Users Survey 2021, November 2021, Research First, p.40.
Customers can now top up online or set up an automatic top up meaning the number of passengers
using cash to top up on the bus has declined. By increasing the number of passengers who can afford
to use a Metrocard the number of cash fares collected will decrease (by up to 15%).
Signed

08/08/2022
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7. Minutes
7.1. Unconfirmed Minutes - Air Quality, Transport and
Urban Development - 27 July 2022
Air Quality, Transport and Urban Development Committee
Date of meeting

Wednesday, 7 September 2022

Author

Christina Eaglin, Committee Advisor

Endorsed by

Catherine McMillan, General Manager Governance

Purpose
1.

The previously circulated minutes from the Air Quality, Transport and Urban
Development Committee on 27 July 2022 are to be confirmed.

Recommendations
That the Air Quality, Transport and Urban Development Committee:
1.

Confirms the minutes from the Air Quality, Transport and Urban Development
Committee meeting held on 27 July 2022.

Attachments
1.

2022-07-27 UNCONFIRMED Minutes Air Quality Transport and Urban Development
Committee 27 July 2022 [7.1.1 - 4 pages]
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Minutes of the Air Quality, Transport and Urban
Development Committee (under COVID-19 Orange Traffic
Light restrictions held at Environment Canterbury, Council
Chamber, 200 Tuam Street, Christchurch on Thursday, 27
July 2022 at 1.00pm.
Present
Co-Chairs Cr Grant Edge and Cr Peter Scott, Cr Tane Apanui, Cr Phil Clearwater, Tumu
Taiao Yvette Couch-Lewis, Tumu Taiao Iaean Cranwell, Cr Megan Hands, Cr Ian
Mackenzie, Cr Nicole Marshall, Cr Claire McKay, *Cr Elizabeth McKenzie, Cr Craig Pauling,
Cr Vicky Southworth, and Cr John Sunckell.
Report writers and other staff were also present.
*via MS Teams

1. Mihi / Karakia Timatanga – Opening
Co-Chair Peter Scott welcomed everyone to the meeting.
Cr Craig Pauling opened the meeting with a mihi whakatau, followed by Cr Megan
Hands with a karakia.

2. Apologies
The apologies for absence were received from Chair Jenny Hughey and Cr Lan Pham.

3. Conflicts of Interest
There were no conflicts of interest reported.

4. Public Forum, Deputations, and Petitions
There were no requests for public forum, deputations and petitions.

5. Extraordinary and Urgent Business
There was no extraordinary or urgent business.

6. Notices of Motion

AirQuality,
Quality,Transport
Transportand
andUrban
UrbanDevelopment
DevelopmentCommittee
Committee2022-09-07
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There were no notices of motion.

7. Minutes
7.1. Unconfirmed Minutes - Air Quality, Transport and
Urban Development Committee - 2 June 2022
Resolved TUDC/2022/20
Staff recommendations adopted without change.
That the Air Quality, Transport and Urban Development Committee:
1. Confirms the minutes from the Air Quality, Transport and Urban Development
Committee meeting held on 2 June 2022.
Tumu Taiao Iaean Cranwell/Cr Grant Edge
CARRIED

8. Report Items
8.1. Air Quality, Transport and Urban Development
Committee Resolutions Status Report - July 2022
Staff provided visibility on the status of resolutions made by Air Quality, Transport and
Urban Development Committee.
Resolved TUDC/2022/21
Staff recommendations adopted without change.
That the Air Quality, Transport and Urban Development Committee:
1. Notes the status of previous resolutions provided in the Status of Air Quality,
Transport and Urban Development Committee Resolutions report July 2022.
Cr Nicole Marshall/Cr Claire McKay
CARRIED

8.2.Transforming Public Transport Work Programme
Report
Staff provided an update on the Transforming Public Transport work programme.
Staff Recommendations:
That the Air Quality, Transport and Urban Development Committee:
1. Receives the Transforming Public Transport work programme report.

AirQuality,
Quality,Transport
Transportand
andUrban
UrbanDevelopment
DevelopmentCommittee
Committee2022-09-07
2022-07-27
Air
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An amendment was moved by Cr Clearwater and seconded by Cr Southworth to add the
following recommendation to ensure engagement.
2. Requests that the Co-Chairs of the Air Quality, Transport and Urban Development
Committee are involved in the development of the Terms of Reference for the Public
Transport Stakeholders Reference Group.
Resolved TUDC/2022/22
1. Receives the Transforming Public Transport work programme report.
Cr Tane Apanui/Cr Grant Edge
CARRIED
2. Requests that the Co-Chairs of the Air Quality, Transport and Urban Development
Committee are involved in the development of the Terms of Reference for the Public
Transport Stakeholders Reference Group.
Cr Phil Clearwater/Cr Vicky Southworth
CARRIED

8.4. Clean Air Work Programme Update Including 2022
Winter Work Programme
Resolved TUDC/2022/24
That the Air Quality, Transport and Urban Development Committee:
1. Defers agenda item 8.4 Clean Air Work Programme Update Including 2022 Winter
Work Programme to the 7 September 2022 Air Quality, Transport and Urban
Development Committee.
Cr Megan Hands/Cr Claire McKay
CARRIED
Cr Elizabeth McKenzie requested her vote against this resolution be recorded.

8.3. Integrating Urban Land Use and Regional Transport
Work Programmes Report
Staff provided an update on the progress of the work programme for the Integrating
Urban Land Use and Regional Transport programme.
Resolved TUDC/2022/23
Staff recommendations adopted without change.
That the Air Quality, Transport and Urban Development Committee:
1. Receives the Integrating Urban Land Use and Regional Transport work
programme report.
Cr Grant Edge/Cr John Sunckell
CARRIED

9. Next Meeting

AirQuality,
Quality,Transport
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The next meeting will be held on Wednesday, 7 September 2022 at 1.00pm.

10. Mihi / Karakia Whakamutunga - Closing
A karakia was provided by Cr Megan Hands.
The meeting closed at 2.05pm.

CONFIRMED:

_________________________________
Co-Chair Peter Scott
Councillor, Environment Canterbury

__________________
Date

_________________________________
Co-Chair Grant Edge
Councillor, Environment Canterbury

__________________
Date
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8. Report Items
8.1. Air Quality, Transport and Urban Development
Committee Resolutions Status Report - September
2022
Air Quality, Transport and Urban Development Committee
report
Date of meeting

Wednesday, 7 September 2022

Author

Christina Eaglin, Committee Advisor

Responsible Director

Katherine Trought, Director Strategy and Planning

Purpose
1.

To provide visibility on the status of resolutions made by Air Quality, Transport and
Urban Development Committee.

Recommendations
That the Air Quality, Transport and Urban Development Committee:
1.

Notes the status of previous resolutions provided in the Status of Air
Quality, Transport and Urban Development Committee Resolutions report
September 2022.

Status Reporting
2.

The status of resolutions is reported at each ordinary Committee meeting. The report
includes all resolutions from the previous meeting plus any incomplete actions from
prior meetings. Comments and progress updates on incomplete actions are provided
where applicable.

Cost, compliance, and communication
Financial implications
3.

The report was compiled using existing staff resources, therefore there were no
additional financial implications.
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Risk assessment and legal compliance
4.

This gives visibility to the Committee of matters outstanding to ensure appropriate
actions have been taken as resolved.

Engagement, Significance and Māori Participation
5.

Not applicable.

Consistency with council policy
6.

Under Environment Canterbury Standing Orders 28.3 discussion of minutes is limited
to their correctness. This report allows members to be updated on the status of
resolutions and to monitor progress.

Climate Change Impacts
7.

Not applicable.

Communication
8.

Not applicable.

Next steps
9.

An updated report will be provided in the next triennium to the appropriate committee.

Attachments
1.
2.

AQTUDC Resolutions Status Report - 27 July 2022 [8.1.1 - 2 pages]
AQTUDC Resolutions Status Report Outstanding and In Progress [8.1.2 - 1 page]
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Air Quality, Transport and Urban Development Committee Resolutions Status Report – 27 July 2022
Meeting
Name
Air Quality,
Transport
and Urban
Development
Committee
2022-07-27

Report

7.1 Unconfirmed
Minutes - Air
Quality,
Transport and
Urban
Development
Committee - 2
June 2022
Air Quality,
8.1 Air Quality,
Transport
Transport and
and Urban
Urban
Development Development
Committee
Committee
2022-07-27
Resolutions
Status Report July 2022
Air Quality,
8.2 Transforming
Transport
Public Transport
and Urban
Work Programme
Development Report
Committee
2022-07-27
Air Quality,
Transport
and Urban
Development
Committee
2022-07-27
Air Quality,
Transport
and Urban
Development

8.3 Integrating
Urban Land Use
and Regional
Transport Work
Programmes
Report
8.4 Clean Air
Work Programme
Update Including

Resolution
Resolution
Number
TUDC/2022/20 That the Air Quality, Transport and Urban Development Committee:
1. Confirms the minutes from the Air Quality, Transport and Urban
Development Committee meeting held on 2 June 2022.

Complete
[Yes/No]
Yes

TUDC/2022/21 That the Air Quality, Transport and Urban Development Committee:
1. Notes the status of previous resolutions provided in the Status of
Air Quality, Transport and Urban Development Committee
Resolutions reportJuly2022.

Yes

TUDC/2022/22 That the Air Quality, Transport and Urban Development Committee:
1. Receives the Transforming Public Transport work programme
report.
2. Requests that the Co-Chairs of the Air Quality, Transport and
Urban Development Committee are involved in the development of
the Terms of Reference for the Public Transport Stakeholders
Reference Group.
TUDC/2022/23 That the Air Quality, Transport and Urban Development Committee:
1. Receives the Integrating Urban Land Use and Regional Transport
work programme report.

Yes

TUDC/2022/24 That the Air Quality, Transport and Urban Development Committee:
1. Defers agenda item 8.4 Clean Air Work Programme Update
Including 2022 Winter Work Programme to the 7 September 2022
Air Quality, Transport and Urban Development Committee.

Yes

Air Quality, Transport and Urban Development Committee 2022-09-07
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Air Quality, Transport and Urban Development Committee Resolutions Status Report – 27 July 2022
Meeting
Name
Committee
2022-07-27

Report

Resolution
Number

Resolution

Complete
[Yes/No]

2022 Winter
Work Programme
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Air Quality, Transport and Urban Development Committee Resolutions Status Report – Outstanding and
In Progress September 2022
Meeting
Name
Air Quality,
Transport
and Urban
Development
Committee
2022-06-02

Report
8.3 Update on
Passenger Rail in
Canterbury

Resolution
Resolution
Number
TUDC/2022/17 That the Air Quality, Transport and Urban Development Committee:
1. Receives a copy of the report provided to the Canterbury Regional
Transport Committee (RTC) on 26 May 2022 on progress of
passenger rail in Canterbury.
2. Receives a verbal update from staff on the discussion and
outcomes from the RTC 26 May 2022 meeting on the 'progress of
passenger rail in Canterbury' report.
3. Notes that staff will provide further updates and seek the
appropriate approvals from Environment Canterbury (Canterbury
Regional Council) as the scoping of this work has progressed
during FY2022/23.
4. Notes the decision from the Regional Transport Committee that
Environment Canterbury (Canterbury Regional Council) will
commence a process to further investigate passenger rail in
Canterbury in FY2023/24, with the scoping of this work to begin in
FY2022/23.

Air Quality, Transport and Urban Development Committee 2022-09-07
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8.2. Clean Air Work Programme Update Including 2022
Winter Work Programme
Air Quality, Transport and Urban Development Committee
report
Date of meeting

Wednesday, 7 September 2022

Author

Brian Reeves, Service Delivery Leader - South Canterbury

Responsible Director

Katherine Harbrow, Director Operations

Purpose
1.

To provide the Committee with an addendum to the deferred report from 27 July 2022
meeting on the progress of the Clean Air programme.

Recommendations
That the Air Quality, Transport and Urban Development Committee:
1. Receives the Clean Air work programme report and addendum.
2. Notes the exceedances of the National Environmental Standards for Air Quality
largely due to winter home heating in five of the eight gazetted airsheds.
3. Notes the exceedances of the National Environmental Standards for Air Quality
largely due to industrial activity in Washdyke gazetted airshed.

Key points


This addendum provides an update to the previous paper which was deferred from the
27 July 2022 meeting. The original paper is included as Attachment 8.2.1.



The winter pollution season has almost finished with pollutant concentrations
exceeding limits in several airsheds in recent months.



A briefing has been requested by Waimakariri District Council in September 2022.

Background
2.

An update was provided to the committee on 27 July 2022. Due to time constraints the
item was deferred to the 7 September 2022 meeting.

3.

Updates to air quality exceedances are included in this paper, to be read as an
addendum to the original paper which is included as Attachment 8.2.1.
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4.

The addendum is included because the exceedances have changed since the last
report was written and so would be inaccurate.

Changes to the report provided
5.

The table below is an update to the paper in the report.

6.

The national standards only allow the daily PM10 concentration to be above 50 µg/m3
on one day per year. PM10 exceedances in Canterbury’s polluted airsheds for this
calendar year are shown in Table 1.

7.

Home heating is still by far the largest contributor to air quality issues in all areas,
except Washdyke. Environment Canterbury’s Clean Air work programme aims to
address emissions from home heating.

8.

Washdyke exceedances are related to industrial activity and are caused by emissions
discharged from various sources, under different wind conditions, over a 24-hr period.
This includes sea salt, during light north-easterlies, soil particles, during strong northwest winds; road dust and dusty activities near the monitoring site, during very light
winds or calm periods; and dust sources south of the monitoring site, during strong
southerlies. However, the concentrations are most often high during working hours
and almost all exceedances occur on weekdays. Staff are ensuring alignment with the
Waitarakao/Washdyke Lagoon Strategy development to ensure synergy of actions to
improve air quality and the wellbeing of the lagoon.

9.

Table 1: NESAQ Exceedances this calendar year to 16 August 2022

Next steps
10.

Staff will continue to deliver the work programme and provide the Council and/or the
Committee with regular updates on the progress made.

Attachments
1.
2.

Clean Air Work Programme Update [8.2.1 - 7 pages]
Long Term Trends for Air Quality [8.2.2 - 1 page]

File reference

[SharePoint link for this paper]

Legal review
Peer reviewers

[Names of two peer reviewers who have reviewed this paper]
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8.1. Clean Air Work Programme Update Including 2022
Winter Work Programme
Air Quality, Transport and Urban Development Committee
report
Date of meeting

Wednesday, 27 July 2022

Author

Vanessa Scott, Principal Consents Planner

Responsible Director

Katherine Harbrow, Director Operations

Purpose
1.

To update the Committee on the progress of the Clean Air programme.

Recommendations
That the Air Quality, Transport and Urban Development Committee:
1. Notes the exceedances of the National Environmental Standards for Air Quality
largely due to winter home heating in five of the eight gazetted airsheds.
2. Notes the exceedances of the National Environmental Standards for Air Quality
largely due to industrial activity in Washdyke gazetted airshed.
3. Receives the Clean Air work programme report.

Key points


The winter pollution season has started with pollutant concentrations exceeding limits
in several airsheds in recent months.



Briefings on the Clean air work programme were given to Waimate District Council and
Timaru District Council.



Air quality A3 information posters were sent to each Canterbury Territorial Authorities
with polluted airsheds, that is Waimakariri District Council, Christchurch City Council,
Ashburton District Council, Timaru District Council, and Waimate District Council.



The Health and Air Pollution in New Zealand (HAPINZ 3.0) study was published on
Wednesday 6th July.

Background
2.

On 17 June 2021, the Council adopted its Long-Term Plan 2021-31 (LTP).

3.

The LTP created the Clean Air programme as part of the Air Quality, Transport and
Urban Development portfolio. The LTP outlines that through this programme:
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“We are regulating and supporting initiatives to ensure air quality improves and does not
impact on the wellbeing of communities.”
4.

Work on this programme has been included in the quarterly reporting. This update
provides the Committee with more details regarding key initiatives.

5.

This work is relevant to the Air Quality, Transport and Urban Development Committee
as it relates to the impact and outcomes of spatial planning, as housing density and
housing type strongly correlate with air quality outcomes. The Cleaner Home Heating
initiative has impacts on housing stock.

Progress towards improving air quality
6.

Air quality is improving across Canterbury, however, there are still days in winter when
pollutant concentrations exceed national standards. There are eight Canterbury towns
which are gazetted as polluted airsheds through the National Environmental Standards
for Air Quality (NESAQ). In these areas the Council is required to monitor and improve
air quality to meet the standards.

7.

The national standards only allow the daily PM10 concentration to be above 50 µg/m3 on
one day per year. The Canterbury Air Regional Plan (CARP) requires that by 2030 all
daily PM2.5 concentrations must be below 25 µg/m3. PM10 exceedances in Canterbury’s
polluted airsheds for this calendar year are shown in Table 1.

8.

Home heating is still by far the largest contributor to air quality issues in all areas,
except Washdyke. Environment Canterbury’s Clean Air work programme aims to
address emissions from home heating. Washdyke exceedances are related to industrial
activity.

Table 1: NESAQ Exceedances this calendar year to 13 July 2022

Clean air programme
9.

The Clean Air programme structure is delivered under two work streams in the LTP:
 Air Quality management:
o

air quality monitoring and investigations

o

air quality strategy and planning
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o

Canterbury Air Regional Plan compliance and public information

 Cleaner Home Heating:
o

subsidies

o

burner authorisations

o

management of non-compliant burners

Air Quality Management
Air Quality Investigations
10. Air quality investigations are undertaken to better understand air quality and pollution
sources in Canterbury, and to prepare for emerging issues. The knowledge gained from
these investigations informs and supports planning, strategy, compliance, enforcement
and implementation activities done by the council. Our 2022/23 work programme
includes efforts to better understand nitrogen dioxide concentrations in Canterbury1 and
regional sources and emissions that contribute to climate change.
11. Our work programme includes:
 Pilot nitrogen dioxide (NO2) tube networks in Timaru and Christchurch – A network of
NO2 tubes (non-regulatory grade monitors) has been established in Timaru to better
understand long-term NO2 concentrations in different urban situations (e.g. peak
traffic areas, areas of high congestion and in residential areas). These will also help
monitor long-term effectiveness of policies targeting transport. A similar pilot will be
established for Christchurch (supplementing measurements being made by Waka
Kotahi and Christchurch City Council (CCC) in July/August.
 Canterbury air pollution risk report –this supplements work done in 2021/22 and will
be completed in July/August 2022.
 Winter emission inventories – home heating emissions for Canterbury airsheds will
be available by end September, and transport and industrial emissions will be
reported in the full winter inventories due end December 2022.
 Real-life emissions study of single chamber ultra-low emission wood burners
(ULEB)– this winter 2023 study will help us better quantify emissions and potential
levels of improvement achieved by this class of burner.
 Annual greenhouse gas and traditional air pollutants inventory for Canterbury – these
baseline emissions will be used to track change in emissions over time, help inform
mitigation strategies, and identify the main sources contributing to annual traditional
air pollutant emissions across the region. The inventory will be prepared during
2022/23 and submitted by end June 2023.

More stringent concentration limits in the 2021 World Health Guidelines may influence future
National Environmental Standards for Air Quality, and the findings of the Health and Air Pollution in
New Zealand study indicate greater health impacts and social costs associated with nitrogen dioxide
than with PM.
1
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Air Quality Monitoring
12. The air quality monitoring and advice initiative monitors and reports ambient air quality
in the Canterbury region. The focus is on pollutants that exceed or may exceed
National Environmental Standards for Air Quality, targets in the Canterbury Air Regional
Plan and pollutants identified in Environment Canterbury’s Long-Term Plan 2021-31.
Planned network improvements include the introduction of carbon analysers (allow
better real-time differentiation between natural and combustion sources), and two new
real-time nitrogen dioxide monitors (provide regulatory-grade concentrations for
comparison with guidelines and standards outside of Christchurch) into the network.
We will also be trialling some cheaper sensors to use in short-term investigations, for
incident response and to determine where monitoring sites should be located within
areas of concern.
Health and Air Pollution in New Zealand (HAPINZ 3.0)
13. He rangi hauora he iwi ora Health and Air Pollution in New Zealand 3.0 was released to
the public on Wednesday 6th July. The report is published by the Ministry for the
Environment, Waka Kotahi New Zealand Transport Agency, Te Manatū Waka Ministry
of Transport, and Manatū Hauora Ministry of Health.
14. The report presents the health impacts and social costs associated with air pollution in
New Zealand for 2016. The study was carried out by New Zealand experts in air quality,
health, and economics, and peer reviewed by international air quality experts.
15. The report assessed the impacts of particulate matter less than 2.5 µm (PM2.5) and
nitrogen dioxide (NO2). PM2.5 and NO2 together contribute to most air pollution health
effects in Canterbury from home heating and transport emissions. The 2012 report was
PM10 only. The current report shows the mortality impact of transport emissions is an
order of magnitude higher than from road crashes.
16. The release includes excel spreadsheets with the regional breakdowns, and templates
and guidance for communicating the findings.

Cleaner Home Heating
17. The Cleaner Home Heating workstream is focussed on reducing domestic emissions.
The best way to reduce emissions from home heating is to improve:
 Solid Fuel Burner Types (Low emitting burners (LEB) and Ultra-low emitting burners
(ULEB))
 Fuel used
 Burning Technique
18. Some households will need advice and financial assistance to achieve this. Community
and Public Health advisors worked with staff in the design of this workstream, which is
informed by a Health Impact Assessment of the Canterbury Air Regional Plan. We need
to ensure our work programme focusses on improving air quality while ensuring that
people can stay warm.
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19. The resourcing in the workstream is largely education and support to households to
burn better and have no visible smoke from compliant forms of home heating.
20. Staff also work with retailers and Territorial Authority building consents teams to ensure
that they are aware of the rules for burner replacements and that only compliant burners
are installed.
21. There have been limited proactive campaigns to tackle expired and expiring burners in
recent years since the major deadlines in the Canterbury Air Regional Plan have
passed. However, numbers of expiring burners will increase in 2024, particularly in
Christchurch, as the new expiry timeframes in the Plan start to take effect.
22. Resourcing of the programme was reduced once the major deadlines were
implemented. However, the current LTP includes an increase in resourcing to
acknowledge the increasing volumes of expiring burners and associated work to deliver
this because of the expiry timeframes in the Plan.

Winter 2022 activity
23. The 2022 Winter activity includes addressing:
 Swapping expiring burners: we undertook a pro-active campaign in Timaru due to the
high numbers of expired burners that remain and the high number of air quality
exceedances. The campaign informed homeowners with the oldest expired burners
of their obligations to replace their burners.
 Good Burning Technique: We are promoting efficient and clean home heating
through the Warmer Cheaper communications campaign. Warmer Cheaper
operates region-wide and directs the public to the ECan website for advice on better
burning technique and using the right fuels. For 2022 we focussed social media and
print media messaging in the Timaru area.
 Good Fuel Use: We are promoting dry fuel through the Trusted Good Wood branded
merchants across Canterbury. This year we have had two additional requests from
wood merchants who want to be included in this scheme. Staff audits of Good Wood
merchants this winter have found that due to a wet summer, some providers are
struggling to maintain a good supply of dry firewood. Staff are also investigating
opportunities to address the quality of other forms of wood selling e.g. roadside
trailers, online. Initial focus will be to work with Territorial Authorities to use bylaws or
other tools to reduce the sales of poor-quality firewood for example road-side trailer
sales.
 Smokey Chimneys: We are responding to complaints from the public relating to
smoky chimneys – providing education on better burning and advice on replacing
burners if the source is found to be an expired burner. We now have three staff
based in Timaru and Christchurch to carry out this work.
24. With increased resourcing this financial year and into 2024, there will be increased
community engagement and pro-active campaigns to reduce the impacts on home
heating on air quality in our most polluted airsheds.
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Financial Assistance
25. Replacing wood burners may be financially challenging for some households. Lowincome financial assistance is available in the form of Council funded subsidies (funded
by targeted rates and reserves) and the Warmer Kiwi Homes scheme funded through
EECA. Home heating advice and access to subsidy schemes is delivered by Energy
Smart in Timaru and by Community Energy Action in Greater Christchurch.
26. We also manage a temporary waiver scheme to provide leniency for the elderly or
households with significant health issues.
27. Uptake of subsidies has been extremely low in recent years, resulting in subsidies being
underspent for the last three financial years. This may be due to other financial
assistance being available, and/or the design of the scheme.
28. The legal review of the Healthier Homes Canterbury scheme is progressing. Once this
is complete, we have it in our work programme to review and update our approach to
financial assistance.

Delivering the outcomes from the Long-Term Plan
29. The following table identifies our commitments for air quality under the Air Quality,
Transport and Urban Development portfolio as stated in the LTP, and how the Clean Air
programme is broadly contributing to these outcomes.

In the next 10 years we will:

We are working towards this by:

reduce emissions of greenhouse
gases and other pollutants from our
region’s transport network and urban
environments

Providing up-to-date information, advice, tools
and resources which enable the community to
understand air quality issues and take action
Providing air quality monitoring and
investigation services
Providing assistance to low-income
households in Clean Air Zones with expiring
burners to transition to cleaner forms of home
heating

Cost, compliance and communication
Financial implications
30. The funding required to deliver the work programme for the Clean Air programme was
incorporated into the LTP. Any significant changes to the funding required to deliver the
work programme will be considered by Council during the development of the next
annual plan.
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Risk assessment and legal compliance
31. Environment Canterbury’s Portfolio performance: Third quarter report (1 July 2021 to 31
March 2022) identified the critical risks and their mitigation for the Air Quality, Transport
and Urban Development portfolio. This report can be found here. The key risks related
to the Clean Air programme include the following:
 If there is a shortage of staff to deliver the Clean Air programme then this will impact
the ability to deliver the initiatives identified in the LTP 2021-31 and lead to declining
outcomes for the community.

Engagement, Significance and Māori Participation
32. The relationship with our Territorial Authorities is key as they issue building consents for
domestic woodburners. They ensure only burners that comply with the Canterbury Air
Regional Plan rules are installed. Our solid fuel burner database uses information from
the territorial authorities in Clean Air Zones, and informs science, strategy, planning and
implementation.
33. We have responded to local council requests for briefings.

Climate Change Impacts
34. Programmes to address climate change may have air quality co-benefits. Much of the
work being undertaken to address greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions reduction has cobenefits for air quality. Air Quality Management staff are contributing to or participating
in climate change initiatives, both in terms of adaptation and mitigation. Air Quality
monitoring and investigations may also provide additional information for better
understanding and managing GHG emissions e.g. NO2 monitoring. Consideration of
GHG emissions was legally out of scope when burner transition timeframes were set in
the Canterbury Air Regional Plan.

Next steps
35. Staff will continue to deliver the work programme and provide the Council and/or the
Committee with regular updates on the progress made.

Attachments
Nil
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Legal review
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Appendix 2 Long term trends in in Canterbury
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8.3. Transforming Public Transport Work Programme
Report
Air Quality, Transport and Urban Development Committee
report
Date of meeting

Wednesday, 7 September 2022

Author

Stewart Gibbon, General Manager - Public Transport

Responsible Director

Katherine Harbrow, Director Operations

Purpose
1.

To update the Committee on the Transforming Public Transport work programme.

Recommendations
That the Air Quality, Transport and Urban Development Committee:
1.

Receives the Transforming Public Transport work programme report.

Background
2.

On 17 June 2021, the Council adopted its Long-Term Plan 2021-31 (LTP).

3.

The LTP created the Transforming Public Transport programme as part of the Air
Quality, Transport and Urban Development portfolio. The LTP outlines that through this
programme:
“We are operating, managing, and delivering innovative improvements to public
transport services in Canterbury to increase patronage”

4.

On 16 June 2022, Council adopted its Annual Plan for the fiscal year 2022-23,
incorporating changes to the Transforming Public Transport work programme.

5.

The Committee has been provided updates on this work programme at its previous
meetings. This work programme update builds on these previous reports.

Key updates on the work programme
Patronage
6.

Patronage for the year continued to be impacted by COVID. For the month of July, we
are tracking at 71% of pre-COVID patronage. The budget for the Annual Plan set an
expectation of 75%. July has been a particularly wet month for Greater Christchurch,
and we note this has had a visible impact on patronage with daily totals fluctuating from
a low of 54% to a high of 96% of pre-COVID numbers
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7.

Council will be aware that the 50% Fares initiative from government has been extended
to 31 January 2023.

8.

In Timaru, patronage is 11.8% above pre-COVID numbers, noting that the 50% fare
reduction initiative is not in place in Timaru.

Work Programme
9.

Key areas of focus over the month of July have been:
a. Tertiary Concession delivery
b. Orbiter Ilam Service Review
c. Cass Bay service extension
d. Waimakariri Express Service Review
e. Customer Experience & Safety Exploration
f.

Managing driver shortages.

10. Further detail for the highlighted items is provided below.
Tertiary Concession
11. The Tertiary Concession has been a large project involving a number of the team to
develop the necessary processes and collateral to enable this initiative.
12. The Tertiary Concession has been successfully activated through July 2022 as planned,
as tertiary institutes commenced their next semester and students returned to campus.
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Council will receive reporting on initial insights and engagement in Q2 following the
progressive launch and promotional activities in Q1.
Orbiter Ilam Service Review
13. This will be covered in a separate paper being presented to this committee on 7
September.
Cass Bay Service Extension
14. We have successfully delivered the extension to the 28 Service to Rapaki and Cass
Bay as planned. This service change has been well received by the community and we
will monitor it closely to evaluate uptake and utilisation.
Waimakariri Express Service Review
15. This will be covered in a separate paper being presented to this committee on 7
September.
Customer Experience & Safety Exploration
16. A key component of encouraging mode shift to public transport is responding to
underlying perceptions relating to travel experience and safety. While our 2021 Metro
User Survey noted a high rate of comfort with overall safety on public transport, with
93% satisfied, those rating personal safety 9 or 10 in the 2021 survey reduced by 2%
from the previous year.
17. With our community under increased stress throughout the COVID pandemic, drivers
have also noted a perceptible change in general behaviour and reduced levels of
tolerance from the community resulting in an increase in their level of concern.
18. A collaboration between Environment Canterbury, Christchurch City Council and
Operators has been underway to explore opportunities to improve customer experience
and safety of customers and drivers across our network and facilities.
19. Four streams of work have been identified and are now being explored further with the
intention of improving overall experience and feelings of safety for customers and
drivers when engaging with public transport and the opportunity to engage with our
customers more actively while they travel. These streams are as follows:
a. Potential for introduction of Safety Officers on the network to support
customers and drivers
b. Improvements to security resourcing at the Bus Interchange
c. Review of current Code of Conduct for travelling on our services
d. Exploration of the potential reduction in use of or removal of cash on the
network. We note that Auckland has been operating without cash for over 12
months now. This will be a key behaviour change following the introduction of
National Ticketing. The Reduced Fare structure commencing in February may
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also support the reduction in cash transactions with a MetroCard making
customers funds go a lot further
20. Council have approved funding through the Annual Plan to support activities targeted in
this area, and these workstreams will provide recommendations for consideration.
Managing Driver Shortage
21. The national driver shortage continues to negatively impact on service delivery in
Greater Christchurch. At present we are experiencing between 3 – 5% of trips being
missed and this is likely to continue.
22. This issue is prevalent across Aotearoa, with similar or higher rates of missed trips
being experienced in other locations such as Auckland, Tauranga, Hamilton, Hawkes
Bay, Wellington and Otago.
23. We have continued to engage with Operators and AWUNZ (Union representing drivers
in Canterbury) with the intention of identifying, developing and agreeing a suitable
response to alleviate this issue. The primary contributor to this situation as Council is
aware is the Driver base wage rate.
24. We have continued to actively engage with Waka Kotahi on this critical industry issue,
including a request for funding support to adjust the driver base wage rate, and await
their response.
25. There continues to be no clarity on how PTAs (Public Transport Authorities) can access
the $61m fund that was earmarked by government to address this very issue in the
budget announcement in May 2022.
26. We note that Auckland Transport have recently initiated an increase in driver base
wage rates to $25.62/hr, fully funded by Auckland Council. Auckland Transport have
also formally requested funding support from Waka Kotahi to improve on this and are
awaiting the outcome of a Waka Kotahi Board meeting in August. At the time of writing
the outcome of this Board consideration is not known.
27. The longer this issue goes unresolved the greater the impact on our community and the
harder it will be to encourage mode shift to public transport.
28. The direct implications for Environment Canterbury are:
a. Delays in the return of public transport usage to pre-COVID numbers, even
with the 50% fare reduction from Government in place. For many people, a
reduced price is not enough of an incentive to engage with an unreliable
service.
b. We are unable to commit to the planned and approved service improvements
for routes 17 & 28 scheduled for early 2023, meaning these will be delayed.
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c. The negative impact this will likely have on our Fare Trial commencing
February 2023, as customers will continue to find the service unreliable and
thus less likely to be attracted to it as a viable mode choice.
29. Improvements in public transport service, reliability and competitiveness have been
identified in the Emissions Reduction Plan (ERP), and in the approved PT Futures
business case, as a key strategic response to support and facilitate mode shift to
reduce the emissions footprint of transport. Council will note that government are
currently developing Vehicle Kilometres Travelled (VKT) reduction targets for the main
urban centres. The prolonged driver shortage will mean Public Transport will not be
able to be used as a tool to respond to these targets, leaving councils in a difficult
position.
30. Without government funding support councils are left with limited options:
a. Continue with the status quo, accepting an on-going compromised service
delivery outcome for our community until government funding is made
available
b. Reduce our services to a level that is deliverable with the driver numbers we
have. This assumes the drivers we have will remain, given no changes to
wage levels. It will be even less attractive to users and will be difficult and
take considerable time, to build our network back to its previous base.
c. Fully fund a driver wage reset from local share, without government funding
support, noting the advice from Waka Kotahi on leveraging of future
government funding. A progressive step approach may therefore be required
as funding, both local and central government sourced, becomes available.
31. In either case, without government funding support, Council’s ability to respond to the
Emissions Reduction Plan is severely compromised.

Cost, compliance and communication
Financial implications
32. COVID continues to have an impact on the financial position of public transport with
reduced fare revenue, noting that Waka Kotahi continues to fund their 51% share of this
shortfall.
33. Inflation has also had a significant fiscal impact on public transport as Council will be
aware through the Annual Plan process. While funding has been allocated in our budget
to respond to this, inflation through the NZTA (NZ Transport Agency) Index is tracking
above the 5% that has been assumed as part of the Annual plan. Cost escalation from
index inflation will be covered by PT (Public Transport) Reserves
Budget 2022 – COVID Public Transport Response
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34. As part of Budget 2022, a total of $47.4m was allocated to offsetting a portion of the
reduced revenue impacts of COVID on the NLTF (National Land Transport Fund) and
public transport authorities during the 2021/22 fiscal year. $23.7m has been allocated to
offset revenue impact of the NLTF and 23.7m allocated for fare revenue loss of Public
Transport Authorities.
35. Waka Kotahi have competed revenue loss and fund allocation calculations based on
the total fare revenue shortfall that occurred in the first six months of fiscal year 2021/22
(1 July and 31 December 2021).
36. Environment Canterbury’s share of this fund has been calculated as 2.75%, equating to
$651k. These funds have been provided to Environment Canterbury and have gone into
the Public Transport Reserve.
37. Most of this funding has been allocated to Auckland Transport (60.45%), Greater
Wellington (37.3%) and Waikato (4.5%) reflecting the more severe and extended
lockdowns experienced in those centres.

Risk assessment and legal compliance
38. The key risks related to the Transforming Public Transport programme include the
following:
a. If COVID-19 continues to have a severe impact on public transport patronage
and fare revenue beyond what has been budgeted for, then reserves will
continue to be required to cover the shortfall and may be stretched
b. If inflationary pressures remain high for some time, resulting in increased
indexation costs, then reserves will be required to offset this cost increase as
well. The combination of COVID-19 impact on fare revenue with increased
indexation costs could potentially drain the PT Reserve in year 2
c. If a shortage of drivers for public transport persists either through COVID-19
or driver recruitment, then service disruptions will continue impacting on
community confidence in public transport
d. If Environment Canterbury receives insufficient funding from the National
Land Transport Fund to match the local share, then we may be unable to
progress all the initiatives identified in the Long-Term and Annual Plans.

Engagement, Significance and Māori Participation
39. Much of the work undertaken for the public transport work programme has and
continues to involve engagement with the community, our partners in central and local
govt, iwi and our key suppliers.

Climate Change Impacts
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40. Several the public transport initiatives within the work programme have a direct
alignment to Council’s expectations and strategy to reduce emissions and respond to
climate change. These initiatives are identified in the attached work programme
summary (right hand column). Most notably the procurement and implementation of
zero emissions vehicles, service enhancements to make public transport more
competitive to encourage and facilitate mode-shift, and the Fare Policy changes making
public transport more equitable to more people, again encouraging mode shift.
41. Council will note the emissions reduction outcomes from the fleet investments earlier in
this paper.

Next steps
42. Staff will continue to deliver the work programme and provide the Council and/or the
Committee with regular updates on progress made.

Attachments
1.

PT Work programme T UD 7 Sep 2022 [8.3.1 - 4 pages]
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Attachment 1 - Public Transport Work Programme Jul 2022 – Jun 2024

Initiative Name
Initiative Description
PT – Strategy & Planning

Status

Complete a Fare Policy review
and consult with the community
via the Annual Plan process

ON TRACK

Marketing and Customer
Experience strategy

Develop marketing and
Customer Experience strategy

ON TRACK

Marketing campaigns

Targeted marketing campaigns
to stimulate patronage

Fare Policy Review

Mass Rapid Transit
Business case

PT Services Analyst &
Strategy Advisor
recruitment
Public Transport Futures
strategy and planning

Contribute to the completion of
the business case for Mass
Rapid Transit (MRT).
Waka Kotahi is the primary
agency and lead this work
Recruit and onboard a PT
Services Analyst
Undertake strategic activities to
support the PT Futures
programme of work

On-Demand Solution in
Greater Christchurch

Investigate feasibility of On
Demand in Greater
Christchurch

Reference Group and
Customer Panel structure

Develop Reference Group and
Customer Panel structure

Regional Public Transport
Plan

Review and update the
Regional Public Transport Plan

Travel Demand
Management (TDM)
programs with partner
councils

Deliver TDM activities in
partnership with local authorities
to support mode-shift and
educate the community on
alternate travel options to the
private car

Zero emissions fleet
replacement strategy

Develop a strategy for the
implementation of a low
emission fleet across the
Canterbury network

Milestone Q1

Milestone Q2

Milestone Q3

Milestone Q4

Develop Fare Trial

Develop Fare Trial

Implement Fare Trial

Develop Community
Connect

Develop Community Connect

Implement Community
Connect

Plan and implement

Plan and implement

Implement

Develop

Develop/Activate

Develop/Activate

Develop/Activate

Complete MRT
Indicative Business Case
(IN PROGRESS)

Complete MRT Indicative
Business Case

Complete MRT
Indicative Business
Case

Complete MRT
Indicative Business
Case

Recruit
(IN PROGRESS)

Onboard;

Develop Accelerated
Investment Programme

Priority to develop Accelerated
Investment Programme

Milestone
2023/24

Milestone
2024/25

Review Fare Trial

Support
Climate
Change?
Yes

No

Develop/Activate

Develop/Activate

No

ON TRACK

Now part of
Spatial Plan
COVID Disruption
IN PROGRESS

FOCUS CHANGE

IN PROGRESS

Develop PT Stakeholder
Reference Group
(PTSRG)
Develop Terms of
Reference

No

Develop integrated
Partner reporting for PT
Futures.

Yes

Investigate feasibility of
On-Demand in Greater
Christchurch and
identify costs and trial
scope for inclusion in
LTP

Yes

Finalise Terms of Reference

Review structure

No

Implement Structure

REALIGNED
Given extent and
range of potential
changes, realigned to full
review

Plan full review of
RPTP

Review programme

Yes

Implement programme

Implement programme

Implementation

Determine future investment
profile and technologies

Determine future
investment profile and
technologies

Approval and
Implement strategy

Undertake Review and
consultation and
finalise RPTP

Yes

Implementation

Yes

IN PROGRESS

DELAYED due
resource priorities
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Initiative Name

Initiative Description

Govt Emissions Reduction
Plan opportunity analysis

Review ERP and Budget 2022
to understand investment
opportunities

Infrastructure Strategy

Investigate future approach to
Infrastructure delivery

PTOM Review

Status
IN PROGRESS
Investigate details
and engagement
process

IN PROGRESS

Engage and participate with
MoT in industry review of PTOM
IN PROGRESS

Milestone Q1

Milestone Q2

Milestone Q3

Milestone Q4

Milestone
2023/24

Milestone
2024/25

Support
Climate
Change?

Investigate & engage on
Transport Choice
Package
(IN PROGRESS)

Investigate & engage when
details are made available

Investigate & engage
when details are made
available

Yes

Scoping and
investigation
(IN PROGRESS)

Scoping and investigation

Scoping and
investigation

Participate in/contribute
to review discussions
and options development
(IN PROGRESS)

Participate in/contribute to
review discussions and options
development

Participate in/contribute
to review discussions
and options
development

Yes

Review funding for
COVID patronage
shortfall

Monitor and respond to
changes

Monitor and respond to
changes

No

Options consideration

Yes

PT – Customer Delivery
COVID-19 response

Ferry Replacement

Metro services review

Review the COVID-19 response
to underwrite reduced fares and
the provision of enhanced bus
cleaning services in 2021/22
due to COVID-19
Plan and implement Ferry
Replacement Strategy. EV
deferred to next LTP. First
vessel to be Diesel

Undertake a review of the Metro
Agency network, Metroinfo call
centre, counter and online
services (Metro cards) and
design systems and processes
ahead of implementing the
National Ticketing System

Provision of bus services
for Greater Christchurch

Provide bus services and
enhancements for Christchurch,
Waimakariri and Selwyn
districts

Provision of bus services
for South Canterbury
(Including My Way)

Provide bus services and
enhancements for Timaru and
Temuka, including My Way ondemand bus services in Timaru

Community engagement
and consultation

Undertake community
consultation on significant policy
reviews or service changes

Public Transport Futures
implementation

Implement progressive service
improvement initiatives
identified in the Public Transport
business case, supported and
co-ordinated across multiple
partners

Public transport support
for large-scale community
events

Provide event support for the
Matariki celebrations, and the
SailGP event to be held in
Lyttleton in January 2022

ON GOING

IN PROGRESS

IN PROGRESS
CRM project
initiated

Resource capacity
– defer targeted
express
NLTF funding
confirmed to
extend trial to
2024

RESCHEDULED

IN PROGRESS
(Delayed due
Driver Shortage)

Finalise order of diesel
vessel – note 18mth lead
time so funding does not
commence yet.
CCC upgrade to
Diamond harbour Wharf
commences 1 Sep
Complete systems and
process review ahead of
National Ticketing
(IN PROGRESS.
COVID resource
disruption)

Implement new vessel,
possibly by December
2023
Investigate EV Ferry for
inclusion in LTP

Yes

Complete systems and process
review ahead of National
Ticketing

Implement new CRM
solution

No

Review Waimakariri
express service (after
operating for 2 years)

Identify next Targeted Express
Service.

Implement targeted
express. (Dependant
on Driver Resourcing)

Yes

Complete LINK Review
consultation

Implement any changes

Review Trial to inform
LTP and NLTF

Yes

(IN PROGRESS)

Communicate outcome
of Orbiter Review
Prepare
Develop final solution for
17/28 and customer
collateral
Complete Contract
Variation and order
vehicles
Planning for SailGP

Ferry consultation
(RESCHEDULED)

Phase 1 of Route 7 Corridor
Service Review

Implement 17/28 route
improvements
(Delayed due Driver
Shortage)

No

Route 7 Corridor
Service Review

LTP approvals for
Route 7 Service
Review

Implement Route 7
Corridor changes

Yes

Route 7 Corridor
Service Review
No

Resource
constraint
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Initiative Name
Vehicle Trust Expansion

Zero emissions fleet
replacement

Tertiary Concession

CANDO Cards

Initiative Description
Provide support to community
groups to establish new
Community Vehicle Trusts
(CVTs)

Order and implement new zero
emissions vehicles for the fleet
to reduce the emissions profile

Develop and delivery Fare
Concession for Tertiary
Students

Facilitate creation of new
CANDO cards for 2023 school
year

Develop Phase-Out plan, ahead
of National Ticketing

Status
IN PROGRESS

IN PROGRESS –
potential supply
chain impacts on
delivery dates

Milestone Q1

Support Temuka and
Ashburton Trust Delivery
Continue engagement with
Hanmer

(16 Vehicles Ordered in
previous fiscal year.)

Implement

Build charging
infrastructure
Implemented for Linc,
UC and Ara

IN PROGRESS

COMPLETE

IN PROGRESS

Milestone Q2

Support Temuka and
Ashburton Trust Delivery
Continue engagement
with Hanmer

Milestone Q3

Milestone Q4

Milestone
2023/24

Milestone
2024/25

Support
Climate
Change?
No

Order next tranche of
vehicles

Implement new
vehicles

Yes

Communicate fleet
improvements
Expand through remaining
institutes

Yes

Expand through
remaining institutes
School student
registrations

Schools order cards from
Supplier

Cards Delivered to
Schools by supplier
and imported into
Ticketing System by
ECAN

No

Develop phase-out plan

Develop phase-out plan

Implement phase-out

No

Plan for National
Ticketing; Integrate new
RTI; use Balanced
Scorecard

Plan for National Ticketing;
Integrate new RTI; use for
Balanced Scorecard

Plan for National
Ticketing; Integrate
new RTI; use for
Balanced Scorecard

Finalise Revised contract
and solution

Develop transition plan

Transition to national
standard RideWise

Communicate to Schools
and Supplier

PT – Business Support
Business Intelligence and
reporting review

Total Mobility RideWise
review

Further refine and develop the
Public Transport reporting suite
including RTI, Project NEXT
and service analysis capabilities

IN PROGRESS

Review RideWise
implementation across NZ
IN PROGRESS

Total Mobility Services
and review

Review the Total Mobility
contracts and framework for
delivery and provision of Total
Mobility services

Customer feedback
database and responses
review

Develop new Customer
Relationship Management
(CRM) database and processes

Driver Shortages

Develop and Manage response
to Driver Shortages

Resource
capacity.
DELAYED

PAUSED

Service
Disruptions ongoing
Missed trips varying
between 3-5%
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Plan for National
Ticketing; Integrate
new RTI; use for
Balanced Scorecard

Integrate with National
Ticketing

No

No

(IN PROGRESS)
Commence review of
contracts framework and
delivery
(DELAYED)
Design new solution
(PAUSED. Resourcing
issues)

Design new solution

Engage with Waka
Kotahi on funding
support

Implement funded response

Contract review and
engagement

Implementation of
review

Design new solution
Implement

Implement

Implementation of
review

No

No

No
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Attachment 8.3.1

Initiative Name
Customer research and
surveys

Initiative Description
Undertake annual surveys to
determine passenger/customer
satisfaction ratings and other
customer research to
understand the customer
perspective as an input to
strategy and service design
development

Status

Milestone Q1
Interchange Research

Milestone Q2

National Ticketing System
(Project NEXT)

Implement the National
Ticketing System (Project
NEXT) and Dynamics 365 as
part of this project

Real Time Information
(RTI) System

RTI Phase 3: Implement
intersection priority RTI
Phase 4: Implement in-bus
driver display units
RTI Phase 5: Implement invehicle displays and next stop
announcements

PHASE 3 IN
PROGRESS
COVID disruptions

Government 50% Fare
reduction initiative

Develop and implement Govt
50% fare reduction initiative

IN PROGRESS

Government Community
Connect Concession.

50% concession on Adult
Metrocard Fare for Community
Services Card Holders from 1
February 2023

Customer Experience &
Safety Exploration

Explore opportunities to
improve customer engagement
and safety across network

Timetable Management
System (TMS)

Implement and transition to new
TMS

COVID disruption
to procurement
process

PHASES 1 – 2
COMPLETE

IN PROGRESS

IN PROGRESS

IN PROGRESS
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Milestone Q4

Receive final reports
from surveys and
research and analyse

Report to Council on
Metro User Survey

Procure and plan project;
complete detailed
transition planning
including scheduling
system
(IN PROGRESS)

Procure and plan project;
complete detailed transition
planning including scheduling
system

Develop and plan for
Implementation of
National Ticketing

Develop and plan for
Implementation of
National Ticketing

Develop Intersection
Priority with CCC
(IN PROGRESS)

Develop Intersection Priority
with CCC

Implement intersection
priority progressively.

Metro User Survey
IN PROGRESS

Milestone Q3

Undertake surveys and
research

Milestone
2023/24

Milestone
2024/25

Support
Climate
Change?
No

Total Mobility User
Survey

Extended to 31 Jan
2023

Implement National
Ticketing System

Yes

No

Yes

Design and Develop
solution

Design and Develop solution

Implement solution

Yes

Stakeholder engagement
to identify opportunities
Develop Options
(IN PROGRESS)

Develop Options

Implement options

No

Transition to new TMS

Transition to new TMS

(IN PROGRESS)
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8.4. Orbiter Review
Air Quality, Transport and Urban Development Committee
report
Date of meeting

Wednesday, 7 September 2022

Author

Jess Stevens, Public Transport Operations Planner

Responsible Director

Katherine Harbrow, Director Operations

Purpose
1.

To update the Committee on the recent service review and engagement on the Orbiter
route.

2.

Retain the current Orbiter route alignment. With buses no longer able to use
Homestead Lane, Environment Canterbury has looked at the options and confirmed the
permanent route for the Orbiter in the Ilam area.

Recommendations
That the Air Quality, Transport and Urban Development Committee:
1.

Notes that the current Orbiter route via Waimairi Road (Option A) will become
the permanent route.

2.

Notes that staff will work with the Christchurch City Council on bus stop
locations adjacent to the Homestead Lane pedestrian safe zone, to improve
access from the Orbiter to the university main campus.

Key points
3.

Environment Canterbury recently commenced a service review of the Orbiter route
through the Ilam area. The review has been triggered by a temporary road closure on
the original route that has since become permanent.

4.

The service review included community engagement on two options for maximising
accessibility to high trip generators in the Ilam area:

5.



retaining the current Orbiter route on Waimairi Road (Option A) which has
high patronage near the Bush Inn Centre and Church Corner



changing the route to use Ilam Road (Option B) which hosts the main
university campus

The recommended option is to retain the current route (Option A) as it will continue to
directly service high trip generators on Waimairi Road. High patronage figures for
Waimairi Road stops and support from consultation make this the preferred option.
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6.

The Orbiter service will again be reviewed as part of the Greater Christchurch Public
Transport Futures (PT Futures) programme in years 3-4 (FY 2025/26), which will
consider increasing the frequency of the current Orbiter service and its route alignment.

Background
7.

From its inception in 1999 to 2019, the Orbiter connected through the university main
campus on Ilam Road to/from Bush Inn Mall using Waimairi Road and Homestead
Lane. In 2019, Homestead Lane was closed to through traffic while new halls of
residence were constructed, requiring the Orbiter to be re-routed along Waimairi Road.

8.

UC recently confirmed that Homestead Lane is permanently restricted to through traffic.
Environment Canterbury has approached the local community with route options to
consider how the Orbiter can best service the Ilam area.

9.

With buses no longer able to use Homestead Lane, Environment Canterbury has
looked at the options to decide on a permanent route for the Orbiter in the Ilam area.
Environment Canterbury undertakes regular comprehensive reviews of public transport
services to ensure they continue to meet user needs, grow patronage and deliver value
for money. These reviews cover key aspects of the service including customer
feedback, the route and its existing infrastructure, the performance of the existing
service and any corresponding feeder services to identify any opportunities to increase
patronage or improve the level of service offered to customers.

10. In this service review Environment Canterbury have looked at ways to maximise
accessibility to two high trip generators, the UC and Bush Inn centre. The expression of
support for public transport from the University alongside making a permanent route
decision provided an opportunity to renew discussion on returning the Orbiter to a route
that directly connects to the university main campus.
11. Between its inception in 1999 and 2019 the Orbiter travelled between the university
main campus and Bush Inn Mall via Homestead Lane, which is a private road owned by
the UC. Due to safety and maintenance concerns as well as ongoing construction on
the street, the UC contacted Environment Canterbury in 2018 requesting that buses no
longer be allowed to access the road.
12. With few viable alternatives, a decision was made in late 2018 to temporarily change
the Orbiter route to travel to and from Bush Inn along Waimairi Rd, servicing the UC
Dovedale campus and bypassing the Ilam Rd main campus (Figure 1).
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Figure 1 Orbiter current route and previous Homestead Lane Route

13. Originally when the UC requested that the Orbiter no longer travel down Homestead
Lane, a major motivator was the construction of a new hall of residence, Tupuānuku, on
Homestead Lane adjacent to existing residential facilities. Tupuānuku is now completed
and is a hall of residence for 500 students. Greater student numbers in this area could
be an opportunity to encourage mode shift to public transport with the Orbiter linking
significant key attractors and providing frequent and consistent service connections to
other Metro routes.
14. Late 2021 the UC and its Student Association (UCSA) approached Environment
Canterbury to request cheaper bus fares for students. Students signalled that they are
interested in using the bus for environmental reasons but suggested the cost of the fare
was off-putting. Environment Canterbury councillors agreed to fund a trial of tertiary
concessions through the 2022/2023 Annual Plan, which launched in July 2022.
Environment Canterbury acknowledges the concerns of students and their desire to
support public transport.
15. Additionally, Christchurch City Council is currently building a cycleway as part of their
plan to reduce carbon emissions. Te Ara O-Rakipaoa Nor-west Arc Cycleway is one of
a network of cycleways linking key activity centres across Christchurch while
encouraging people to ride bikes. The cycleway is planned for implementation along
Ilam Road and so all bus stops along Ilam Road from Maidstone Road to Memorial
Avenue would need to be integrated into the separated cycleway design.
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The Orbiter Service
16. The Orbiter service started in 1999 and is the Metro network’s most popular bus route,
providing easy access to many of Christchurch’s malls and major trip generators outside
the central city. It is the only high frequency circular route on the network, providing
many direct connections and transfer opportunities and runs both clockwise and
anticlockwise (Attachment 8.8.1).
17. At optimal service standards the Orbiter route is scheduled to run on a 10-minute
frequency from Monday to Friday and provides a 15-minute peak frequency during
weekends. However, Canterbury alongside the rest of New Zealand, is currently
experiencing a driver shortage. To compensate for this from 31 January 2022 the
Orbiter has run on a reduced timetable of every 15 minutes. Environment Canterbury is
continuing to work with operators to return the Orbiter back to the 10-minute frequency
once driver staffing levels allow.
18. Since its inception the Orbiter has attracted a high patronage base and consequent cost
recovery, as it is strategically designed to support connectivity between attractors and
accessibility. In 2018, the Orbiter averaged 183,388 boardings per month. This dropped
slightly to an average of 167,396 total boardings per month in 2019 which may be an
effect from parts of the route changing at this time, including in the Ilam area. Current
data from 2022 shows that the average total boardings sit around 99,463 per month.
COVID-19 has severely impacted patronage on public transport across New Zealand
and issues have been further exacerbated by driver shortages and changing travel
patterns (Figure 2).

Orbiter patronage January 2017 - June 2022
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Figure 2 Orbiter total patronage January 2017-June 2022. Note New Zealand Covid-19 Level 4 lockdown in MarMay 2020
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Service provision of the Orbiter in the Ilam area
19. Until 2019, the route travelled from Greers Road and Memorial Avenue intersection
down Memorial Avenue, along Ilam Road to the University, up Homestead Lane (in the
University grounds) to Waimairi Road, and along to Riccarton Road (Figure 1).
20. Currently in the Ilam area the Orbiter travels on Greers Road-Waimairi Road-Riccarton
Road. This directly services several major trip generators including Bush Inn Centre,
Church Corner, Waimairi road shops, Dovedale Campus and seven university halls of
residence. There are also schools, supermarkets and other trip generating activities in
the area that are near the Orbiter route.
21. Riccarton Road provides transfer opportunities from the Orbiter onto other high
frequency services such as route 3 and 5 as well as to other services (80, 100, 120,
130). Several of these routes directly travel past the UC campus (including the 10minute frequency 3 route).
22. The Orbiter attracts considerable patronage from the five stop-pairs along Waimairi
road. These stops accounted for 145,637 boarding in the last 18 months to June 2022,
approximately 7.5% of total Orbiter boardings (Attachment 8.8.2).
23. The bus stop pair outside Church Corner and Bush Inn centre (Waimairi Road near
Bowen Street stop) is the highest performing Orbiter stop-pair in the Ilam area. More
passengers board the Orbiter at these two stops, than at other centres along the route
such as Barrington Mall.
24. After the Orbiter route was temporarily changed in January 2019, patronage did decline
through the Ilam area. This had been clearly communicated and acknowledged as a
risk when the move from Homestead Lane was considered, since both major trip
generators (the university main campus and Bush Inn/Church corner) could no longer
be directly serviced.
25. While patronage reduced in 2019, boardings outside Bush Inn and Church Corner have
remained relatively consistent (when COVID effects are considered) (Table 1). This
demonstrates that patrons who used Bush Inn/Church Corner are still supporting the
service. Significant numbers of users are also boarding at the Dovedale campus stops
but certainly less than those who previously boarded the Orbiter in Ilam Rd at the main
campus.

Table 1 Ilam area Orbiter total passenger 2018-2021 (note COVID-19 effects shown in 2020 and 2021)

Year
2018
Stop name

Clockwise

Waimairi Rd near Bowen St (Bush Inn)
Waimairi Rd near Brulay Cts
University of Canterbury

47801
9140
23116
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2019
2020
Total passengers
46316
29958
9554
4777
76

2021
30462
3974
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Waimairi Rd near Dovedale Avenue
Waimairi Rd near Bowen St (Bush Inn)
Waimairi Rd near Athol Tce

Anticlockwise University of Canterbury
Waimairi Rd near Dovedale Avenue

27569
21059
32079
160764

9569
23972
19682
76
15915

6487
16937
9651

4880
20651
7908

8199

7244

125160

76009

75119

Options considered
26. During the service review process Environment Canterbury staff analysed route
alignments in the Ilam area, recognising that the original Orbiter route using Homestead
Lane was no longer available and no viable alternative through connection was possible
between Waimairi Road and Ilam Road. Two options were consulted on and put
forward without a preferred option (Figure 3). The option to choose ‘other’ and make a
comment was also provided.


Option A Waimairi Rd: The current route is retained with no change. From
Memorial Ave, the bus travels along Greers Rd to Waimairi Rd, and then
continues along to Riccarton Rd.



Option B Ilam Rd: The current route is changed from Waimairi Road to Ilam
Road to better service UC. The bus continues along Ilam Rd to Riccarton Rd.
Bush Inn/Church corner is not serviced.
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Figure 3 Orbiter consultation Waimairi Road and Ilam Road route options

Proposed option A: Retain the Waimairi Road route
27. The key benefit of this option is to continue to have the Waimairi Road trip generating
activities serviced by a frequent bus route.
28. This option would incur no disruption to the Orbiter and the wider network and require
no additional investment or communication. The Orbiter would be able to continue
operating the current timetable and serve all the existing destinations.
29. Currently there are no other bus services that use the portion of Waimairi Road. If the
Orbiter is removed from Waimairi Road, direct bus access to the locations served along
Waimairi Road will be lost. Further analysis would need to be undertaken to explore if a
new connection could be established.
30. This option connects to several trip generating activities including Bush Inn, Church
Corner, Medical Centres and Waimairi Road shops where there are existing levels of
high patronage. It also better serves high schools, university halls of residence and
Dovedale campus, and a close link to the Parkstone Retirement community and New
World supermarket on the former carpet factory site in Peer Street.
31. There are currently good transfer opportunities for the main university campus UC users
to get on/off the Orbiter and access the university main campus using, for example, the
high frequency service 3 which connects to the Orbiter at either Riccarton Road or
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Maidstone Road shops. Both the 3 route and the Orbiter are the highest frequency
services on the Metro network.
32. Through the consultation, a majority (61%) of respondents preferred retaining the
Waimairi Road route (Option A).
33. Christchurch City Council provided a submission which supported retaining the current
Waimairi Road route. They stated that this route better connects to several retail centres
with existing levels of high patronage while providing good accessibility to the university,
as well as representing good value financially by utilising existing infrastructure
(Attachment 8.8.3).
34. Parkstone Retirement Village, with 160 residents, provided written support for this
option. They provided a residents submission stating that the walking distance to the
Orbiter bus stop was critical to them and they would prefer the closer Waimairi Road
route.

Proposed option B: Change to the Ilam Road route
35. The key benefit of this option is that it supports a direct connection to the university
main campus as a trip generator.
36. UC staff and students are very supportive of returning the Orbiter to Ilam Road. A
submission was made via email by the Sustainability Advisor at UC on behalf of UC
(Attachment 8.8.4). This submission noted the UC population of around 20,000 people
would be a high demand connecting point for the Orbiter as well as having public
transport support UC to lower their carbon emissions and assist those in the student
body who are on low incomes. Of the 288 submissions supporting Ilam Road, 162
mentioned the accessibility of students and a number self-identified as staff and
students of UC.
37. Orbiter patronage may increase on Ilam Road with this option, but it will impact
accessibility to Bush Inn and Church Corner, another popular high patronage
destination the Orbiter serves.

Other potential route options considered
38. Three other route options were considered but were not advanced into the consultation
process. Instead, the engagement form included an ‘other’ option for those who did not
prefer option A or option B. Attachment 8.8.5 shows the full analysis of long-listed route
options.
39. Environment Canterbury discussed with UC the opportunity to return to Homestead
Lane (Option C), now that the Tupuānuku halls of residence construction is complete.
UC has chosen to keep Homestead Lane as a pedestrian area. This ruled Homestead
Lane out as an option for the Orbiter route.
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40. The adjacent parallel streets, Rountree St and Hanrahan St, either side of Homestead
Lane were investigated as alternative routes to link Ilam Rd and Waimairi Rd (Option
D). These streets are local roads. Both streets are narrow and have significant road
calming measures in place to control rat-running to the University. These streets are
therefore not viable to maintain a high frequency bus route as these routes would incur
significant and unpredictable delay times. Environment Canterbury and Christchurch
City Council worked in partnership to explore this option and deemed it undesirable.
41. UC proposed establishing a loop route with the bus turning up Riccarton Rd from Ilam
Rd to Bush Inn and returning down Riccarton Rd (Option E). This was not progressed
any further due to the increase in trip time (and subsequently costs), the inconvenience
to users already on the bus, and the lack of a suitable turnaround area. This would also
require use of private land outside Bush Inn.

Recommended Option
42. The recommended option is to retain the current Waimairi Road route (Option A) as the
permanent route.
43. Environment Canterbury will continue to work with Christchurch City Council to align
infrastructure with Homestead Lane. This would provide nearby access for passengers
boarding and alighting on Waimairi Road to access the New World Ilam on Peer Street,
Parkstone Retirement Village, Halls of Residents and Ilam Apartments, and Homestead
Lane pedestrian safe zone. (Christchurch City Council staff are considering this).
44. This proposed option supports the preferred consultation option, with 61% respondents
(485 responses) in favour of Option A.

Summary of consultation
45. The review process considers feedback from the community alongside practical
constraints. All submissions are read by staff and considered when developing
recommended changes, and a feedback loop is built into the process to ensure
customers know that their voices are heard and valued through this process, and they
are clear on the outcomes of the review.
46. A thorough engagement process was carried out over a three-week period from 30 May
to 19 June 2022 to inform and obtain feedback on the route proposals. The two
proposed options of Waimairi Road or Ilam Road (Option A and Option B) were
consulted on.
47. Pre-engagement started early May 2022. A meeting with the UC staff and a combined
meeting with the Fendalton-Waimairi-Harewood Community Board and the HalswellHornby-Riccarton Community Board were held, respectively. All the schools in the area
were contacted with information to be included in their newsletters. Engagement aimed
to spread information comprehensively around the Ilam area, Upper Riccarton area and
along the Orbiter route.
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48. In addition, displays were set up in seven key locations. These were:
a. Bush Inn
b. Church Corner
c. Jellie Park Recreation & Sport Centre
d. UC Library
e. University of Canterbury Students Association (UCSA) building
f.

Metro Riccarton Lounge

g. Metro Bus Interchange
49. Both the Metro website and Facebook pages featured the consultation, and an A4 flyer
was delivered to 4,350 households along the route as well as dropped off at shops,
medical centres, community centres, cafes, retirement villages, schools, businesses
and given to the UCSA to distribute and promote amongst campus and halls of
residence (Attachment 8.8.6).
50. In 2022 the Riccarton ward reported that after English (94%) the next most common
language people could speak was Northern Chinese (5%, 1,150 people). As a result,
Environment Canterbury also translated the key information into traditional Mandarin
Chinese and inserted in flyers for specific locations, notably Church Corner. A5 posters
were installed at every Orbiter bus stop and posters were put in all Orbiter buses to
inform Orbiter patrons who lived in outside of the Ilam area.
51. This engagement process had high participation. A total of 801 responses were
received including a response from the Christchurch City Council, the UC and residents
of the Parkstone Retirement Village.
52. 57% of respondents were residents living in the Ilam, Upper Riccarton, Burnside or
Riccarton areas, which supports the success of the flyers as a means of engagement
with the community. Respondents were mostly regular bus users with 50% using the
Orbiter more than two times each week.
53. The main reason for travel using the Orbiter was access to shopping/appointments
(40% of respondents), followed by accessing work (19%) and tertiary study (13%).
54. Key topics that were seen in the responses included the needs of the elderly and
disabled, university students, and current bus service.


63 responses in favour of Waimairi Rd commented about the elderly and
disabled population compared with 16 responses in favour of Ilam Rd.



162 of the 288 responses in favour of Ilam Rd commented about university
students
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55 responses noted that there are already buses servicing Ilam Rd (bus
service 3 and 100) and 29 responses said that the Orbiter is the only bus
servicing Waimairi Rd.

55. The consultation process found 61% respondents (485 responses) were in favour of
Option A – Waimairi Road. 36% of respondents (288 responses) preferred Option B –
Ilam Road while 3% of respondents offered alterative suggestions (Figure 4).

Figure 4 Breakdown of Orbiter consultation results

56. All schools in the area were contacted with information to be included in their
newsletters. Some respondents mentioned schools (primary/high school). 88
respondents in support of option A mentioned schools and 14 for option B. Two
schools, Villa Maria and Riccarton High School, made submissions in favour of Waimairi
Road as it is more accessible for their staff and students.

Cost, compliance and communication
Financial implications
57. There will be no change to the current cost of running the Orbiter service with the
preferred option of remaining on Waimairi Road.
58. The impact on operating costs is not considered materially significant for either of the
options (A or B).
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Risk assessment and legal compliance
59. There is some reputational risk with either option. The preferred Waimairi Road option
may lead to UC staff and the student community being disaffected. The student body
has strongly protested changes to bus services at UC in the past.
60. Should Ilam Road be preferred, consultation suggests that the wider community,
including the retirement village that provided a submission, could also be disaffected.
61. By retaining the status quo, the recommended option mitigates some of the potential for
disaffection, as there are no change impacts for users or the community from the
existing service provision.
62. As mentioned above, it is recognised that not everyone will be satisfied with the
outcome of this review. There is no one solution that will meet the needs and
requirements of all customers.
63. To improve access to the university main campus, Environment Canterbury staff will
work with Christchurch City Council to align bus stop infrastructure to improve access to
Homestead Lane.

Engagement, Significance and Māori Participation
Engagement with Mana Whenua
64. Environment Canterbury staff identified this project as a key activity of relevance to the
Tuia team and are in regular communications with Tuia about the programme of activity.
Engagement with key stakeholders
65. Environment Canterbury staff had early engagement with the Fendalton-WaimairiHarewood Community Board and the Halswell-Hornby-Riccarton Community Board and
shared the upcoming consultation as well as encouraging them to make a submission.
No submission was received.
66. Christchurch City Council worked with staff at the beginning of the project to provide
input as to whether proposals were feasible (notably providing a memo on use of
Rountree St/Hanrahan St) and work with the Ilam Cycleways project. Christchurch City
Council made a submission which supported the Waimairi Road route as the preferred
option (Attachment 8.8.3). Environment Canterbury staff are continuing to work with
Christchurch City Council as the cycleways project goes into detailed design and on bus
stop infrastructure.
67. Environment Canterbury staff have met with the University of Canterbury twice
throughout this project. The initial meeting gathered and discussed potential route
options and the second discussed consultation. The UCSA President agreed to
communicate to students and communities via Halls of Residence and distribute flyers.
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A submission was received from the University of Canterbury via email supporting the
Ilam Road option (Attachment 8.8.4).
68. Church Corner, which is the location of a large cluster of Chinese and Asian
businesses, is currently directly serviced on Waimairi Road by the Orbiter. Mindful of the
high Chinese population in this area Environment Canterbury staff ensured that
information for these businesses and customers was easy to understand and the
impacts of the options were communicated. Environment Canterbury’s Community
Engagement Advisor worked with the New Zealand Chinese Association to translate the
flyer into the most accessible form of Chinese which was then developed into a flyer
insert and posted on the website. These flyer inserts were placed in Church Corner and
put in other relevant areas. The display attracted submissions and feedback was
received in the postal box there.

Consistency with council policy
69. The service review process followed is consistent with the Policy 1.11 of Canterbury
Regional Public Transport Plan 2018 –2028 (RPTP).

Climate Change Impacts
70. Ensuring that the Orbiter route services the community’s needs will encourage more
people to shift to lower-emission modes of transport.
71. The Orbiter service primarily uses electric buses. Having more people using public
transport leads to improved environmental and social outcomes for our community.

Communication
72. Respondents to the consultation will be sent a response thanking them for their
feedback, referring them to the website and outlining the process and the proposal that
will be implemented. Respondents with specific queries will be directly answered and
any queries or comments that relate to infrastructure will be sent to Christchurch City
Council.
73. Following this committee meeting, Environment Canterbury will meet with UC to
communicate the results of this review to them.

Next steps
74. Environment Canterbury will continue discussions with Christchurch City Council to
align infrastructure for better connectivity to the main university campus on Waimairi
Road.
75. Environment Canterbury staff will continue to work with the University of Canterbury to
improve public transport options and encourage student and staff mode shift to public
transport.
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76. Through the Greater Christchurch Public Transport Futures combined business case
(PT Futures) the Orbiter service will be reviewed in years 3-4.

Attachments
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

METRO The Orbiter Current Map [8.4.1 - 1 page]
Waimairi Road stops compared to all other stops on the route [8.4.2 - 2 pages]
Christchurch City Council staff submission on the Orbiter review Ilam area [8.4.3 - 2
pages]
UC submission on the Orbiter review IIam area [8.4.4 - 1 page]
Orbiter Analysis of long-listed route options [8.4.5 - 3 pages]
METRO Orbiter consultation flyer [8.4.6 - 2 pages]
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Attachment 8.4.2

Total patronage onboarding from January 2021 - June 2022 by month on Orbiter Clockwise compared
with Waimairi Road stops
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Total patronage onboarding from January 2021 - June 2022 by month on Orbiter Anticlockwise
compared with Waimairi Road stops
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Attachment 8.4.3

11 July 2022

03 941 8999
53 Hereford Street
Christchurch 8013

Environment Canterbury
PO Box 345

PO Box 73013
Christchurch 8154
ccc.govt.nz

Christchurch 8140
metroreview@ecan.govt.nz

Christchurch City Council submission on the Orbiter review Ilam area
1. Christchurch City Council (the Council) thanks Environment Canterbury for the opportunity to provide
comment on the Orbiter review Ilam area.
Option A – Waimairi Road (purple route)
2. This route option utilises existing public transport infrastructure and requires some minor bus stop relocation
around Homestead Lane to improve accessibility to high density university accommodation and the Ilam Road
University Campus. Overall the requirements for infrastructure are low.
3. This option connects to several retail centres including Bush Inn, Church Corner and Waimariri shops where
there are existing high levels of patronage.
4. This option better serves Villa Maria College, Middleton Grange, Riccarton High School and the University
Campus on Dovedale Ave.
Option B – Ilam Road (blue route)
5. This option utilises existing public transport infrastructure on Ilam Road from Riccarton Road to Maidstone
Road. Some bus stop infrastructure is available on Ilam Road from Maidstone Road to Memorial Avenue from a
historical bus route and/or current school bus route – this infrastructure would require upgrading and likely
involve re-engagement with the community and associated approvals from the Council.
6. Te Ara O-Rakipaoa Nor’West Arc Major Cycle Way is planned for implementation along Ilam Road and a
scheme was approved by the Urban Development and Transport Committee of the Council in January 2022.
7. All bus stops along Ilam Road from Maidstone Road to Memorial Avenue would need to be integrated into the
separated cycleway design and this considerably increases the costs of providing bus stop infrastructure.
8. This option crosses over with route 3 along Ilam Road from Riccarton Road to Maidstone Ave. Route 3 is a high
frequency bus route with a bus frequency greater than four per hour.
Conclusion
9. The Council supports the present route option along Waimairi Road. This route better connects to several
retail centres including Bush Inn, Church Corner and the Waimariri shops where there are existing high levels
of patronage, it provides good accessibility to the university and it represents good value for money by
utilising existing infrastructure.
Thank you for the opportunity to provide this submission.
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For any clarification on points within this submission please contact John Dore, Principal Advisor Public Transport
Infrastructure (john.dore@ccc.govt.nz).
Yours faithfully,

Jane Davis
General Manager Infrastructure, Planning & Regulatory Services
Christchurch City Council

Letter reference number or info
Air Quality, Transport and Urban Development Committee 2022-09-07
Page 2 of 2
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Attachment 8.4.4

17 June 2022
Kia ora Ros,
Thank you for the opportunity to submit on the Orbiter Review – Ilam Area.
The University of Canterbury supports the return of the route to Ilam Rd.
We have a large population (roughly 20,000 people) to service, like a town within a city. In the
immediate area around Homestead Lane/Ilam Rd we have in excess of 2400 studenrs in the Halls of
Residence, with further growth estimated at an additional 900 people within the next 5 years. It is
therefore a high demand connecting point.
We believe that reinstating the previous transport hub on Ilam Rd to full capacity, and providing a
more direct Orbiter route to the University campus, is highly beneficial to our students and staff, and
to the wider network.
In addition, we have been on a journey to lower our carbon emissions for more than a decade, and
we have achieved a 23% reduction in absolute emissions since 2010. We see public transport as one
mechanism for further reducing carbon emissions, and believe that direct PT connections are critical
to this.
At the same time we are aware that some of our student body, especially, are on low incomes. PT
can support our students and staff to access services, activities and experiences both on and off
campus more effectively, and help to break down barriers that might otherwise exist.
The University has always favoured the Orbiter connecting to the Ilam Campus and its Halls of
Residence, and while we recognise the tensions between servicing either Church Corner or the
University, we do see significant benefits in ensuring enhanced connectivity with the University for
all parties.
Thank you for considering this submission,
Kind regards
Matt Morris, Sustainability Advisor
University of Canterbury

Dr Matt Morris
Sustainability Advisor
UC Sustainability Office, Facilities Management
T: +64 3 369 5503 (Internal 95503)
University of Canterbury | Te Whare Wānanga o Waitaha
Private Bag 4800, Christchurch 8140, New Zealand
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Analysis of long-listed route options
Option Route

Time
Approx.

KMs
Advantages
Approx.

Disadvantages

Option Memorial AveA
Greers RdWaimairi RdRiccarton Rd

7
Minutes

3.17km

- Preferred option through public consultation
- Direct access to Waimairi Road high trip
generators, such as the Bush Inn Centre and
Church Corner
- Will avoid any clashes with the Nor West
Cycleways affected bus stops
- Ilam Road users have the ability to transfer
from high frequency Orbiter to high frequency
3 route at either Riccarton or Maidstone
shops
- Will avoid any clashes with the Nor West
Cycleways affected bus stops
- Servicing UC includes servicing Dovedale
Campus and student Halls of Residence. The
Orbiter on Waimairi Road allows for this to
continue. UC is better provided for as the
Orbiter services one portion of UC while the
high frequency 3 route and others continue to
service the main university campus directly
- This route is already permitted for the
heavier Electric Buses

- The university main campus is not directly
serviced by the Orbiter

Option Memorial Ave-Ilam
B
Rd-Riccarton Rd

6
Minutes

2.76km

- Gives direct access to the university main
campus
- Students and staff on university main
campus have more options for transfers
- Uses the least time and kms
- There is a small cost saving from the Ilam
Road option due to the slightly reduced

- Loss of direct access to Waimairi Road high
trip generators on the Orbiter
- No buses will travel on Waimairi Road
- Will have ongoing work with the Nor West
Cycleways which may require multiple detours
throughout 2022
- Was not the preferred option through

Air Quality, Transport and Urban Development Committee 2022-09-07
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Option Memorial Ave-Ilam
C
Rd-Homestead LnWaimairi RdRiccarton Rd

coverage of the route (estimated to be
approximately $35,000 less per annum on the
10 minute frequency timetable, or
approximately $25,000 less per annum on the
current reduced 15 minute timetable)

consultation
- Create service duplication with service 3 along
Ilam Road
- Environment Canterbury would incur some
additional costs in implementing the change,
most notably with marketing and information
collateral (changes to maps, timetables and
timetable strips)

11
Minutes

3.74km

- Access to both the Waimairi Road high trip
generators and university main campus
- Aligns with the tertiary concession fares

- Not a viable option, Homestead Lane is
permanently restricted to pedestrian only

Option Memorial Ave-Ilam 9
D
RdMinutes
Hanrahan/Rountree
St-Waimairi RdRiccarton Rd

3.72km

- Access to both the Waimairi Road high trip
generators and university main campus

- Rountree and Hanrahan are quieter residential
streets and given that the Orbiter is a high
frequency route residents may not be positive
about multiple buses travelling down the street
an hour
- Does not directly service the university
Dovedale campus and seven halls of residence
- Significant consultation would be required with
residents and community boards
- Significant infrastructure investment from CCC
required to modify Rountree Street
- Environment Canterbury would incur some
additional costs in implementing the change,
most notably with marketing and information
collateral (changes to maps, timetables and
timetable strips)
- This route is currently not permitted for the
heavier Electric Buses. This would need to be
sought at significant cost

Air Quality, Transport and Urban Development Committee 2022-09-07
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Option Memorial Ave-Ilam
E
Rd-Riccarton RdBush Inn U TurnRiccarton Road

8
Minutes

3.98km

- Access to both the Waimairi Road high trip
generators and university main campus

Air Quality, Transport and Urban Development Committee 2022-09-07

- Challenge for buses to U turn
- Possible health and safety hazard
- Bush Inn Centre is privately owned and would
need to give permission
- Orbiter is a high frequency route which would
mean 12 buses (or 8 currently) would be
entering the car park an hour
- Does not directly service the university
Dovedale campus and seven halls of residence
- Environment Canterbury would incur some
additional costs in implementing the change,
most notably with marketing and information
collateral (changes to maps, timetables and
timetable strips)
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6. Please write any other comments or suggestions about

the Orbiter service below.

Your feedback matters
With buses no longer able to use Homestead Lane,
it is now time to decide on a permanent route for
the Orbiter in the Ilam area. We want to hear your
thoughts on the Orbiter options and any other
feedback about this service.

Here’s how you can have your say:
7. How satisfied are you with the Orbiter service?
Very
unsatisfied

Unsatisfied

Neutral

Satisfied

Please post forms back to:
Orbiter review consultation
Free Post 1201
Environment Canterbury
PO Box 345
Christchurch 8140

Very
satisfied

• Complete the online form at
metro.co.nz/orbiter-review
This is the quickest and easiest way to have your say.
• Complete the form in this brochure and post or
drop back to us. You can request another copy of the
form by calling us on 03 366 8855 or downloading it
from metro.co.nz

Orbiter review
Ilam area
Have your say
Feedback open until Sunday, 19 June 2022

Or

• Email us metroreview@ecan.govt.nz

Thanks
By providing your feedback you help us
make better decisions for your local bus service.

Or drop off your form to:
Metroinfo counter - Bus Interchange,
or Metro Lounge Riccarton

OFFICE USE ONLY

PPT/PLN/REV/SRV/38

Air Quality, Transport and Urban Development Committee 2022-09-07
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Option B – Ilam Rd
Returning to part of the original route. From
Memorial Ave the bus will continue along Ilam Rd
to Riccarton Rd. This excludes the Homestead Lane
link to Waimairi Rd on the original route.
Rd

Original route – Homestead Lane

Burnside High School

Greer

M
em
or
ia

r St

Pee

Suburb:
1. How often do you use the Orbiter?
Once a day or more

2-3 times a month

2-3 times a week

Once a month

Once a week

Never

2. If you use the Orbiter, what’s the main reason you travel on
this service?
Work

School

Tertiary study

Shopping/appointments

Recreation/social

Other

Option A – Waimairi Rd

Option B – Ilam Rd

Other (please specify below)

University of Canterbury

Homestead

5. Why is this your preferred choice?

tree
Roun d
n
Hanraha

Bush Inn

Church Corner

Westfield Riccarton

t

Clarence S

d

Riccarton R
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Email address:

4. What is your preferred choice for a future Orbiter service?

Rd

ne
to

Rdd
imaairiri R
WWaaim

Go to metro.co.nz/orbiter-review
for more information

Rd

ve

Ilam

Ma
id
s

lA

Your name:

3. What other bus routes do you use?
(Please specify route number(s))

Jellie Park

s Rd

Due to Homestead Lane becoming a
permanent pedestrian priority zone
the Orbiter is no longer able to use
this route, and we would now like
your feedback on a preferred
route for this section of the
Orbiter service.

Tell us what you think

Cly
de
Rd

Since 1999, the Orbiter has circled around suburban
Christchurch linking malls, shops and other key
destinations. In Ilam, the route travelled down Ilam
Rd, then through the University via Homestead
Lane to Waimairi Rd (see map). The bus route was
temporarily changed in 2019 due to safety and
maintenance concerns. Over this period, buses
have continued down Waimairi Rd, connecting
with Riccarton Rd.

Option A – Waimairi Rd
Making the present route permanent. From
Memorial Ave, the bus travels along Greers Rd
to Waimairi Rd, and then continues along to
Riccarton Rd, at Bush Inn/Church Corner.

rs

Metro is reviewing the route of the Orbiter in the
Ilam area, and we want to hear your thoughts on
the options.

We would like your feedback on the
following two options.

Gr
ee

It’s time to decide on
a permanent route for
the Orbiter
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8.5. Waimakariri Express Service Review
Air Quality, Transport and Urban Development Committee
report
Date of meeting

Wednesday, 7 September 2022

Author

Len Fleete, Senior Strategy Advisor, Public Transport

Responsible Director

Katherine Harbrow, Director Operations

Purpose
1.

Confirmation of the successful trial of faster, direct buses from Waimakariri District and
agreement to retain these services within the Metro route structure.

2.

Attractive public transport services provide connectivity and accessibility and encourage
patronage, thereby relieving emission and environmental effects through reduced
vehicle kilometres travelled across the transport network.

Recommendations
That the Air Quality, Transport and Urban Development Committee:
1.

Agrees to permanently operate the 91 and 92 Direct bus services to and from
Waimakariri District.

2.

Notes that continued improvements to these services will be made through
the existing service review programme and policies set out in the Regional
Public Transport Plan.

Key points
3.

To mitigate the downstream effects on the Christchurch roading network from the
additional traffic generated by the Christchurch Northern Motorway, Greater
Christchurch Partners agreed that a dedicated peak time high occupancy vehicle lane
would be included in the design of the Northern Motorway corridor. It was also agreed
that, to utilise this lane, Environment Canterbury would trial additional “direct” buses that
operated from designated park and ride sites via the Christchurch Morthen Motorway
Corridor. These new services provide improved transport choice for Waimakariri
residents.

4.

The 2018 Canterbury Regional Public Transport Plan Policy 1.6 “Specialist services”
provides that, on a case-by-case basis, specialist services that complement the existing
network of scheduled services can be provided where there is a recognised demand
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and where specialist services are able to serve travel demands more cost-effectively
than regular scheduled services.
5.

Policy 1.5 “Trials and innovation” further establishes that the trialling of innovations in
technology or service delivery, can be used in order to test and assess the viability of
new approaches.

6.

As a result, two new trial routes were introduced to test the feasibility of operating Direct
Waimakariri services using the motorway facilities:
 91 Direct from Rangiora to the central city and return, and


92 Direct from Kaiapoi to the central city and return.

7.

The trial services operated weekdays only, with a total eight services departing to the
city in the morning peak from Rangiora and Kaiapoi and ten evening services returning
to either Rangiora or Kaiapoi and involved the provision of seven additional new
vehicles at a variation cost of $1.37million (M).

8.

The 91 and 92 utilise purpose-built park and ride facilities including paved parking
areas, shelters and ancillary infrastructure funded and constructed by Waimakariri
District Council at the commencement of the trial, specifically to support the direct
service.

9.

With the motorway opening in December 2020 the direct bus route trial commenced
immediately after New Year 2021. The trial is set to conclude in late November 2022.

10. At the inception of the 91 and 92 Direct it was recognised that cost recovery would
never be better than 20% given the distance of the route, the prevailing fare rate and
the park and ride nature of the services (pick-ups at limited stops within Waimakariri
District and no subsequent boardings along the route). Using the quoted variation cost
of $1.37M per annum, commerciality for these services approximates to around 9
percent. This is respectable given this trial has been operating through the COVID
pandemic period and recent half price fare reductions. It compares with the system-wide
commerciality ratio across the network of 20% for the 2021/22 financial year.
11. As at the end of June 2022, over 70,000 individual passenger trips have been taken on
these services, averaging over 4,000 trips per month. Average loadings in May 2022
across all services sat at 19 for the 91 and 12 for the 92. As a comparison, the
established 85 Park and Ride from Rolleston averaged 24 while the permanent fixed
route 95 service that links Pegasus/Woodend to the city via Silverstream had an
average load of 17 for the same month (see average load graphing below).
12. Recent patronage numbers (by trip from May to August) is graphed in attachment 1.
Kaiapoi services seem less popular but the Rangiora data in particular, shows that 30 or
more passengers per bus have been recorded on a number of occasions. Given the
maximum number of seats on each bus is 39 there are clearly days when, at the more
popular trip-times, these buses are approaching capacity.
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13. Patronage also appears to be growing, particularly on the 92 Kaiapoi where capacity
exists to cater for this growth.
14. This is an encouraging result for ‘trial’ services but may raise issues should usage
continue to grow. The safety aspect of having standing passengers on vehicles
operating along the 100kph motorway corridor may become a future consideration.
Having full buses on these services may limit their ability to grow further and may
consequently require additional resourcing consideration.

15. The advent of the direct services has helped maintain overall patronage across
Waimakariri Metro services. While the Greater Christchurch Metro network has suffered
a COVID-related patronage decline of around a quarter to a third, trip numbers in
Waimakariri District have not fallen compared to figures recorded pre-pandemic.
16. Continuing the direct services at the conclusion of the trial (as recommended) will not
see an increase in rating impost on Waimakariri ratepayers as the cost of the trial has
been incorporated in funding projections.
17. Confirming the future of the direct services will enable staff to conclude negotiations
with the operator (GoBus) to incorporate these services within their existing contract
arrangements.
18. These services will become part of the full Metro network and future changes and
enhancements will come through the service review processes set out in Policy 1.11
“Requests for changes to services or introduction of new services” of the Regional
Public Transport Plan.
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Cost, compliance and communication
Financial implications
19. Ongoing financing is in place and the trial continuation has been anticipated in longterm and annual plan discussions.

Risk assessment and legal compliance
20. As this process is simply confirming an existing contractual arrangement, and financing
is in place, risk is negligible. Contract variation should be able to be incorporated in
existing contractual format with the service provider.

Engagement, Significance and Māori Participation
21. Significant engagement on the trial proposal was undertaken through the Greater
Christchurch Partnership in 2020. Finances have been confirmed through long-term and
annual planning processes and additional funding should not be required. Confirmation
of the continuation of the services will not require additional consultation or
engagement.

Consistency with council policy
22. Faster and more direct route options are integral network design elements incorporated
in the Canterbury Regional Public Transport plan. The 91 and 92 routes provide peak
commuter service at a high standard to support this approach and make public
transport services more attractive and useable.

Climate Change Impacts
23. More attractive and useable public transport services support a range of positive
outcomes by providing transport choice and reducing vehicle kilometres travelled. This
includes reductions in greenhouse gas emissions by transporting many people on one
vehicle where the alternative would be individuals using many private vehicles.

Communication
24. Stakeholders will be informed through our Greater Christchurch Partnership relationship
and there may be an opportunity to promote the services through a press release noting
the confirmation of the trial.

Next steps
25. Should the recommendation to retain the 91/92 Direct services to/from Waimakariri
District be confirmed, staff will conclude contractual arrangements with the service
provider (GoBus) and the trial services will become part of the permanent network of
Metro routes and services.
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Attachments
1.

9192RoutePatronageMayAu2022 [8.5.1 - 8 pages]

File reference

PTJ7VXNNTTWC-2143175501-73

Legal review
Peer reviewers

Sonia Pollard, Public Transport Manager Strategy and Planning
Jess Stevens, Operations Planner
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Attachment 8.5.1

91 Route Patronage – Morning Inbound (passenger numbers on vertical axis)
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Trip # 1586 340pm to Rangiora

Trip # 1587 410pm to Rangiora
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Trip # 1595 - 345pm to Kaiapoi
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8.6. Central City Shuttle Update
Air Quality, Transport and Urban Development Committee
report
Date of meeting

Wednesday, 7 September 2022

Author

Len Fleete, Senior Strategy Advisor, Public Transport

Responsible Director

Katherine Harbrow, Director Operations

Purpose
1.

The purpose of this report is to provide joint advice from both Environment Canterbury
and Christchurch City Council (CCC) staff in relation to an outline scope of the planning
required to inform the funding and delivery of a trial inner city shuttle service.

Recommendations
That the Air Quality, Transport and Urban Development Committee:
1.

Agree that no further action is required; OR

2.

Direct staff to either:
2.1. Defer this decision for consideration by the incoming Council; OR
2.2. Add the Central City Shuttle investigation to the Public Transport Work
Programme in the period 2022-24 to inform the next Long-Term Plan, but
without disrupting existing priorities, with the expectation that this is
jointly funded with Christchurch City Council; OR
2.3. Add the Central City Shuttle investigation to the Public Transport Work
Programme in the period 2022/23, prioritising this work to occur in this
fiscal year, acknowledging that this will result in a delay to the
commencement of the Route 7 Service Review due to reallocation of
funds and resources, with the expectation that this is jointly funded with
Christchurch City Council.

Key points
2.

In a letter, dated 2 June 2022, to the Chair of Environment Canterbury, the Mayor
requested a meeting to progress a joint effort to reinstate the Central City Shuttle. This
meeting was held on 6 July 2022, between the Chair, Mayor Dalziel and staff from both
organisations along with Christchurch NZ.
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3.

Following that meeting, the Chair confirmed in a letter, dated 12 July 2022, that staff will
jointly develop a scoping paper for investigation of a trial Inner City Shuttle, and report
back to the respective Councils in September 2022.

4.

As noted by the Chair in her letter, should both Councils agree to and endorse the
proposal to investigate, this will become a task that both the incoming Councils will
need to facilitate and incorporate into their public transport work programmes. Staff
note that a re-prioritisation and re-allocation of existing resource will be required to
activate any investigation, as the existing public transport work programme is already
fully committed in terms of resourcing.

5.

Staff from both Environment Canterbury and Christchurch City Council have worked
together on this issue and the detail to be presented to both Councils. A similar report to
this will be presented to the Christchurch City Council at their 8 September 2022
Council meeting.

Background
6.

Since the pre-earthquake shuttle service was in operation, the central city has
transformed, and additional transport options, such as shared micro-mobility services
(via e-scooters and e-bikes), and a number of new public transport Metro services have
been introduced to supplement existing active, public and private transport mode
options. The anchor projects have now largely been completed with the Te Pae
Convention Centre opening earlier 2022, and the Parakiore Recreation and Sport
Centre due to open in 2023.

7.

Staff from Environment Canterbury and CCC have been working collaboratively to
understand what the existing problem is in terms of transport accessibility and
availability for central city users, and whether there is a gap in the market which a
central city shuttle service could fill. The central city is well serviced, with 1800
scheduled bus services every weekday and we are working on improving frequency,
while the CCC is already working on a wayfinding project to educate people as to the
options available to travel around the city. In the recent Annual Plan consultations,
there were very few submissions received in relation to the provision of a central city
shuttle operation.
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8.

Staff at both Councils are currently fully committed to delivery of a number of approved
priority work programmes in response to both national and regional initiatives, including
but not limited to the following:
 Fare trial
 Government community services card initiative
 Emissions Reduction Plan (Vehicle Kilometres Travelled (VKT) subregional targets development, Climate Emergency Response Fund
(CERF) applications)
 Public Transport (PT) Futures (Detailed Business Case development,
accelerated delivery programme development)
 Greater Christchurch Transport Plan and Implementation Plan
development
 Mass Rapid Transport (MRT) Indicative Business Case development
 Lincoln Road Bus Priority Lane
 Route 7 – Halswell to Parklands Review
 Brougham Street Upgrade project collaboration for detailed design
and implementation.

9.

These work programmes are additional to the business-as-usual planning and delivery
of the public transport operational and infrastructure improvement projects and
continuous programmes (i.e. maintenance, operations and renewals), which are also
being delivered with existing staff, and within existing available budgets.

10. The current PT Futures programme, nor any other currently approved strategies, do not
include provision for a central city shuttle service. The current and planned Metro
service provides a public transport connection for central city users, and based on
current information, a central city shuttle service would duplicate and overlap with
existing and planned public transport services and infrastructure.
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11. Staff note that a “free” central city shuttle service is unlikely to attract central
government funding for capital investment or operational support and would therefore
be fully ratepayer funded. There is no existing budget for the provision of a feasibility
report, or any capital or operational funding. Should Council be minded to further
investigate the viability of a central city shuttle operation trial, resources and funding
would need to be sourced or re-prioritised away from the existing work programme, to
undertake this work.
12. Key elements for inclusion in the scope of a feasibility study would need to include the
following elements:
 Problem Statement – what is the role of a central city shuttle within the four
avenues?
 Existing public transport mode provision, and public transport network gap
analysis
 Accessibility analysis across all modes of transport
 Potential route layouts and timetabling
 Infrastructure requirements and costs
 Vehicle requirements and costs, both initial capital cost(s) and ongoing
operational costs and resourcing (including driver availability)
 Length of trial period
 Alternative delivery options (i.e. tourist organisations)
 Potential funding sources (i.e. fares, rating implications, Waka Kotahi funding
assistance, sponsorship opportunities).

Cost, compliance and communication
Financial implications
13. This project has not been considered in current Long-Term and Annual Plans. Initial
estimates of cost for consultants to undertake a feasibility study scoping project would
be in the $50,000 to $100,000 range. Which could be shared between both Councils.
14. Financing for operating a separate shuttle route has not been included in the 2021-24
long-term plan. The key output of any investigation would be to identify implementation
and on-going operating costs to inform the 2024-27 long-term plan.

Risk assessment and legal compliance
15. Public support for a shuttle has been highlighted through the media at times since the
service ceased post-quake. This risk can be mitigated through appropriate
communication from both councils of the range of existing alternatives (increased
frequency of buses, scooters, e-bikes) and wayfinding packages.

Consistent with council policy
16. Policy 1.5 ‘Trials and Innovation’ of the Canterbury Regional Public Transport Plan
2018-28 notes that Council will:
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“Work with partner agencies to explore the potential for trialling the introduction of a
central city shuttle or demand responsive transport to either complement the scheduled
service network, or in place of scheduled service.”
17. As noted above, this has not been an issue that has received considerable public
submissions in recent Long-Term and Annual Plan processes and given the level of
service in the central city from other routes and the increasing range of other transport
choices, hasn’t been included in operating budgets.

Communication
18. Given the recommendation to both Environment Canterbury and CCC noted above, no
further communication will be necessary. CCC will be promoting inner city wayfinding
as part of their ongoing processes and Metro may consider promoting use of the
existing 1800 central city bus services through its marketing.

Attachments
1.
2.
3.

Letter from the Christchurch Mayor dated 2 June 2022 [8.6.1 - 1 page]
Response from the Environment Canterbury Chair dated 12 July 2022 [8.6.2 - 2
pages]
Christchurch City Council Memo to elected members dated 10 December 2021 [8.6.3 5 pages]

File reference

PTJ7VXNNTTWC-2143175501-75

Legal review
Peer reviewers

Sonia Pollard, Manager, Public Transport Strategy and Planning
Stewart Gibbon, General Manager, Public Transport
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12 July 2022

Lianne Dalziel
Mayor
Christchurch City Council
PO Box 73016
Christchurch 8154
By email: lianne.dalziel@ccc.govt.nz

Dear Lianne

Re: Inner City Shuttle
Thank you for your letter of 2 June concerning the implementation of a central city shuttle.
As you note, the re-introduction of the city shuttle service was contemplated by the Greater
Christchurch Public Transport Joint Committee, with a joint investigation undertaken by
partners. This joint investigation led to the conclusion that the time was not right in 2017 to reintroduce this service and the subsequent decision made by the Joint Committee was to include
the concept within the Regional Public Transport Plan (RPTP) for future consideration.
The RPTP notes the potential benefits of a city shuttle service as a complement to existing
Public Transport and other services, with the intent of establishing a trial at an appropriate time
in the development of the central business district (CBD). From the discussion held between
you and I last week, along with some of our respective councillors and staff, it would seem that
the time to consider investigating such a trial is now upon us, given the advancements in
developments of the CBD.
At our meeting last week, we agreed that staff will jointly develop a scoping paper for this
investigation work, to be presented for consideration by our respective councils in
September. Should both councils agree to and endorse the proposal to investigate, this will
become a task that our respective new councils will need to facilitate and incorporate into their
public transport work programmes.
I note from the meeting last week, that city staff highlighted the fullness of their existing transport
work programme, and that a re-prioritisation and re-allocation of resource may be required to
activate the investigation. I can confirm that Environment Canterbury staff are in the same
position with regard to our Public Transport work programme.
I believe that our respective councils have made some significant inroads to changing the state
and future of public transport in Greater Christchurch over the last three years and we have,
collectively, a fulsome programme of work approved, funded and under action to enable a step
change that will support our community’s and nation’s expectations around climate change and
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transport choice. The consideration of a return of a central city shuttle is another useful
component to add to the tapestry of interventions being considered, planned and delivered.
On behalf of Environment Canterbury, I look forward to receiving the scoping paper for
consideration.

Yours sincerely

Jenny Hughey
Chair
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Memos

Memo
Date:
From:
To:
Cc:
Reference:

10 December 2021
Kirsty Mahoney, Team Leader Asset Planning - Transport
Rae-Anne Kurucz, Team Leader Planning & Strategic Transport
Mayor and Councillors
Jane Davis, General Manager Infrastructure, Planning & Regulatory Services
21/1697608

Central City Public Transport Accessibility - Options
1. Purpose of this Memo
1.1

The purpose of this memo is to respond to the annual plan request for staff to provide advice
to the Mayor and Councillors on establishing a free central city passenger transport service
(such as the Central City shuttle service), and potential interim measures to support the
revitalisation of the Central City to inform the Annual Plan process.

2. Update
Background
Council was previously involved in work to review public transport options to increase
accessibility in the central city, as a member of the joint Public Transport Committee in 2016.
Investigations by Environment Canterbury (ECan) and Council staff identified several options
including micro-mobility, free travel on buses within the four avenues, and a central city
shuttle service. In summary the conclusions of the report stated:
2.1.1 Micro-mobility is a viable and fast growing option that provides a first mile and last mile
connection to the core public transport network, as well as short trips within the Central
City. This option is provided by commercial operators at minimal cost to Council and no
cost to ECan.
2.1.2 Free travel on existing bus routes within the four avenues could be enabled by the
tracking of a “tag on” and “tag off” system to be rolled out by central government in the
future. This was considered a strong option once the infrastructure is implemented.
The cost of providing this service would need to be considered.
2.1.3 A Central City shuttle service was considered a high cost option. The report noted that
the shuttle may not be effective until the city’s key attractions have been completed as
these will alter any planned route.
2.2

Following this report, the Committee agreed that:
2.2.1 Micro-mobility was new to the city and more time was needed to realise the benefits in
meeting accessibility gaps; and
2.2.2 There were likely some benefits of a Central City shuttle service, but this concept should
be revisited when key central city developments are approaching completion and the
central city travel network is more complete.
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Subsequently, the joint Committee stated support for a trial of the Central City shuttle service
through several of the policies1 in the 2018 Regional Land Transport Plan (RLTP).

Accessibility in the City today
The current level of accessibility within and around the Central City has been reviewed
through various tools:
2.3.1 Life in Christchurch Survey – The results from the most recent survey for “ease of
travel within the Central City” indicated that over 51% of respondents said that it was
very easy or easy to travel within the Central City. Some of the feedback, including
comments, asked about improved public transport with a hop on and hop off option,
such as a Central City shuttle service.
2.3.2 Micro-mobility statistics – Public scooter and bike share schemes in the Central City
play a significant role in improving accessibility in and around the city centre. Over the
last year the Central City has seen 500,000 trips using micro-mobility options, with the
average trip length of 1km or less.
2.3.3 Public Transport Futures - The Public Transport futures investigation work assessed
the accessibility in four key areas of the Central City (based on its development to date).
This review re-identified the accessibility gap in the west end of the city. In response,
Environment Canterbury is currently consulting on service changes to increase the
frequency and alter the bus operation along Routes 17 and 28.

Current priorities
Council and its partners have committed to various priorities relating to public transport that
are the current focus of resourcing and funding.
2.4.1 Public transport futures delivery – Council and its partners committed to investing in
the infrastructure and services identified in the joint PT Futures business case. Council
alone has committed to approximately $97 million (over 10 years). The agreed priorities
in the business case were endorsed by the Council at the 10 December 2020 council
meeting. These include:


1

Bus stop infrastructure on Routes 17 and 28;

Policies on - Specialist Services, Trials and Innovation
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Bus priority measures on Lincoln Road;



Integration of SCATS (Sydney Coordinated Adaptive Transport System) and bus real
time information;



Central city bus interchange upgrades, including land purchase for expansion; and



Bus priority lanes and intersection improvements.

On 2 December 2021, the Urban Development and Transport Committee (UD&T)
endorsed the earlier delivery of selected bus priority lanes and intersection
improvement projects, ahead of the staging recommended in the business case due to
availability of CRAF (Christchurch Regeneration Acceleration Fund) funding.
Additionally, UD&T requested staff to review all public transport projects within the
Transport capital programme, to enable planning and scheme development to be
advanced in time for the Waka Kotahi – NZ Transport Agency 2024-27 National Land
Transport Programme (NLTP).
2.4.2 Central City Shuttle – prior to the Canterbury earthquakes there was a free shuttle
operating in the central city. The operation of an updated version of a central city
shuttle will require the following:
 Detailed route development to ensure key attractors and potential gaps in the
network are covered.
 Provision of infrastructure in the central city such as bus stops, seats, etc.
 Provision of both buses and operators/drivers.
Current rough order cost analysis indicates that $200,000-$400,000 will be required for
infrastructure costs (based on tendering of vehicles), with the operating costs running at
least $1.3 million annually. This equates to approximately 0.2% on rates.
There is a desire to include this service as part of the Metro system, controlled by
Environment Canterbury, as operating outside the Metro system, would require all costs
to be 100% ratepayer funded2.
It should also be noted that there is currently a significant driver shortage in the market
and it is not known what the impact of this will be at present.
2.4.3 Public Transport Fare Stimulus – ECan is currently consulting on a fare stimulus
package aimed to encourage greater use of public transport. The aim of the review is to
increase access to public transport for Greater Christchurch residents. The outcome of
this consultation process is due in 2022, following the close of submissions on 5
December 2021.
2.4.4 National Ticketing system – The national ticketing system is expected to roll-out next
year with the first implementation proposed in Canterbury in late 2022. The system will
enable options for geo-fencing travel in targeted areas (with funding implications).
2.4.5 Service Reviews – Ongoing service reviews are being undertaken by ECan.
2.4.6 Greater Christchurch 2050 – A key priority is decarbonisation of the transport system.
To achieve this, the partnership is considering a “Near Term Transport Investment”
proposal which seeks to accelerate the delivery of Public Transport Futures, and
introduce on-demand services in Greater Christchurch.

2

Council is not currently eligible to receive any funding assistance to run public transport services.
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Memos
2.4.7 Greater Christchurch Spatial Plan - Mass Rapid Transit is a key aspect of this project.
Any decisions will have significant impacts on the overall transport network for the City.

Considerations
There are several additional considerations required if implementing additional public
transport services in the Central City, which include the following:
2.5.1 Governance - In November 2020, the Greater Christchurch Partnership (GCP) agreed
that the Greater Christchurch Partnership Committee will provide governance oversight
of public transport matters. Council approved the updated Greater Christchurch
Partnership Committee Memorandum of Agreement at the Finance & Performance
Committee held on 23 September 2021. This agreement includes public transport
matters.
2.5.2 Funding impacts – Council is not legally able to charge fares for a scheduled public
transport service, so there is no funding assistance available. The implementation of a
service outside of the Metro system, such as a Central City shuttle service, would require
full funding through the Long Term Plan operating budget (i.e. would need to be met by
ratepayers).
2.5.3 Emissions – In line with Council’s emissions targets, any proposal and subsequent
funding would be expected to address emissions and the reduction of these. Due to the
short trip lengths of a Central City shuttle service (regardless of vehicle fuel type), any
short distance service has the potential to replace other available active transport
modes, such as walking, cycling, or micro-mobility, rather than supporting any mode
shift benefits.

Summary Points
There are still key attractions within the central city to be completed (such as Parakiore due
for completion in early 2023, and the Canterbury Multi Use arena, estimated completion date
mid-2025). These facilities will inevitably shape the near future transport network and identify
any further accessibility needs for the Central City.
Significant planning decisions are yet to be had on Mass Rapid Transit which will change the
City’s transport network.
Resourcing and funding is currently focused on agreed priorities. Additional work would
require resourcing reallocated away from these.
Funding for any initiative planned and delivered outside the Metro system will require 100%
rates funding and will need to be compared against other initiatives for cost / benefit.

3. Recommendation
Staff recommend that any further investigation and assessment of accessibility gaps and
options for addressing them within the Central City, such as a Central City shuttle service, is
deferred to the 2024 Long Term Plan, once all key attractors have been completed within the
central city, potential changes to the fare structure and the ticketing system have been
completed. Given the potential cost implications to rates, there may be more cost effective
options at this time.
Staff also recommend that further accessibility assessment is undertaken through the Greater
Christchurch Partnership Committee to ensure consistent and collaborative work streams,
outcomes and messaging to our customers.
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Attachments Ngā Tāpirihanga
There are no attachments to this report.

Signatories Ngā Kaiwaitohu
Authors

Kirsty Mahoney - Team Leader Asset Planning
Rae-Anne Kurucz - Team Leader Transport

Approved By

Lynette Ellis - Head of Transport
Jane Davis - General Manager Infrastructure, Planning & Regulatory Services
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8.7. Integrating Urban Land Use and Regional Transport
Work Programme Report
Air Quality, Transport and Urban Development Committee
report
Date of meeting

Wednesday, 7 September 2022

Author

Jesse Burgess, Senior Strategy Manager

Responsible Director

Katherine Trought, Director Strategy and Planning

Purpose
1.

To update the Committee on the progress of the work programme for the Integrating
Urban Land Use and Regional Transport programme.

Recommendations
That the Air Quality, Transport and Urban Development Committee:
1.

Receives the Integrating Urban Land Use and Regional Transport work
programme report.

Background
2.

On 17 June 2021, the Council adopted its Long-Term Plan 2021-31 (LTP).

3.

The LTP established the Integrating Urban Land Use and Regional Transport
programme as part of the Air Quality, Transport and Urban Development portfolio. The
LTP outlined that through this programme “we are integrating land use, regional
transport and hazards planning; and facilitating prioritised and integrated investment in
Canterbury’s regional transport network”.

4.

A significant amount of work undertaken through this programme involves a
collaborative approach to developing and delivering work programmes that contribute to
improved transport and urban development outcomes across Canterbury. This includes
work through the Canterbury Regional Transport Committee, the South Island Regional
Transport Committee Chairs Group, the Greater Christchurch Partnership and the
recently established Whakawhanake Kāinga Committee1.

The Whakawhanake Kāinga Committee is the name gifted to the Greater Christchurch Urban
Growth Partnership Committee.
1
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5.

The Committee has been provided updates on this work programme at its previous
meetings. This work programme update builds on these previous reports.

Key updates to the work programme
6.

The following sections highlight some of the key initiatives being progressed through the
programme. The full work programme report is provided as Attachment 1.

Key achievements of the Greater Christchurch Partnership and the
Whakawhanake Kāinga Committee
7.

The Greater Christchurch Partnership is a longstanding partnership that brings councils,
government agencies and mana whenua to the table to work together on the significant
opportunities and challenges facing communities in Greater Christchurch. Some key
achievements of the Partnership during this triennium are outlined below.

8.

The Greater Christchurch 2050 (GC2050) project was established to “set a vision and
plan for Greater Christchurch to achieve intergenerational wellbeing that also responds
to climate change and moving towards a net zero carbon economy”. The Partnership
undertook extensive community and youth engagement, and held stakeholder and
leadership workshops, to identify the aspirations, priorities and concerns for the future
of Greater Christchurch. The GC2050 strategic framework and plan is currently being
developed building on the feedback received from the public and stakeholder
engagement, and with critical input from mana whenua.

9.

An Urban Growth Partnership (UGP) was established for Greater Christchurch, which
is a partnership between central government, local government and iwi to advance the
objectives of the Government’s Urban Growth Agenda. The Greater Christchurch UGP
Committee – named the Whakawhanake Kāinga Committee – held its first meeting in
May 2022. The Minister of Local Government and the Minister of Housing represent the
Crown on this Committee.

10. The Whakawhanake Kāinga Committee’s priorities are being progressed through two
inter-related projects: the Greater Christchurch Spatial Plan and the Mass Rapid
Transit Indicative Business Case (IBC):


The Committee accepted the Foundation Report and the Ngā Kaupapa Report that
provide the context for the Spatial Plan at its meeting in May 2022. The key next
milestones for the Spatial Plan are to develop the strategic direction for the plan,
which will be informed by an assessment of different urban form scenarios, and to
prepare a draft plan for public consultation in early/mid 2023.



The Greater Christchurch Mass Rapid Transit Interim Report was produced in June
2021 to explore three rapid transit scenarios2 within Greater Christchurch’s

The three scenarios included a heavy rail scenario, a street running scenario with limited stops that
generally followed the motorway corridors, and a street running scenario with more frequent stops
that generally followed the arterials of Riccarton and Papanui Roads.
2
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northern and south-western corridors. The key next milestones for the Mass Rapid
Transit IBC are to test the value proposition of all three scenarios against changes
in the strategic environment since the Interim Report was produced. A preferred
MRT scenario is expected to be identified by December 2022.
11. The Greater Christchurch Partnership Committee agreed to develop a Greater
Christchurch Transport Plan and an associated investment programme. This project,
which is still in its early stages, is being closely aligned with the work on the Greater
Christchurch Spatial Plan. The Transport Plan is likely to be a key planning mechanism
for partners to respond to the light fleet VKT reduction target that will be set for Greater
Christchurch by the end of 2022, as signalled in the Emissions Reduction Plan.

Key achievements of the Canterbury Regional Transport Committee
12. The Canterbury Regional Transport Committee is a statutory body established under
the Land Transport Management Act 2003. The Committee is principally tasked with
identifying the key transport-related issues, objectives and outcomes for Canterbury,
and in this context, recommend a prioritised programme of transport activities.
13. The major initiative of the Canterbury Regional Transport Committee at the start of this
triennium was the development of a new Regional Land Transport Plan (RLTP). The
development of the RLTP led to the creation of a new work programme that supported
greater strategic alignment with the RLTP across six themes: maintenance, resilience,
road safety, growth, emissions, and freight. A separate item of this Committee meeting
provides more detail on the key achievements of the Canterbury Regional Transport
Committee during this triennium.

Inquiry into the future of inter-regional passenger rail in New Zealand
14. On 11 August 2022, the Transport and Infrastructure Committee of New Zealand
Parliament, Pāremata Aotearoa started an inquiry into the future of inter-regional
passenger rail in New Zealand. The following terms of reference will guide the
Committee’s investigations:


Investigating possibilities and viability of passenger rail in underserved
communities, those with prior rail links that have been disestablished, and those
currently advocating for improved rail links.



Gaining insights into viability of passenger rail sitting alongside KiwiRail’s freight
network.



Evaluating existing inter-regional passenger rail, such as the Capital Connection,
and how these services work between local and regional councils and central
government.



Gaining insights into the integration of regional rail into existing local public
transport networks.
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Investigating the climate and emissions reductions possibilities of passenger rail,
and how this links to VKT reduction targets in the Emissions Reduction Plan, and
including electrification between regions.



Investigating potential rail expansions and investments in specific areas, such as
Tauranga (following a recent report on the re-introduction of passenger rail) and
the Lower North Island (following a business case funded at Budget 2021).

15. The closing date for providing submissions is 6 October 2022. The Canterbury Regional
Transport Committee was provided advice about the inquiry and the approach to
submitting views as part of the inquiry at its meeting on 25 August 2022. A verbal
update regarding this approach will be provided to this Committee.

Cost, compliance and communication
Financial implications
16. The funding required to deliver the work programme for the Integrating Urban Land Use
and Regional Transport programme was incorporated into the LTP. Any significant
changes to the funding required to deliver the work programme will be the consideration
of Council through annual plan processes.

Risk assessment and legal compliance
17. Environment Canterbury’s Quarterly Portfolio Performance Reports identify the critical
risks and their mitigation for the Air Quality, Transport and Urban Development portfolio.
These reports can be found here. The relevant risks that have been identified for the
Integrating Urban Land Use and Regional Transport programme include the following:


If Environment Canterbury receives insufficient funding from the National Land
Transport Fund to match the local share then we will be unable to progress all the
initiatives identified in the LTP.



If the high rate of legislative reviews and changes continues then this will have a
significant impact on the ability to deliver the work programme, funding sources
and service delivery. This includes initiatives around national ticketing, national
fleet management and a national decarbonisation strategy.

Engagement, Significance and Māori Participation
18. The majority of the work being undertaken through the Integrating Urban Land Use and
Regional Transport programme is through partnership arrangements. This includes
through the work of the Canterbury Regional Transport Committee3, the South Island
Regional Transport Committee Chairs Group4, the Greater Christchurch Partnership5

The territorial authorities with membership on the Canterbury Regional Transport Committee include
Ashburton District Council, Christchurch City Council, Hurunui District Council, Kaikoura District
Council, Mackenzie District Council, Selwyn District Council, Timaru District Council, Waimakariri
District Council and Waimate District Council.
3
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and the Whakawhanake Kāinga Committee6, as well as a Memorandum of
Understanding with almost all territorial authorities in Canterbury to deliver Healthier
Homes Canterbury7.

Climate Change Impacts
19. A number of initiatives being undertaken through this programme are considering how
Canterbury should respond to and address the effects of climate change, both in terms
of adaptation and mitigation. This includes, for example, a theme of the Canterbury
Regional Transport Committee’s work programme relating to transport emissions
reduction, and the spatial planning work being progressed by the Whakawhanake
Kāinga Committee considering options for future proofing Greater Christchurch’s urban
form in the context of climate change.
20. The full work programme report provided as Attachment 1 highlights those initiatives
that contribute to the response to climate change.

Next steps
21. Staff will continue to deliver the work programme and provide the Council and/or the
Committee with regular updates on the progress made.

Attachments
1.

Attachment 1 - Integrating Urban Land Use and Regional Transport Work Programme
Report [8.7.1 - 1 page]

File reference

[SharePoint link for this paper]

Legal review
Peer reviewers

Sam Bellamy, Team Leader – Air Quality, Transport and Urban Development
Laura Dance, Strategy Advisor

The South Island Regional Transport Committee Chairs Group includes the Committee Chairs from
Canterbury, Otago, Southland, Tasman, Nelson, Marlborough and the West Coast.
4

The partners of the Greater Christchurch Partnership include Environment Canterbury, Christchurch
City Council, Selwyn District Council, Waimakariri District Council, Mana Whenua (Te Ngāi Tūāhuriri
and Ngāti Wheke), Te Whatu Ora – Health New Zealand, and Waka Kotahi.
5

The Whakawhanake Kāinga Committee includes members of the Greater Christchurch Partnership
plus the addition of the Minister of Housing and Minister of Local Government on behalf of the Crown.
6

Waitaki District Council is not participating in the scheme as the cost to implement out weighed the
local benefit. Mackenzie District Council has not signed the Memorandum of Understanding, but are
collecting rates for applications.
7
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Attachment 8.7.1

Integrating Urban Land Use and Regional Transport Work Programme, July 2022 - June 2024
Initiative

Level of
Service
Target

Milestones

Status
(Green = On track, Orange = At risk)

Year 2: Q1
Jul – Sep 2022

Year 2: Q2
Oct – Dec 2022

Year 2: Q3
Jan – Mar 2023

Year 2: Q4
Apr – Jun 2023

Year 3:
Jul 2023 – Jun 2024

Does it contribute to
our climate change
response?

Healthier Homes Canterbury
Healthier Homes Canterbury administration

30.4

Administration has been put on hold pending the results of the Healthier Homes
Canterbury review.

Scheme is on hold pending the Healthier Homes Canterbury review.

No

Healthier Homes Canterbury review

While the review has taken longer than anticipated - putting processing of
applications on hold longer than expected - the work is progressing in line with the
Audit, Finance and Risk Committee decision making.

Awaiting the outcome of the review process.

No

New product to be introduced in Year 4 (2024/25)

Not started.

Evaluate the effectivenesss of different product options.

Develop a business case and undertake
project planning for new product(s).

Develop new product(s).

Yes

Continue investigations into the preparation
of a regional spatial strategy.

Yes

Convene quarterly meetings.

Ongoing secretariat support.

Yes

Canterbury Urban Development and Regional Transport
Regional spatial planning

30.3

The Spatial Planning Act and the Natural and Built Environments legislation are
expected to be going to parliament in October.

Review and consider the implications of the Spatial Planning Act.

Commence investigations into the preparation of a regional spatial strategy.

Canterbury Regional Transport Committee
Canterbury Regional Transport Committee secretariat

30.1a

Canterbury Regional Transport Committee work programme

30.1b

The initial projects and initiatives progressed for the RTC's work programme are
now complete. The RTC received an update on the progress made on its work
programme at its August meeting.

Progress agreed projects and initiatives, and Develop new projects and initiatives for the work programme that align with the RLTP mid-term review process.
provide advice on these items.

Implement the work programme.

Yes

Canterbury Regional Land Transport Plan

30.1c

The RTC agreed to a broader scope than usual for the RLTP mid-term review given
the significant shifts to the strategic environment. A high-level project plan for this
work was provided to the RTC at its August meeting.

Complete project planning.

Develop the draft plan and investment programme.

Consult on the draft plan.

Yes

Land Transport Rule: Setting of Speed Limits 2022 implementation

The Land Transport Rule: Setting of Speed Limits 2022 came into force on 19 May
2022. Staff are considering the approach to implementing the rule.

Develop an approach to implementing the rule.

Transition to the agreed approach to implementing the rule.

Implement the rule.

No

Regional passenger rail investigation

The RTC agreed at its May meeting to begin a process to further investigate
passenger rail in Canterbury during Year 3 (2023/24), with scoping to begin during
Year 2 (2022/23).

Review the strategic front-end of the plan
and undertake stakeholder engagement.

Scope a process to further investigate passenger rail.

Commence a process to further investigate
passenger rail.

Canterbury Transport Officers Group secretariat

30.1a

Convene quarterly meetings.

Ongoing secretariat support.

Yes

Regional Road Safety Working Group secretariat

30.1a

Convene quarterly meetings.

Ongoing secretariat support.

No

Convene six-monthly meetings.

Ongoing secretariat support.

Yes

South Island Regional Transport Committee Chairs Group
South Island Regional Transport Committee Chairs Group secretariat

South Island Regional Transport Committee Chairs Group work programme

The next steps for the freight work programme being progressed by the RTC Chairs Develop the next stage of the freight work programme.
Group is being considered by staff in collaboration with transport officials from
across the South Island. The incoming RTC Chairs Group will receive advice on the
proposed next steps.

Implement the freight work programme.

Yes

Greater Christchurch Partnership and Whakawhanake Kāinga Committee
Greater Christchurch 2050

30.2

The strategic framework and plan are being refined and finalised.

Refine and finalise the strategic framework and plan.

Greater Christchurch Spatial Plan

30.2

The current phase of work is focused on developing the strategic direction for the
spatial plan. This direction will be informed by an evaluation of different urban
form scenarios for Greater Christchurch.

Develop and evaluate potential future urban Develop the draft plan.
form options, and the strategic direction of
the plan.

Greater Christchurch Transport Plan and Investment Programme

30.2

The current phase of work is focused on developing the evidence base and stategic Develop the evidence base and strategic
framework that will underpin and guide the plan. Work to collate planned or
framework for the plan.
proposed transport activities has also commenced.
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Collate planned or proposed transport
activities for the investment programme.

Implement the plan.

Yes

Consult on the draft plan.

Develop the draft plan and investment programme.

Implement the plan.

Yes

Implement the plan and investment
programme.

Yes
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8.8. Canterbury Regional Transport Committee Work
Programme Update
Air Quality, Transport and Urban Development Committee
report
Date of meeting

Wednesday, 7 September 2022

Author

Luke Carey, Senior Advisor – Transport

Responsible Director

Katherine Trought, Director Strategy and Planning

Purpose
1.

The purpose of this report is to update the Committee on the progress of the Canterbury
Regional Transport Committee’s (RTC’s) work programme over the last triennium.

Recommendations
That the Air Quality, Transport and Urban Development Committee:
1.

Receives the update on the Canterbury Regional Transport Committee’s work
programme.

Background
2.

The RTC’s major initiative at the start of the triennium was the development of a new
Regional Land Transport Plan (RLTP). This included new headline targets for
greenhouse gas emissions, road safety and freight for the first time. The Canterbury
RLTP 2021-31 was approved by the RTC in May 2021 and adopted by the Council in
June 2021.

3.

The development of the RLTP led to the creation of a new work programme at the start
of last financial year (2021/22) that supported greater strategic alignment with the RLTP
across six key themes: maintenance, resilience, road safety, growth, emissions and
freight. This is the first time the RLTP has been supported by a work programme that is
focussed on responding to key issues.

4.

Each theme and its associated workstream was allocated to an existing officer group to
progress, and right sized based on the resourcing available. As this has been a new
approach to the regional transport work programme, it is appropriate to review it to see
if the work programme supports the RTC to fulfil its role in planning and monitoring the
impact of transport investment in the region towards key outcomes, and advocacy on
behalf of the region.
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Work programme achievements
5.

6.

7.

Key achievements of the regional transport work programme over the triennium include:


a new strategy for the Regional Road Safety Working Group which focuses
on a consistent approach across the region towards the Road to Zero target
of a 40% reduction in deaths and serious injuries from road crashes



a joint freight tour with the Canterbury Mayoral Forum to key freight hubs that
highlighted issues for the freight sector across Canterbury. This freight tour
led to a South Island Freight Summit, which catalysed thinking regarding the
future of freight. Canterbury staff contributed significantly to the South Island
Freight Summit



new insights into transport emissions reduction solutions for communities
across Canterbury, which will support planning for a just transition to a low
emissions transport network.

Additional achievements for the RTC outside of the work programme themes include:


agreement to scope work to investigate passenger rail in the region



refreshed Environment Canterbury webpages that better articulate the
transport challenges the RTC is seeking to address



strong advocacy for the region through submissions, such as on the
Government Policy Statement on Land Transport, the NZ Rail Programme,
Hikina te Kohupara emissions reduction green paper, and changes to Road
User Charges. Staff also reviewed and fed back on regional transport issues
in other submissions being led by the South Island Regional Transport
Committee Chairs Group, the Canterbury Mayoral Forum and Environment
Canterbury



new wellbeing indicators that apply a Māori wellbeing framework to transport
investment performance



new data acquired on road transport greenhouse gas emissions and on
transport access to employment in Canterbury.

Progress on the maintenance, growth and resilience workstreams were impacted by
COVID-19, and by increased efforts on freight and new work on passenger rail. This is
shown in Attachment 1. Recent increases in staffing levels should provide the RTC’s
work programme with more capacity to respond to the rapidly shifting strategic context,
currently being led out of central government.
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Work programme structure
8.

The work programme was planned so that each theme and their associated workstream
would be owned by a particular officer group, such as the Regional Road Safety
Working Group or Transport Officers Group. The theme that gained the most traction
within the last 12 months was road safety. This was largely aided by the development of
a new strategy on a page by the Regional Road Safety Working Group and updated
terms of reference. This set agreed areas for the group to progress.

9.

The development of a strategy on a page for each theme is being discussed amongst
staff to improve the efficacy of the regional transport work programme and better focus
staff time on actions that create the greatest impact.

10. As this type of work programme was not in place for the prior RLTP development, there
is also an opportunity for the 2024 RLTP mid-term review to improve alignment between
the work programme and the RLTP. For example, investment in rail currently sits
outside of the road controlling authority activities listed in the RLTP but does support the
achievement of regional outcomes. Rail investment could be made more visible in the
RLTP investment programme in future.

Cost, compliance and communication
Financial implications
11. The work programme is a way to structure the use of existing resources towards impact.
The work programme is developed within the existing budgets and resourcing allocated
for this work through the Council's Long-Term Plan 2021-31.

Risk assessment and legal compliance
12. The key risk to the work programme themes progressing over the current financial year
(2022/23) is operational as the review of the RLTP will take some staff time. However,
the review of the RLTP itself will support outcomes.

Climate Change Impacts
13. The inclusion of emissions and resilience as work programme themes embeds climate
change into the work programme.

Next steps
14. Staff will continue to use the work programme themes to structure their efforts and will
consider further improvements in the review of the RLTP.

Attachments
1.
2.

Triennium achievements [8.8.1 - 1 page]
RTC Work Programme Review August 2022 [8.8.2 - 2 pages]
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Sam Bellamy, Team Leader – Air Quality, Transport and Urban Development
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Attachment 8.8.1

Regional Transport 2021 - 2024
South Island Freight Summit
Advocating for our
regional transport
network issues by
creating or contributing
to 9 submissions, as well
as letters and meetings
with ministers

2020
ROAD SAFETY
373 deaths and
serious injuries in
2017

Joint Freight Tour with the Canterbury
Mayoral Forum

Agreed to scope
investigations into
passenger rail

Refocussed Regional Road
Safety Working Group to
support consistency to
achieve a 40% reduction in
Death and serious injuries.

2021
REGIONAL LAND TRANSPORT PLAN
developed
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2018
2022
Better understanding of the
impact of transport investment
in the region through new data
on GHGs, access to
employment and new
indicators on wellbeing
Website
refreshed to
show the
leadership of the
RTC over issues
the region is
facing

New insights into
transport emissions
reduction solutions

ROAD SAFETY
283 deaths and
serious injuries in
2021
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Attachment 8.8.2

What
Initiative

Milestones

Who
RLTP Theme

Lead Group

Year 1: Q1
Jul – Sep 2021

Year 1: Q2
Oct – Dec 2021

Year 1: Q3
Jan – Mar 2022

Success

Year 1: Q4
Apr – Jun 2022

Progress
Year 2:
Year 3:
Jul 2022 – Jun 2023 Jul 2023 – Jun 2024 Indicator

Effort
Indicator

Canterbury Regional Transport Committee Work Programme
Achieve consistency through coordinated
activity

Safety

Understanding regional and local road user
safety issues: develop a regional
monitoring framework
Understanding regional and local road user
safety issues: Road safety education
programmes
Approaches to reducing transport
emissions: Canterbury attitudes and
perceptions research

Safety

Safety

Emissions

Develop a regional emissions modelling
tool. (pending investigation)

Emissions

Input into national policy and directionsetting on reducing transport sector
emissions.

Emissions

Regional Road Maintenance Modelling
Proposal
Better articulate the benefits of
investment: South Island Strategic
Economic Network Modelling
Develop a method to provide RTC with
oversight of the transport projects that
support planned growth across the region.

Maintenance

Effective advocacy to Central Government
to include resilience as a GPS priority.

Resilience

Maintenance

Growth

Regional Road
Safety Working
Group
Regional Road
Safety Working
Group
Regional Road
Safety Working
Group
Transport Officers
Group

Develop and consult on a Canterbury Regional Speed
Management Plan and regional road safety plan.
Hold indicators
workshop with
RRSWG
Stocktake of current road safety education programmes
Tendering and
procurement

Transport Officers
Group
Canterbury
Regional Transport
Committee
Transport Officers
Group
South Island
Transport Officers
Canterbury
Planning Managers
Group
Canterbury RTC

Input into MoT Freight and Supply Chain
Strategy
Building a shared understanding of
Canterbury and South Island freight
movement

Freight

Canterbury RTC

Freight

Canterbury RTC

Update of Greater Christchurch Freight
Demand & Infrastructure Statement

Freight

Canterbury RTC
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Joint RTC/CMF
submission on
Hikina te Kohupara

Input into joint
submission on
NERP discussion
document

Initial report to
RRSWG

Establish regional
priorities

Complete

Low

In progress

Low

Complete

High

Complete

Low

Complete

Medium

Paused

Low

Completion and
report back

Paused

Low

Input into Regional
Spatial Planning

Paused

Low

In progress

Low

Complete

Low

Re-establish a freight working group
(potential focus on freight mode shift In progress
to rail)

High

Improve consistency of road safety
education across Canterbury.

Report back to RTC
and TOG

Research work underway
Investigate various
approaches

data collection for
regional monitoring

Report back to RTC
and TOG on an
approach
ongoing input into national policy and direction-setting
Investigate DTIMS Pavement
Modelling

Develop project
brief
Collate existing
growth information

Fund and procure
work

Undertake modelling

Identify infrastructure dependencies.
Initial report write up and feedback

Waka Kotahi
resilience
programme
presentation

Advice to RTC and SI
Scope
RTC Chairs on
development of a
regional resilience
regional (local
priorities.
roads) approach.

Attend workshops and report back to RTC
South Island RTC
Chairs meeting 29
Nov

Joint South Island
freight meeting
Evaluate freight
study, consider
scope

Commission update

In progress Medium

Input to GCP and
spatial planning

Complete

Low
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What
Initiative

Milestones

Who
RLTP Theme

Lead Group

Year 1: Q1
Jul – Sep 2021

Year 1: Q2
Oct – Dec 2021

Year 1: Q3
Jan – Mar 2022

Year 1: Q4
Apr – Jun 2022

Success
Progress
Year 2:
Year 3:
Jul 2022 – Jun 2023 Jul 2023 – Jun 2024 Indicator

Effort
Indicator

Other Initiatives / BAU
Website update - update of regional
transport pages and reporting
RLTP Monitoring Project + RLTP Templates
and Guidance Material

Other
Other

2024-26 Canterbury RLTP Review

RTC Secretariat

regional transport web pages review and update

RTC Secretariat, on
behalf of TSIG

contribute to working group meetings

RTC Secretariat
BAU

Canterbury RTC Secretariat
South Island Regional Transport
Committee Chairs Group Secretariat

BAU

RTC Secretariat

Secretariat support
for Aug meeting.

RTC Secretariat

South Island RTC
Chairs meeting 29
Nov

BAU

Regional Road Safety Working Group
secretariat

BAU

Canterbury Transport Officers Group
secretariat

BAU

RTC Secretariat
RTC Secretariat
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Secretariat support
for Nov meeting.

Secretariat support
for 22 July meeting.
Secretariat support
for 22 July meeting.

Secretariat support
for 21 October
meeting.
Secretariat support
for 21 October
meeting.

Secretariat support for Secretariat support for
Feb meeting.
May meeting.

Joint South Island
freight meeting

Complete

High

Complete

Low

prep work

RLTP development
In progress Medium
and consultation

4 meetings
annually.

4 meetings annually. Complete

2 meetings
annually

2 meetings
annually (or as
required)

High

Complete

High

Secretariat support for Secretariat support for
February meeting.
April meeting.

4 meetings
annually.

4 meetings annually. Complete

High

Secretariat support for Secretariat support for
February meeting.
April meeting.

4 meetings
annually.

4 meetings annually. Complete

High
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8.9. Understanding Attitudes about Transport Emissions
in Canterbury
Air Quality, Transport and Urban Development Committee
report
Date of meeting

Wednesday, 7 September 2022

Author

Clare Pattison, Principal Strategy Advisor

Responsible Director

Katherine Trought, Director Strategy and Planning

Purpose
1.

The purpose of this report is to brief the Committee on the ‘Understanding Attitudes
about Transport Emissions in Canterbury’ report prepared by Research First for the
Canterbury Regional Transport Committee (RTC).

Recommendations
That the Air Quality, Transport and Urban Development Committee:
1.

Receives the ‘Understanding Attitudes about Transport Emissions in
Canterbury’ research report prepared by Research First.

Background
2.

In response to the Climate Change Response (Zero Carbon) Amendment Act 2019, the
Canterbury Regional Land Transport Plan 2021-31 has targeted a 30 percent reduction
in greenhouse gas emissions from land transport in the region by 2031. This target
broadly aligns with the national target for transport in the Emissions Reduction Plan of a
41 percent reduction by 2035.

3.

The RTC secretariat commissioned Research First to conduct the research as part of
the RTC’s forward work programme. The intent of the research was to better
understand Cantabrians’ attitudes toward reducing transport sector emissions and their
views of a range of potential approaches that could contribute to meeting emissions
reduction targets. The research was particularly aimed at rural and lesser-served areas
where the barriers to change are generally greatest, but also covered urban areas.

Summary of the research
4.

To ensure sufficient representation of the entire Canterbury Region, minimum sample
sizes were identified for each district and were then weighted to match the population
distribution.
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5.

Overall, the attitudes of respondents across the region shows a willingness to change.
The research revealed that a lack of knowledge is not the barrier to change, but rather
there is a disconnect as to who can enable this change to happen and a view that
systemic change is needed to support a reduction in transport emissions.

6.

The research also demonstrated that a range of infrastructure improvements and
specific place-based approaches will be needed to reflect the varying urban and rural
areas and communities in the region.

7.

In Canterbury, 68 percent of respondents think that improved frequency, coverage,
quality and cost of public transport is one of the top solutions. 64 percent think increasing
the benefits and subsidies for low emission vehicles is one of the top solutions, while 43
percent think greater encouragement to use active modes of transport more often will
work well for Canterbury.

8.

The key urban findings (i.e. respondents living in areas of more than 1,000 people) are:

9.



78 percent of respondents support measures that significantly improve the reach,
frequency and quality of public transport.



75 percent of respondents support making it more affordable to purchase electric
vehicles or low emission vehicles.



There is room to do more with urban intensification, particularly with the
development of quality compact and walkable neighbourhoods.

The key rural findings (i.e. respondents living in areas of less than 1,000 people) are:


74 percent of respondents support having more regular, subsidised inter-city
public transport services connecting smaller towns across the region.



70 percent of respondents in Timaru District and 72 percent of respondents in the
Mackenzie, Waimate and Waitaki districts were supportive of on-demand public
transport, which is likely strongly influenced by the success of the MyWay by
Metro on-demand service in Timaru.



70 percent of respondents support making it more affordable to purchase electric
or low emission vehicles. However, it was noted that an improved range and
towing ability of electric vehicles is required, as well as additional charging
stations available in rural areas.



63 percent of respondents supported policy providing financial incentives to work
from home, which avoids and reduces the need to travel.



The focus for rural areas needs to be on incentivising and reducing barriers to
behaviour change, rather than making existing behaviours harder or more
expensive.
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10. In conclusion, the research showed that participants across Canterbury, regardless of
whether they are in urban or rural areas, have a willingness to change their travel
behaviour. However, before change is likely to occur at any significant pace or scale,
capacity and opportunity will need to be addressed across all districts. Systemic change
is needed to support a reduction in transport emissions.

Next steps
11. The research report has been circulated to all councils across the region through the
Canterbury Transport Officers Group. This research will help inform councils in
developing approaches to reducing transport sector emissions in their districts.
12. The report will be made publicly available on the Environment Canterbury website.

Attachments
1.
2.

J 3246 - Transport Emissions in Canterbury - Summary report - 19.07.2022 [8.9.1 - 22
pages]
J 3246 - Transport Emissions in Canterbury Research Report July 2022 [8.9.2 - 104
pages]

File reference

[SharePoint link for this paper]

Legal review
Peer reviewers

Sam Bellamy, Team Leader – Air Quality, Transport and Urban Development
Laura Dance, Strategy Advisor
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ABOUT THIS REPORT
As part of the wider Climate Change Response (Zero Carbon) Act passed in
2019, Canterbury has a target of a 30 percent reduction in greenhouse gas
emissions from land transport, in the Canterbury region by 2031. To inform how
the region achieves the target, the Regional Transport Committee and Research
First conducted Canterbury-wide research into residents’ attitudes to reducing
emissions and transport alternatives. This project included secondary research
to understand existing knowledge, an online community forum with residents
from Darfield as a case study to provide in-depth understanding of attitudes and
behaviours, and an online survey representative of 1366 Cantabrians.
Disclaimer:
Research First Ltd notes that the views presented in the report do not necessarily represent the views of
Environment Canterbury. In addition, the information in this report is accurate to the best of the knowledge
and belief of Research First Ltd. While Research First Ltd has exercised all reasonable skill and care in the
preparation of information in this report, Research First Ltd accepts no liability in contract, tort, or otherwise
for any loss, damage, injury or expense, whether direct, indirect, or consequential, arising out of the provision
of information in this report. Please note that due to rounding, some totals may not correspond with the sum of
the separate
figures. Transport and Urban Development Committee 2022-09-07
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There is a recongition
of the need to change.
In this 2022 research, there is a strong recognition that change is needed to reduce
transport emissions, that reduced transport emissions will benefit everyone, and
that everyone (business, government, and individuals) needs to do more (see
Figure 1). As one participant in our online community engagement put it:

of society, we need to think of all the small changes
“ All
we can make. A bit like ‘If you mind your pennies, the
pounds look after themselves’.”

The research also shows a willingness to change; for instance, between a third
and a half of the participants said they were willing to consider changing their
travel behaviour to something that produces lower emissions (Figure 2).

It is not a lack of
knowledge that it is
the barrier to change
to lower emission
transport.
Instead, systemic
change is needed to
support a reduction in
transport emissions.

However, the research is also clear that this is not a problem that is likely to
be solved through individual agency alone. Both the primary and secondary
research shows that it is not a lack of knowledge that is the barrier to change
to lower transport emissions. Instead, systemic change is needed to support a
reduction in transport emissions.
As Figure 3 shows:
•

In the current state, half of the Canterbury population think they can do more
themselves to reduce transport emissions, almost a third are neutral, and
one-fifth disagree.

•

Half agree that infrastructure needs to change before they, themselves, can
change.

The COM-B model of behaviour change1 emphasises that lasting change cannot
be made simply by focusing on the motivation of individuals. Instead, the focus
needs to be on providing both the opportunity to change behaviour and on
ensuring people have the capability to change. Thinking about capability and
opportunity (alongside the question of motivation) will be the key to driving
lasting transport behaviour change in Canterbury. It is clear that for many in
Canterbury, these (capability and opportunity) are the missing parts of the
behaviour change puzzle.

1

Michie, S., van Stralen, M., West, R. (2019) The COM-B Model of Behaviour. Social Change UK. Retrieved
from: https://social-change.co.uk/files/02.09.19_COM-B_and_changing_behaviour_.pdf on 27th Oct 2021
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Figure 1. Recognising the need for change
Sum: agree
Reduced transport emissions
will benefit everyone
Businesses need to do more to
reduce transport emissions

74%
5%

24%

49%

20%

73%
6%

22%

51%

20%

67%

The government (central and
local) needs to do more to
reduce transport emissions

6%

25%

Individuals need to do more to
reduce their transport emissions

6%

26%

22%

45%

66%

Disagree strongly

14%

52%
Disagree

Neither agree nor disagree

Agree

Agree strongly

Q. How far would you agree or disagree with the following statements?
Source: Quantitative survey (weighted data). n=1366 (full sample).

Figure 2. Consideration to change travel behaviour for various travel
reasons
Personal education/ studies

44%

49%

Transporting others (e.g. school/activity drop-off)

45%

48%

Other trips

46%

Social, recreational/leisure reasons

52%

Running "essential” errands (e.g. groceries, personal business,
medical appointments, other appointments)

54%

Work/for work-related reasons
Extremely unlikely/unlikely/somewhat unlikely

58%

45%
41%
37%
36%

Somewhat likely/likely/extremely likely

Q. Looking at the following types of trips you make, how likely or unlikely is it that you would consider changing your
current travel behaviour to something that produces lower emissions?
Source: Quantitative survey (weighted data). n=133-1228 (respondents who travel for the specified reason).
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Figure 3. Perceptions of ability to reduce transport emissions
Sum: agree
The infrastructure needs to improve before
I am able to change my travel behaviour
I think I could do more to reduce my
transport emissions

56%
4% 10%

31%

34%

22%
51%

4%

15%

Disagree strongly

30%
Disagree

43%

Neither agree nor disagree

8%
Agree

Agree strongly

Q. How far would you agree or disagree with the following statements?
Source: Quantitative survey (weighted data). n=1366 (full sample).
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The “Avoid/ Shift/
Improve” framework
lights the way ahead.
The Ministry of Transport’s “Avoid/Shift/Improve” framework is the key
to creating the capacity and opportunity for lasting behaviour change in
Canterbury2. This framework shows how solutions across Canterbury are needed
to:
1. avoid/reduce the need to travel;
2. shift people to use more environmentally friendly modes; and
3. improve the amount of transport emissions the vehicle fleet produces.
Drawing from the secondary research, seven approaches were identified to be
tested in the primary research. These ranged from creating denser communities
to minimise work commute times, to increasing benefits and subsidies to
make low-emission cars more attractive. In the primary research three of these
approaches were identified by participants as most useful in a Canterbury context
(Figure 4):
1.

The Ministry of
Transport’s “Avoid/
Shift/Improve”
framework is the
key to creating
the capacity and
opportunity to lasting
behaviour change in
Canterbury.

Sixty-eight percent thought improved frequency, coverage, quality, and cost
of public transport was one of the top solutions (mode shift).

2. Sixty-four percent thought increasing the benefits and subsidies to make
low-emission cars more attractive (e.g. discounts, increased parking
availability, carpooling lanes etc.) was one of the top solutions (improve
vehicles).
3. Forty-three percent also thought greater encouragement to use more active
modes of transport more often would work well for Canterbury as a region
(mode shift).

2 Ministry of Transport (2021) Hīkina te Kohupara Kia mauri ora ai te iwi / Transport Emissions: Pathways to
Net Zero by 2050.
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Figure 4. Approaches that may work best for Canterbury as a region
Improved frequency, coverage, quality, and cost of public transport

68%

Increasing the benefits and subsidies to make low-emission
cars more attractive (e.g. discounts, increased parking
availability, carpooling lanes etc.)

64%

Greater encouragement to use more active modes of
transport more often (e.g. walking/running/cycling)

43%

Greater use of carpooling/car sharing
Making it more expensive/restrictive to own a high-emitting car (e.g.
higher cost/taxes, parking fees, restricted parking etc.)

24%
19%

Having a personalised app to track and encourage alternative travel
behaviour

16%

Creating denser communities to minimise work commute times

15%

Q. Finally, now thinking about the various solutions to reducing vehicle emissions, which solutions do you think will
work best for Canterbury as a region. Please select up to three options that you think will work best.
Source: Quantitative survey (weighted data). n=1366 (full sample).
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With tailored solutions
to fit local needs
Within the broad “Avoid/Shift/Improve” framework, how those solutions
are delivered will need to be tailored to meet local needs. While the top three
solutions hold for the majority of the population in Canterbury, it is important to
recognise the needs of different locations (and not to fall into the trap of assuming
Canterbury is homogenous or normative). As one of the respondents to our online
survey put it:

How solutions are
delivered, will need
to be tailored to meet
local needs.

Avoid making it a one plan fits all - e.g. farmers & tradies
“ need
to use Utes, school mums don’t. People don’t need to
run large vehicles where smaller vehicles would be better
suited & adequate for requirements. Don’t make the
financial divide bigger again by rewarding those who can
afford to buy new or expensive vehicles while penalising
those who are lucky if they can afford any set of wheels….
I think we need to do all that we can, but not penalise one
group more than the other.”

In particular, trip length/duration, access to public transport, walking and
cycling, all differ considerably (or is perceived to differ considerably) by location
across Canterbury. This is most evident when comparing rural and urban
areas, with those living in rural areas more likely to feel there is not enough
infrastructure supporting reduced transport emissions (Table 1). Respondents
living further away from the various facilities and services that are centred in
urban areas, often have to travel greater distances to get where they need to go.
As such, while there are similar levels of agreement across districts that the
infrastructure (in general) needs to improve before they can change their travel
behaviour, the specific infrastructure improvements, or specific approaches,
will need to vary depending on the area (e.g. by district, or by rural areas and
towns and suburban/urban areas or cities). As another participant in our online
community engagement put it:

think longer range EV is going to be more realistic than
“ Igreater
public transport, the needs are too diverse and

the distances too great to gain sufficient patronage for the
routes. As the population grows in Darfield you might get
more services but a lot of people will still need to travel. It
isn’t a main centre after all.”
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Figure 5. Perceptions of existing infrastructure
Average (excluding
don’t know)
Bike lanes
Dedicated bus lanes
Separated cycleways in your
area
Public transport available in
your area
Carpooling (transit) lanes
Electric vehicle charging stations

22%

36%

33%
38%

18%
26%

28%

31%

39%
1 = Not enough

15%

32%

39%
32%

9%

10%

39%
12%

18%
20%
2 = Just enough

15%

8%

3 = More than enough

2.12
2.06
1.74
1.68

38%
8%

2.16

1.53

33%
Don’t know

Q. Thinking of the existing infrastructure available in Canterbury to support reduced transport emissions, is there...
Source: Quantitative survey (weighted data). n=1366 (full sample).
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Table 1. Perceptions of available infrastructure by area

Kaikoura/
Hurunui District

Waimakariri
District

Christchurch City

Selwyn District

Ashburton District

Timaru District

Mackenzie/
Waimate/
Waitaki District

A town/city with
over a thousand
people

In a rural/semirural area less than
1000 people

Area

All respondents

District

Bike lanes

2.16

1.8

2.0

2.3

2.1

2.0

1.8

1.7

2.2

1.9

Dedicated bus lanes

2.12

1.8

2.1

2.2

2.0

1.8

1.7

1.6

2.1

2.0

Separated cycleways in
your area

2.06

1.7

2.0

2.2

1.9

2.0

1.6

1.4

2.1

1.8

Public transport available
in your area

1.74

1.2

1.6

1.9

1.6

1.2

1.6

1.3

1.8

1.3

Carpooling (transit) lanes

1.68

1.8

2.0

1.7

1.5

1.6

1.5

1.5

1.7

1.7

Electric vehicle charging
stations

1.53

1.5

1.4

1.6

1.5

1.6

1.5

1.5

1.5

1.5

Sum

11.00

9.8

10.6

11.5

10.8

10.5

9.0

8.5

11.1

10.0

Average
(1=not enough,
2=just enough,
3=more than enough,
don’t know is excluded)

Q. Thinking of the existing infrastructure available in Canterbury to support reduced transport emissions, is there...
Teal or red shading indicates whether the average of the particular area is statistically significantly higher or lower
than all the other areas combined.
Source: Quantitative survey (weighted data).n=41-1042 (full sample by area).
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For rural areas,
consider…
Avoid/reduce the need to travel through careful and
modest consideration of service development
To support residents in rural areas to avoid or reduce travel, there needs to be
careful consideration about how urban development can support fewer/shorter
trips without compromising the rural character. For many, the rural lifestyle is the
reason why they are choosing to live where they do. As such, it is the layout and
services of towns that need to be considered, rather than intensification. In the
words of one participant in our online engagement community:

63% of respondents
living in rural areas
support policy
providing financial
incentives to work
from home.

reason we live rurally is because we like a bit more
“ The
space and fewer people, or because we need to for work

or family, and we accept the trade offs around available
services or culture etc. to have that. Find a way to
provide the services we need in a low carbon way without
changing the reason we choose to live here.”

Examples of specific solutions to support semi-rural/rural areas/towns to reduce
the need to travel include:
•

Treating ‘larger’ rural towns/centres as hubs and improving the
centralisation of certain services. This may include having a few more
dining options or upgrading facilities.

•

Improving the supermarket options to provide a greater range or more
competitive prices.

•

When considering the growth of an area, considering the layout as a
whole rather than in isolation.

•

Improving internet access and speed in towns and to individual houses
to allow greater ability to work from home. Introducing and creating
community working hubs may also be an appropriate solution.

•

Working with employers to encourage more people to work from home.

As one of the participants in our online engagement community said, the key here
might be:

“ Better local services so you don’t have to travel far.”
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Shift people to use more environmentally friendly
modes
To support the rural areas to shift their current mode to a more environmentally
friendly option (or its maintenance if it is already environmentally friendly),
considering infrastructure improvements will need to be the first step. Note that
this will require:

significant overhaul of our infrastructure and the
“ Adesign
thinking behind that infrastructure would make
active transport modes far easier and safer.”

74% of respondents
living in rural areas
support having more
regular, subsidised,
inter-city public
transport services
connecting smaller
towns across the
region.

DARFIELD ONLINE COMMUNITY PARTICIPANT

Specific solutions to increase active modes of transport have been proposed;
predominantly for in-town solutions as going between cities may be too
impractical due to the distances required to travel. These suggestions include
•

considering the safety of the roads to have walkable/bikeable streets e.g.
lower speed limits, maintaining the quality of the roads/streets; and

•

improving the availability of robust biking infrastructure, such as bike
stands so people feel secure when parking their bicycles.

Solutions to improve public transport/carpooling options have also been
proposed for both in-town and inter-city use. This may include
•

having school buses or a better system for carpooling for individual
activity/school communities for teens and children in particular, and

•

improving public transport options in general, including on-demand
options, but specifically to get in to larger/neighbouring cities (e.g.
Christchurch). Rail options have been suggested as well.

Two of the people in our research put it like this:

which allows people in smaller rural areas
“ Ato scheme
visit their main urban area on public transport at
reasonable times, especially for the elderly.”
RURAL ONLINE SURVEY RESPONDENT

suspect we could do more carpooling for junior activity
“ Iferrying,
although we actively do that for some things
anyway as it just makes sense.”

DARFIELD ONLINE COMMUNITY PARTICIPANT
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Reduce emissions through vehicle choice
To support rural areas to choose vehicles that produce fewer transport emissions,
the focus needs to be on doing so while taking rural needs into account such
as the longer distances they may need to travel, and the possibility that their
vehicles need to be work vehicles as well3.
In particular, the focus in the rural areas needs to be on incentivising the
improvement of their vehicles rather than making it harder or more expensive,
as rural respondents are more likely to be against regulations. Nearly half
of respondents in this research (48 percent) from rural areas were against
regulations making it more expensive to purchase high-emitting vehicles.

70% of respondents
living in rural areas
support making it
more affordable to
purchase new/used
electric vehicles or
lowemission vehicles
by reducing taxes or
providing subsidies.

Specific solutions to support the rural areas adopt improved vehicles include:
•

Improved range and towing ability of EVs and improving the affordability
of these options.

•

Increasing the amount of charging stations available in rural areas.

•

Accepting and possibly encouraging the ownership of multiple cars
during a transition period (e.g. an EV for shorter trips and their existing
vehicle for work purposes).

•

Encouraging car sharing/rentals on an “as-needed” basis rather than
having private ownership as the only solution.

strong powered Utes, SUVs etc. that can tow a
“ Create
horse float or caravan easily, because the current hybrid
options cannot do this.”

RURAL ONLINE SURVEY RESPONDENT

3 Note that the concept of freight was not explored in this research, but if the vehicles used for freight can be
improved, or the modes shifted, this will have an impact on reducing transport emissions as well.
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For urban areas,
consider …
Avoid/reduce the need to travel through …
Urban areas already have the ability to use intensification to reduce the need to
travel (or to minimise the distances that need to be travelled). There is room to do
more with intensification, particularly with the development of quality compact
and walkable neighbourhoods. This research suggests that this requires a
delicate balance and that some Canterbury residents are already resisting
intensification, for instance, by avoiding areas they believe to be overcrowded.
In particular, in a city such as Christchurch where anecdotally it only takes 15
minutes to drive anywhere, it is important to not make urban intensification
unappealing as the option to move further out is not a large barrier.

There is room to do
more with urban
intensification,
particularly with
the development
of quality compact
and walkable
neighbourhoods.

left Rolleston because it was becoming compact or
“ We
overcrowded as we saw it. Roads are full of cars; you can’t
get to see your own doctor unless you book a month in
advance. Car parking spaces at the shops get tighter and
tighter as they try to suddenly accommodate the extra
cars.”
DARFIELD ONLINE COMMUNITY PARTICIPANT

There can also be further work done with employers to encourage working from
home.
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Shift people to use more environmentally friendly
modes
Supporting people in urban areas to shift their mode of transport, away from
driving and into active modes of transport, or onto public transport is likely to be
more successful than in rural areas as physical distances are shorter. Increasing
the use of active modes of transport will also provide co-benefits in the form of
better health outcomes.
Examples of how to encourage greater use of active modes such as walking and
biking include
•

Working with employers and communities to encourage, enable, and
reward this type of behaviour.

•

Further work on providing better biking infrastructure (without adversely
impacting other road users) such as having more secure bike stands,
safer cycle lanes, etc.

•

Using personal apps to make it easier and transparent to understand the
various options available; it also feels rewarding to see one’s progress.

•

Careful application of “pedestrian only” areas in city centres.

bikes & bike lanes & bike parking. Have more
“ Promote
car free zones.”
URBAN ONLINE SURVEY RESPONDENT

businesses to provide adequate, secure bike
“ Incentivise
storage and changing rooms/showers with adequate space
for storing clothes etc. at work.”
URBAN ONLINE SURVEY RESPONDENT
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Given the denser population, there is also an opportunity to improve the public
transport solutions which includes everything from frequency, increased reach,
and aspects of safety, to cost considerations.
•

Improving the connections to other buses/lines, or other modes of transport
is also a possibility (e.g. park and ride).

•

In smaller urban/semi urban areas, on-demand public transport solutions
could be further explored and improved; taking into account that not
everyone is aware of the possible services, nor are able to use them
consistently (e.g. without a cell phone, how will a user call the service when in
town).

78% of respondents
living in urban areas
support measures that
significantly improve
the reach, frequency,
and quality of public
transport.

transport needs to be affordable, easy to access,
“ Public
frequent and fast in order for people to consider the tradeoff from their car. At the moment the convenience of
people’s cars is too good.”
URBAN ONLINE SURVEY RESPONDENT

Greater encouragement of carpooling in peak hours from suburbs to a common
hub (e.g. a school, or the city centre for work) may also be an appropriate solution
for some.

for carpooling would reduce congestion. Every
“ Incentives
rush hour most vehicles you see in Christchurch City only
have a driver.”

URBAN ONLINE SURVEY RESPONDENT
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Improve (reduce) the amount of transport emissions
the vehicle fleet produces
For urban dwellers there is also an opportunity to further encourage the transition
from internal combustion engines to electric vehicles. Some specific solutions on
how to do this in semi-urban/urban areas include:
•

Increasing the range of options for affordable electric vehicles (brand new
or second hand).

•

Introducing reduced parking charges for electric vehicles in town/city
centres (48 percent of urban respondents would support measures
towards this approach).

•

As with rural residents, accepting and possibly even encouraging the
ownership of multiple cars during the transition e.g. one car for day-today use in the city, and other for trips out of town.

•

Increasing the amount of charging stations available in in urban areas and
hubs (for day-to-day purposes) and rural areas for those trips out of town.
(Sixty-five percent of urban respondents would support measures that
required all gas stations to have rapid charge points for electric vehicles).

75% of respondents
living in urban areas
support making it
more affordable to
purchase new/used
electric vehicles or
low emission vehicles
by reducing taxes or
providing subsidies.

electric/hybrid cars/utes/vans affordable for
“ Make
everyday people to purchase (speaking a range of a very
few thousand upwards) and offer rent to buy options.”
URBAN ONLINE SURVEY RESPONDENT

the quality and distance these can travel without
“ Improve
needing to be charged, and reduce the time required to
charge.”

URBAN ONLINE SURVEY RESPONDENT
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The sun rises
in the EAST
All findings in this research (primary and secondary) conclude that any short- to
medium-term sustainable approaches supporting change, will need to be driven
by measures that positively influence the capability, opportunity, and motivation.
One way to do this is to use the EAST Framework to design behavioural
interventions that are Easy, Attractive, Social, and Timely (EAST)4. As some of
the participants in the online community engagement put it:

“ Make it easier to choose the low carbon path.”
DARFIELD ONLINE COMMUNITY PARTICIPANT

To create sustainable
behavior changes,
look to the EAST
Framework to
design behavioural
interventions that
are Easy, Attractive,
Social, and Timely.

people options. A lot of us can both see and want
“ Give
change.”
DARFIELD ONLINE COMMUNITY PARTICIPANT

“ Make the change financially beneficial for them.”
DARFIELD ONLINE COMMUNITY PARTICIPANT

This is evidenced by the two most favoured short- to medium-term approaches
towards reduced transport emissions:
1.

improving frequency, coverage, quality, and cost of public transport; and

2. increasing the benefits and subsidies to make low-emission cars more
attractive.
These responses minimise any effort or change that Cantabrians would have to
go through (easy), offer choice (attractive), fit in with their existing lives and do
not disadvantage anyone else (social), and could offer financial benefits to the
individual soon after start of use (timely).
The desire for solutions to be “pull behaviour” was also seen in the research
through the support of the specific approaches measured (Figure 6) and through
the commentary provided in the case study of Darfield respondents.

4 The EAST framework discusses four concepts to optimise the influence on behaviour. It needs to be Easy,
Attractive, Social, and Timely (EAST)” - The Behavioural Insights Team. (2014, April 11). East: Four simple
ways to apply behavioural insights. Retrieved April 07, 2021, from https://www.bi.team/publications/eastfour-simple-ways-to-apply-behavioural-insights/)
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Removing existing opportunities or using “push/punitive” measures are less
likely to be successful in the short- to medium-term as they are more likely to
cause dissatisfaction and division among the Canterbury population (Figure
7). However, in the medium- to long-term, a balance between incentives and
regulation will need to be found as long as the effect on the entire Canterbury
population is considered.

change will be painful and costly for individuals,
“ As
central and local government ‘persuasion’ will be

52 percent feel
reducing vehicle
emissions should be
driven by a balance of
regulation (e.g. taxes,
laws) and incentives
(e.g. subsidies).

essential to implement change. Further and increased
communication and publicity/feebates/rates allocation/
subsidies/infrastructure investments will be essential
to provide thought leadership to a partially reluctant/
ambivalent population. NZ can profit from global
perception of leadership in climate change but this
will require central and local government investment,
leadership and financial commitment to achieve.”
DARFIELD ONLINE COMMUNITY PARTICIPANT

think as long as it stays inclusive with a broad range of
“ Ipeople
then it will work well.”
ONLINE SURVEY COMMUNITY PARTICIPANT
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Figure 6. Support for specific measures where more than 50 percent were
supportive
Sum: supportive
Significantly improving the reach, frequency, and
quality of public transport

78%
3%

31%

47%

3% 15%

76%
Reducing public transport fares

Making it more affordable to purchase new/used
electric vehicles or low emission vehicles by
reducing taxes or providing subsidies
More regular, subsidised inter-city public
transport services connecting smaller towns
across the region
Requiring all gas stations to have rapid charge
points for electric vehicles

3%

33%

42%

17%

3%

74%
2%

40%

35%

3% 6% 15%

69%
4%

22%

47%

23%

3%

64%
3%5%

3%

23%

41%

25%

61%
Financial incentives to work from home

7%

26%

3%5%

31%

39%

22%

4%

17%

5%

56%
Electric bike rent-to-own schemes
Extremely against

Against

Neutral

39%

Supportive

Extremely supportive

Don’t know

Q. With the aim of reducing vehicle emissions, which of these following incentives or regulations would you
personally be against or support?
Source: Quantitative survey (weighted data). n=1366 (full sample).

Figure 7. Support for specific measures where more than a third were
against
Sum: against
Restricting access to town/city centres for petrol
and diesel cars and vans (known as a low
emission zone)
Reduced parking availability in central areas
with good public transport access
Making it more expensive to purchase highemitting vehicles
Extremely against

Against

22%

31%

17%

22%

29%

15%

20%

Neutral

Supportive

24%

23%

17%

20%

25%

Extremely supportive

5%4%

6%3%

14%

3%

53%

47%

35%

Don’t know

Q. With the aim of reducing vehicle emissions, which of these following incentives or regulations would you
personally be against or support?
Source: Quantitative survey (weighted data). n=1366 (full sample).
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Key findings
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There is a lot to do to reach a 30 percent
reduction in greenhouse gas emissions from
land transport in the Canterbury region by
2031.
There is a degree of motivation, and activities are needed to address a cultural
change and behaviours across Canterbury that are highly prevalent and
ingrained. Using the EAST Framework and the COM-B model it is clear that
needed aspects to encourage change are perceived to be missing by a proportion
of Cantabrians.

Proportion who are neutral/agree/strongly agree that
Capability &
Opportunity

Motivation
93%

93%

24%

22%

49%

51%

20%

20%

Reduced transport
emissions will benefit
everyone

92%

92%
22%

22%

52%

45%

26%

25%

Businesses need to do The government (central Individuals need to do
more to reduce transport and local) needs to do
more to reduce their
emissions
more to reduce transport transport emissions
emissions

Neither agree nor disagree

87%

14%

Agree

34%

31%

The infrastructure needs
to improve before I am
able to change my travel
behaviour

Agree strongly
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Overall, the two most favoured solutions
focus on improved public transport, including
in the rural and provincial area, and increased
benefits for low emissions cars.
Positively, while the results show that the pathway to reducing emissions by 30
percent by 2031 will be challenging, the research also found that in a small town
in Canterbury, people were of the opinion that it would indeed be possible.
Secondary research shows that successful transport solutions, especially in
the short term, need to be easy to engage with, attractive enough for people to
want to do it, be able to be done in a timely manner, and support social cohesion
(use pull factors). The findings from this research support this as the two most
favoured overall solutions are pull measures that can be implemented relatively
quickly: 1) improved frequency, coverage, quality, and cost of public transport
and 2) increasing the benefits and subsidies to make low emission cars more
attractive.
Rewards and positively supportive measures will have more success in the shortto medium-term rather than punitive measures or measures that negatively
impact Cantabrians. Measures will need to fit with the individuals’ day-to-day
lives. The research suggests that a good place to start encouraging change is in
areas where there is more flexibility (e.g. social aspects), and fewer entrenched
habits (e.g. driving to work).

68% favour improved
frequency, coverage,
quality, and cost of
public transport.

64% favour increasing
the benefits and
subsidies to make low
emission cars more
attractive

52% want a balance

between incentives and
regulation.

43% favour greater

encouragement to
use active modes of
transport more often

In the long term “push” solutions that help regulate behaviour more may be more
appropriate to ensure a balance between incentives and regulations. Long term
solutions will also need to address more entrenched habits (e.g. driving to work).
However, it is also important to important to note that not all specific solutions
will work for all areas or all Cantabrians due specific constraints, attitudes,
wants and needs. There will need to need to be multiple approaches and specific
solutions in order for the transition to be just and sustainable.
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Some specific solutions from Cantabrians
that can be implemented to support reduced
transport emissions include…

To reduce the
distanced travelled
• Ensuring availability of
high speed internet (e.g.
rural areas)
• Improving/encouraging
community hubs
• Working with employers
to support working from
home/ shifting hours as
necessary (61% support
financial incentives to
work from home)

To support a shift
of travel mode

59% agree the

changes needing to
be made to reduce
transport emissions
will disadvantage some
disproportionally.

To improve
passenger vehicles

• Encouraging active
• Increasing affordaibility of
modes of travel which
EV’s (74% support)
will have co-benefits with • Improving range,amount
improved health
of charging stations &
• Improving active modes
towing power of EV’s
infrastructure & safety
• Accepting a transition
(e.g. bike stands, reduced
period, supporting the
speeds on roads in rural
ownership of multiple
tows)
cars in the household for
• Encourage car pooling
schemes, e.g. for
children’s activities

various use (e.g. city use
v travel use)

• Ensuring accessibile
• Other technologies
quality services within a
• Significantly improving
e.g. hydrogen cars (not
reasonable distance (e.g.
the reach, frequency, and
explored in great detail)
grocery stores in more
quality of public transport
rural areas)
(78% support) (e.g. ondemand public transport
in rural areas)
• Reducing public transport
fares (76% support)
• More regular, subsidised
intercity public transport
services connecting
smaller towns across the
region (69% support)

Please note that some these approaches may require further research to understand if that
specific solution will be appropriate for a certain community.
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Context
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The greater context
On 13 November 2019, the Climate Change Response (Zero Carbon) Act was
passed into law in New Zealand Parliament. The Act set a new domestic
greenhouse gas emissions reduction target for New Zealand of net zero
emissions by 2050.
The Act requires government to develop an emissions reduction plan and
establish a system of emissions budgets to work toward the long-term target.
Reducing transport sector emissions is a key part of this.

The 2021–31
Canterbury Regional
Land Transport
Plan targets a 30
percent reduction
in greenhouse gas
emissions from land
transport in the
Canterbury region by
2031.

The 2021–31 Canterbury Regional Land Transport Plan targets a 30 percent
reduction in greenhouse gas emissions from land transport in the Canterbury
region by 2031.

The challenge set forth
If Canterbury is to achieve its emissions’ reduction targets, it is clear that
significant change is needed as based upon current projections, the emissions’
reduction needed will not happen without systemic change.
Figure 2.1. Transport emissions projections

Source: Ministry of Transport, Hīkina te Kohupara (2021)
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However, systemic change is a significant challenge. Most changes are slow
and incremental, with a number of complex contributing or confounding factors
ranging from existing policies, to the available infrastructure, to day-to-day
pressures, and to general habits that are hard to break. This means that that in
order to encourage systemic change, multiple approaches will be needed, from
changes to help avoid/reduce the need to travel, shift travel modes, and improve
the vehicle fleet.

Objectives
To inform how the region achieves the target, the Regional Transport Committee
and Research First conducted Canterbury-wide research into residents’ attitudes
to reducing emissions and transport alternatives.
1

This research project was designed with a simple goal in mind - to inform future
work undertaken by councils across Canterbury, such as policy direction,
infrastructure investment, or educational and promotional activities, to reduce
land transport-based emissions in Canterbury.

In order to understand
the challenge faced
by Canterbury in
achieving its target,
and how best to
meet this challenge,
it is important to
look at the attitudes
and behaviours of
Cantabrians.

This research has aimed to collect robust and statistically reliable information
about attitudes toward reducing transport emissions in Canterbury. It also seeks
to build on the broad base of accumulated strategy and knowledge2 by providing
a Canterbury-specific viewpoint on transport emissions and its current state.
Specifically, the research looks at how Cantabrians currently think about
transport emissions, their attitudes towards emission-reducing actions and
policies, and how likely they would be to consider changing current travel
behaviour in order to reduce emissions.

1

The Canterbury Regional Transport Committee is a statutory sub-committee of the Regional Council made
up of Mayors and Chairs, or their delegate, from Road Controlling Authorities in the region;

2

An example of one of these strategy and knowledge-based documents include Hīkina te Kohupara – Kia
mauri ora ai te iwi: Transport Emissions: Pathways to Net Zero by 2050
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Research method
The project included three main phases:3
1.

Secondary research to understand existing knowledge that this research
could build upon.4

2. An online community forum with residents from Darfield who had opted in
to participate and discuss their attitudes and behaviours when it comes to
transport emissions.5
3. An online survey with a sample of 1366 Cantabrians to understand the local
character of Cantabrians and how that differs by district. Where relevant, any
meaningful demographic and psychographic factors are highlighted.

Frameworks to encourage change
For this research, two particular frameworks that discuss change are referenced6
•

The COM-B Model discusses behaviour change. The COM-B model for
behaviour change cites Capability, Opportunity, and Motivation as three key
factors capable of changing Behaviour.

•

The EAST framework discusses how to apply these behaviour insight. It is
suggest to make change easy, it needs to be Easy, Attractive, Social, and
Timely.

3

Please see Appendix G for a greater overview on the research method and analysis approach.

4

Please see Appendix C for a summary of the secondary research conducted.

5

Please see Appendix B for an overview of the case study

6

Please see Appendix G for a greater overview on these frameworks/models.
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Section 3

The challenges and
opportunities to
transitioning to a low
emissions transport
system
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Considering transport emissions and travel
behaviour
Looking at the overall Canterbury population and their consideration of transport
emissions (Figure 3.1), few respondents regularly consider their transport
emissions or the environment when travelling or when deciding how to travel. A
third indicated that they do so “sometimes”.
•

More respondents from Ashburton District or the Mackenzie/Waimate/
Waitaki districts never/rarely think about transport emissions when travelling
(80 percent).

•

More respondents from Christchurch city sometimes think about transport
emissions when travelling (39 percent).

It is worth noting that (as suggested by a few residents in Darfield) when
Cantabrians consider their travel behaviour, this is not necessarily only
environmental reasons, but may include additional reasons such as financial
benefit (e.g. saving money by spending less on fuel).
Figure 3.1. How often emissions are considered when travelling
36%
29%
18%

Sum:
often/almost all the time
17%
14%
3%

Never

Rarely

Sometimes

Often

Almost all the
time

Source: Quantitative survey (weighted data). n=1366 (full sample)
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The self-professed likelihood to consider changing
current travel behaviour to something lower
emitting
Findings from the survey illustrate a reliance on vehicles, which suggests that
there is a challenge ahead to reach the target of a 30 percent drop in land-based
transport emissions. This challenge becomes more apparent when looking at the
likelihood to change current behaviour to a system that produces lower emissions
(Figure 3.2).

Almost as many are
likely to consider
changing their travel
method as not.

A third to a half (36–49 percent) are somewhat likely, likely, or extremely likely
to consider changing their current approach to travel towards a system that
produces lower emissions. A third of those who travel for work or work-related
reasons are likely to consider changing their current travel behaviour. Travel for
work is one of the main reasons people drive a car, van, or truck7. This indicates
there may be a need to work with employers and businesses to support a change
amongst this group of people.
Currently the capability, opportunity, or motivation to change travel behaviour is
considered to be relatively low by most Cantabrians.
•

Respondents from Christchurch City were more likely8 to consider changing
their current travel behaviour to something that produces lower emissions for
social, recreational, or leisure reasons (46 percent).

•

More respondents from Kaikoura/Hurunui Districts indicated they were
extremely unlikely to change their travel behaviour for running essential
errands (47 percent).

•

More respondents from the rural areas were extremely unlikely to change
their behaviour when transporting others (43 percent in rural areas versus 9
percent in urban areas).

•

Respondents who travel 11 hours or more were extremely unlikely to change
their behaviour for work/work-related reasons (45 percent).

7

Please see Appendix G for more detail on the relationship between the main reason for needing to travel
and the mode of transportation used.

8

Somewhat likely, likely, or extremely likely.
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Figure 3.2. Likelihood to consider changing travel behaviour and methods
to something that produces lower emissions

Sum:
likely
Work/for work-related reasons

Personal education/ studies

Transporting others (e.g.
school/activity drop-off)

Running "essential” errands (e.g.
groceries, personal business,
medical appointments, other
appointments)

Social, recreational/leisure reasons

Other trips

28%

17%

13%

18%

13%

18%

15%

14%

16%

20%

12%

24%

16%

14%

15%

16%

20%

19%

20%

15%

13%

17%

20%

18%

16%

19%

23%

Extremely unlikely

Unlikely

Somewhat unlikely

Somewhat likely

Likely

Extremely likely

5% 6%

8%

14%

11%

14%

14%

6%

7%

8%

36%

7%

49%

7%

48%

9%

37%

7%

41%

8%

45%

NA - Travel already as low emitting as possible

Source: Quantitative survey (weighted data). n=358-1,228 (respondents who engaged in travelling for this as a main
reason).
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Shifting travel for work/work-related reasons and
essential errands
THE NATURE OF WHERE PEOPLE LIVE, WORK, AND SHOP
There is clear relationship between the main reason for needing to travel and the
mode of transportation used. 910 In terms of everyday habits that contribute to
transport emissions, over half of the drivers say their main reason for driving a car
is for work/work-related reasons. A third also drive mainly for running errands.
This indicates that affecting changes to these trips will likely have a greater
impact on overall behaviour.

Enabling people to
change their travel
behaviour for workrelated reasons will be
challenging.

However, the majority of respondents (54–58 percent) stated they were not
likely to change their current travel behaviour to something that produces lower
emissions for these trips, while just over a third of respondents stated that they
were likely.
This suggests that driving a change in travel behaviour for commuting for work/
work-related reasons or when running essential errands is also likely to be the
most challenging.
In the Darfield online community, several participants explained this was because
they had to go outside of their town to get to work, transport their family, or to do
their main shopping. Figure 3.3 shows an example of some of these typical trips.

we do personal/business work at the same time,
“ Because
we are all over the place.”
– DARFIELD ONLINE COMMUNITY PARTICIPANT

“ My working hours are variable (early or late meetings).”
– DARFIELD ONLINE COMMUNITY PARTICIPANT

It is clear that some respondents (e.g. rural respondents) have constraints on
their ability to change due to the nature of where they live, work, and recreate and
the distances between them. This means these groups are likely to require much
broader solutions to enable change.
A common concern expressed is the practicality of the solutions available to
respondents because of the sparsely populated areas they inhabit and the large
distances they are required to travel.

9

Please see Appendix G for more detail on the relationship between the main reason for needing to travel
and the mode of transportation used.

10 The 2018 census data for the Canterbury region shows that 72.5 percent of those in employment used a
private or company vehicle to get to work, while only 2.8 percent took the bus, 4 percent travelled by bicycle
and 4 percent walked or jogged (Stats NZ 2021).
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Figure 3.3. Example of one Darfielder’s typical weekly travels

Source: Darfield online community

ENCOURAGING WORKING FROM HOME
In terms of travel for work-related reasons, there is potential to continue taking
advantage of the growing acceptance of working from home. Transport emissions
fell drastically during the Level 4 lockdown in 2020, but it did not last11 (Talbot et
al, 2021). Stats NZ (2020) found that during the 2020 coronavirus (COVID-19)
lockdowns 4 in 10 employed Kiwis were able to carry out work for at least some
of the time they were at home. With the return to alert level 1 (largely business
as usual), this shifted to 29 percent of people choosing to remain working from
home at least some of the time.

There is an opportunity
in working from home,
but it is not the entire
solution.

Currently, a quarter of the Cantabrian population who work or study say that they
travel less to work or to study than before the pandemic (Figure 3.4). However,
as found in the Darfield online community, there are limitations to working from
home. Some of the limitations of working from home in a rural environment,
such as the lack of access to high-speed internet, were mentioned, as well as the
inequality between those who own their own homes and those who rent.

11 During the Level 4 lockdown =, the observed NO2 concentrations were 50.0% lower than expected in the
Lower South Island. Comparatively, during Level 3 they were 25.5% lower; and during Level 2 they were
“only” 11.9% lower.
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trickiest piece for me has always been my internet
“ The
connection, during lockdown when everyone was at home
our ADSL slowed to acrawl. Thankfully they are in the
process of rolling out fibre in my area at the moment
so I am really looking forward to a vastly improved
connection. Unfortunately not everyone will be able to
get fibre so anything that can be done to improve 4G/5G
connections for wireless broadband would help improve
this for workers that have the option of remote working.

would welcome any incentives that can improve this,
“ Ibut
many rural jobs do not allow for remote working by

their nature. So anything that incentivises this shouldn’t
have a negative impact on those that cannot change their
working habits.”
– DARFIELD ONLINE COMMUNITY PARTICIPANT

How the current outbreak and the new management policy for COVID-19 will
influence these statistics is unclear, but the final resting point is likely to be
somewhere between the activity levels we saw before the pandemic, and those
during the elimination period. However, there is a clear opportunity to continue to
leverage this current behaviour and continue to encourage Cantabrians to work
from home more often.
Figure 3.4. Commuting compared to 2019

Sum: less than before the pandemic
All respondents

All respondents excluding n/a

4%3%

4% 4%

54%

11%

65%

A lot more than before the pandemic
About the same
Much less than before the pandemic

11%

13%

17%

14%

22%

26%

Somewhat more than before the pandemic
Somewhat less than before the pandemic
N/a - I don't work

Source: Quantitative survey (weighted data). n=1366 (full sample), n=1103 (excluding n/a).
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Opportunities to change the approach to transport
for personal education/studies, social/recreational
reasons, or transporting others
While reducing driving to work represents the greatest opportunity to reduce
transport emissions, it is the trips that tend to have more flexibility associated
with them that may be the “easier” trips to change. This is suggested by 41–49
percent being likely12 to consider changing their current approach for social,
recreational, or leisure reasons, transporting others, or personal education/
studies to something that produces lower emissions.

There is an opportunity
to start changing the
system for social,
recreational or leisure
reasons.

As suggested by Darfield online community respondents, this may be because
these trips are less habitual, they are less time-critical, there is more time
available, some distances might be a lot shorter and therefore the associated
effort to do something else other than drive is lower, and a change in transport
behaviour or mode may actually benefit them in other ways.
However, there are challenges with this too, as many other social/recreational/
leisure trips require travelling further distances, or to specific places with less
public transport, or requires carrying things.

like Uber or buses will also help people who want
“ Options
to enjoy a night out in Christchurch.”
– DARFIELD ONLINE COMMUNITY PARTICIPANT

Saturday shopping bus to Riccarton and town would
“ Acater
to teens that want to use it to go to the mall and the
movies.”

– DARFIELD ONLINE COMMUNITY PARTICIPANT

there were a couple of buses every day that went from
“ IfDarfield,
Kirwee to the city and back again at sensible
commuting times and perhaps a lunchtime bus our son
wouldn’t need us to drive him, thus saving on fuel, the
environment etc.”
– DARFIELD ONLINE COMMUNITY PARTICIPANT

12 Somewhat likely, likely, or extremely likely
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it’s possible, although Darfield to Christchurch
“ Iisthink
a long distance to bike as a regular form of transport.

Access to a cycleway along there would be great though,
to go between Darfield and Kirwee. Definitely looking at
getting an e-bike for quick trips to Darfield, and a subsidy
would make this more likely. Darfield doesn’t have any
bike racks though! Good bike racks outside the rec centre,
pool, med centre, and downtown would really help.”
– DARFIELD ONLINE COMMUNITY PARTICIPANT

do a lot of silly little local trips that really don’t need
“ We
a car, and sometime multiples in a day, on a bad weather
day it’s needed or when you have to carry lots of stuff.”
– DARFIELD ONLINE COMMUNITY PARTICIPANT
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Section 4

Perceptions of benefits
and responsibilities
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Perceptions of benefits
There is a general acknowledgement in Canterbury that there are many benefits
to reduced transport emissions. There is also a level of acknowledgement that to
achieve these benefits, some will be disadvantaged disproportionally (Figure 4.1).
•

Respondents from the Mackenzie/Waimate/Waitaki Districts and
respondents who drove 11 hours or more per week were more likely to disagree
that there are many benefits to reduced transport emissions (24 percent and
12 percent respectively).

•

Males were also more likely to disagree that reduced transport emissions will
benefit everyone (10 percent versus 4 percent of females).

Figure 4.1. Perceptions on benefits of reduced transport emissions

Sum:
Agree
Reduced transport emissions will
benefit everyone

5%

20%

There are many benefits to reduced
transport emissions

5%

23%

The changes needing to be made to
reduce transport emissions will
disadvantage some disproportionally

Disagree strongly

Disagree

Neither agree nor disagree

71%

22%

50%

32%

8%

74%

24%

49%

45%

Agree

59%

14%

Agree strongly

Source: Quantitative survey (weighted data). n=1366 (full sample).
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The two main benefits sought are improved air quality and reduced climate
change impacts. This is followed by clear waterways and fewer accidents and
improved safety (Figure 4.2).
This interest in improved air quality is a positive sign given the newly updated air
quality guidelines released by the World Health Organization13
that suggest that action may need to be taken to bring air pollutants from the
transport sector down to an acceptable level.
Figure 4.2. Importance of benefits (top 3 of importance sought)

Improved air quality

22%

Reduced climate change
impacts

Cleaner waterways

Fewer road accidents and
improved safety

Reduced congestion

Reduced vehicle operating
costs

Noise reduction

21%

11%

14%

20%

11%

11%

13%

10%

10%

11%

3% 7%

10%

20%

FIrst

Second

52%

39%

14%

9%

59%

15%

13%

31%

67%

19%

25%

33%

31%

Third

Source: Quantitative survey (weighted data). n=1366 (full sample).

13 In addition to the changes underway within central government, there is also new research on health
impacts of air pollutants. In September 2021 the World Health Organization released updated air quality
guidelines for a range of air pollutants that impact human health, including pollutants arising from transport
sector activities.
Of significance to transport is the sizeable difference between the current NO2 concentrations generally
used in New Zealand (100 μg/m3) and the new WHO guidelines (25 μg/m3). This means places that were
not previously thought to be polluted from transport emissions may now be considered polluted and
regularly exceed guidelines.
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Who is responsible to enact change?
Three quarters of Cantabrians agree that businesses need to do more to reduce
transport emissions. Two thirds agree that the government (central and local)
also need to do more to reduce transport emissions. A fifth even strongly agree
with these two statements. There are very few significant differences on the
proportions of who agree with these statements, indicating it’s a relatively
universal belief.
•

More respondents aged 65 years or older agree that businesses need to do
more to reduce transport emissions (84 percent).

Two thirds agree that
individuals need to do
more to reduce their
transport emissions;
however, “only”
half agree that they
themselves could do
more to reduce their
transport emissions.

Two thirds agree that individuals need to do more to reduce their transport
emissions. However, comparatively fewer (half of the surveyed Cantabrians)
agree that they themselves could do more to reduce their transport emissions.
While this is still a positive finding it is also worth noting that half of Cantabrians
also agree that something else needs to change (the infrastructure) before they
can do anything.
Furthermore, looking specifically at the group of respondents who said they think
they could do more to reduce their transport emissions, three in five said that
the infrastructure needs to change. This leaves a quarter14 of all the respondents
thinking they could do more to reduce their transport emissions without any
major infrastructure interventions.
Unlike the relatively uniform belief in the benefits possible, and that “others”
should do more, when it comes to their perceptions of what they themselves
do or can do, opinions tend to diverge. This is likely due to the capabilities or
opportunities available to them. This further emphasises that that in order to
encourage a just transition for all, multiple approaches and solutions need to be
available and the change needs to be systemic, and not just focused on one area.

A quarter of all
respondents think
they could do more to
reduce their transport
emissions without any
major infrastructure
interventions.

14 Half (51%) of all respondents agreed with the statement that “I think I could do more to reduce my
transport emissions”. Of the 51 percent who agreed, 61 percent also agreed with the statement that “The
infrastructure needs to improve before I am able to change my travel behaviour” while 49 percent did not
actively agree. This results in 25 percent of the total sample who agreed they could do more while not
agreeing to the statement that infrastructure had to change first (51% * 49%).
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Figure 4.3. Attitudes towards contributing to reducing transport
emissions

Businesses need to do more
to reduce transport
emissions

Sum:
agree
51%

20%

6%

The government (central and
local) needs to do more to
reduce transport emissions

6%

25%

Individuals need to do more
to reduce their transport
emissions

6%

26%

The infrastructure needs to
improve before I am able to
change my travel behaviour

4% 10%

31%

I like to think I’m doing my
part for the environment

9%

37%

I think I could do more to
reduce my transport
emissions

45%

Compared to the average
Cantabrian, I contribute less
to transport emissions

9%

Overall, I consider myself
more environmentally
conscious than the average
New Zealander

12%

50%

Disagree

Neither agree nor disagree

Disagree strongly

67%

66%

56%

45%

8%

53%

43%

8%

51%

12%

37%

40%

22%

22%

34%

30%

73%

14%

52%

15%

4%

22%

31%

Agree

6%

49%

37%

Agree strongly

Source: Quantitative survey (weighted data). n=1366 (full sample).
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The majority agree that there are benefits from reduced transport emissions, and
that businesses and governments need to do more. A substantial, but smaller
group agree they think they can do more themselves. While some individuals
agree that it is everyone’s responsibility and there are a lot of respondents
who neither agree nor disagree, this points towards a perception that reduced
transport emissions is predominately someone else’s responsibility first.

needs to do everything they can–good
“ Everyone
alternatives need to be provided and people need to
choose to use them.”

– DARFIELD ONLINE COMMUNITY PARTICIPANT

“

There are currently no large-scale ways to reduce
emissions without massive investment in infrastructure.
When will every central city parking space have an EV
charger available? Where will all the power come from?
How will the power get to all the chargers? There should
be a triple bottom line (economic, environmental and
social) that makes the change to less vehicle emissions
very compelling to the individual.”

Others need to do more

There is a disconnect

Reduced transport
emissions are beneficial

researchfirst.co.nz

While understandable that systemic change takes effort and not everyone has
the practical opportunity to change right away, there is also a disconnect that
suggests a lack of everyday motivation. If people are aware there is a problem,
but everyone waits for something else before taking action, this becomes
reminiscent of the fable of “Whose job is it anyway?”15 where in the end
nothing gets done. Thus, this points to various issues in the COM-B and EAST
frameworks that need addressing to encourage change. This can range from
discussing “responsibility” (social), to encouraging easy day-to-day actions
that can be enacted in the short term (motivation, attractive, and timeliness), to
addressing larger system changes for the long term (opportunity, capability and
making it easy) and encouraging collaboration (social).

I can do more

– DARFIELD ONLINE COMMUNITY PARTICIPANT

Will benefit
everyone

74%

There are many
benefits

71%

Businesses need
to do more

73%

The government
needs to do more

67%

Individuals need
to do more to

66%

The infrastructure
needs to improve
first

56%

I like to think I’m
doing my part for
the environment

53%

I think I could do
more

51%

Comparatively,
I contribute less
to transport
emissions

49%

15 The fable goes: “This is a story about four people named Everybody, Somebody, Anybody and Nobody.
There was an important job to be done and Everybody was sure that Somebody would do it. Anybody
could have done it, but Nobody did it. Somebody got angry about that, because it was Everybody’s job.
Everybody thought Anybody could do it, but Nobody realised that Everybody wouldn’t do it. It ended up
that Everybody blamed Somebody when Nobody did what Anybody could have.”
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it easier to choose the low carbon path. A
“ Make
combination of incentives and sticks, but it needs to not

just be monetary but also convenient. Find a cheap way
to run public transport so low population areas are still
served. The reason we live rurally is because we like a
bit more space and fewer people, or because we need to
for work or family, and we accept the trade-offs around
available services or culture etc. to have that. But find a
way to provide the services we need in a low carbon way
without changing the reason we choose to live here.”
– DARFIELD ONLINE COMMUNITY PARTICIPANT
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Section 5

Attitudes towards
possible approaches
to reduce transport
emissions
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Government policies: regulation or incentives?
To encourage change, findings from respondents, supported by research carried
out overseas and commentary by the Darfield community suggest that “pull”
measures, rewarding change to lower emission transport options, will be more
successful in the short term as people will be more receptive. Government
policies and regulation, so called “push” measures that tend to be more punitive,
may be longer-term solutions. However, Cantabrians agree some regulation is
needed (Figure 5.1).

There needs to be a
balance of regulation
and incentives but
perhaps with an
emphasis on incentives
rather than regulation.

Figure 5.1. What reducing transport emissions should be driven by
52%

21%

2%
Focus only on
regulation

18%

7%

Focus mostly on
regulation but
some incentives

A balance
between both
solutions

Focus mostly on
Focus on
incentives and incentives only
some regulation

Source: Quantitative survey (weighted data). n=1366 (full sample).

make it fun, cheap, attractive. You bribe them
“ You
basically.”
– DARFIELD ONLINE COMMUNITY PARTICIPANT
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High vs low emitting vehicles
The general preference for policies that incentivise change, rather than “punish”,
is also evident in the support for or against specific suggested measures
around high- vs low-emitting vehicles (Figure 5.2). For example, 74 percent
are supportive of making it more affordable to purchase new and used electric
vehicles or low-emission vehicles by reducing taxes or providing subsidies, but
only 22 percent are supportive of restricting access to town/city centres for petrol
and diesel cars and vans (known as a low emission zone).
Looking at differences in support for or against some of these measures further
reiterates that Cantabrians dislike the idea of having something taken away from
them. In particular, those who currently heavily rely on their vehicles (e.g. for
work, industry, and in the rural areas) are more likely to be disproportionately
impacted by penalties aimed at these types of vehicles (and therefore against it).
•

Respondents from Ashburton District were more likely to be against
measures making it more expensive to purchase high-emitting vehicles (55
percent), making it more affordable to purchase new/used electric vehicles or
low-emission vehicles by reducing taxes or providing subsidies (21 percent),
or requiring all gas stations to have rapid charge points for electric vehicles
(21 percent).

•

Respondents living in rural areas were more likely to be against measures
making it more expensive to purchase high-emitting vehicles (48 percent).

•

Respondents from Christchurch City were more likely to be supportive of
measures making it more expensive to purchase high-emitting vehicles (43
percent) or introducing reduced parking charges for electric vehicles in town/
city centres (50 percent).

•

Respondents from Timaru District were more likely to be supportive of
measures restricting access to town/city centres for petrol and diesel cars
and vans (known as a low emission zone) (33 percent).

•

Respondents over 65 years of age and multigenerational families were more
likely to be supportive of measures around reducing parking availability in
central areas with good public transport access (37 percent and 62 percent
respectively).

•

Older couples with no children at home were more likely to be against
introducing reduced parking charges for electric vehicles in town/city centres
(36 percent).
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Figure 5.2. Support for vehicle related measures
Sum: supportive

Making it more affordable to
purchase new/used electric
vehicles or low emission
vehicles by reducing taxes or
providing subsidies

3% 6%

Requiring all gas stations to
have rapid charge points for
electric vehicles

3% 5%

Introducing reduced parking
charges for electric vehicles in
town/city centres

Providing priority lanes for
electric vehicles, buses, and
carpooling vehicles

Making it more expensive to
purchase high-emitting vehicles

Reduced parking availability in
central areas with good public
transport access
Restricting access to town/city
centres for petrol and diesel
cars and vans (known as a low
emission zone)

Extremely against

15%

31%

22%

Against

24%

29%

17%

Neutral

3%

47%

3%

41%

3%

39%

6% 3%

26%

5% 4%

22%

Supportive

14%

25%

23%

20%

64%

11%

30%

28%

18%

10%

3%

13%

33%

24%

17%

74%

23%

41%

25%

9%

2%

40%

35%

15%

20%

22%

Extremely supportive

17%

Don’t know

Source: Quantitative survey (weighted data). n=1366 (full sample).
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Public transport and community focus
Measures around public transport and those that took a community focus
received slightly more varied levels of neutral to positive support and also
received fewer polarising responses in terms of demographics or commuting
behaviours, indicating that several of these measures are worth exploring further.
The two main exceptions are 1) measures to reallocate some existing road space
to dedicated public transport, walking, and cycling lanes, which 27 percent were
against, and 2) on-demand public transport (such as MyWay in Timaru) that 22
percent did not know about.

Cantabrians are also
supportive of measures
that improve public
transport.

There were particularly high levels of support for measures that improved public
transport where the majority were supportive of significantly improving the reach,
frequency, and quality of public transport, and reducing the fares. Better intercity
public transport services were supported by two thirds as well. This support
for public transport was also found in the online Darfield community group with
suggestions provided on how it could be improved.
•

Worth noting is that more respondents in Timaru and Mackenzie/Waimate/
Waitaki Districts were supportive16 of on-demand public transport (such as
MyWay in Timaru) (70 percent and 72 percent respectively), likely due to the
fact that they were already aware of it and how it worked.

•

Also worth noting is those who did take the public transport “sometimes”
were more likely to be supportive of measures that significantly improved
the reach, frequency, and quality of public transport (86 percent). This is a
positive finding that indicates there is a group of respondents who are open to
take public transport more often if it was better suited to their needs.

bus options would be good - even one of those half“ More
sized buses. Two options each morning and evening Mon–
Fri and a few choices in the weekends to go to things
would be great.”
– DARFIELD ONLINE COMMUNITY PARTICIPANT

There was also a level of support for electric bike schemes although slightly less
comparatively. This may be due to the previously established barriers to cycling/
cycling infrastructure where there are concerns about practicality, safety, cycle
lanes taking up premium road space, and more. (See Appendix E).
•

Worth noting here is that those who rode a bike/scooter less than once a week
but at least sometimes were more supportive of electric bike rent-to-own
schemes (70 percent).

•

More respondents between 16–29 years of age were also supportive of
electric bike share schemes (e.g. work/community bike share, Lime scooters)
(64 percent).

16 70 percent of respondents in Timaru District and 72 percent in Mackenzie/Waimate/Waitaki Districts were
supportive of on-demand public transport (such as MyWay in Timaru). In comparison, 39 – 49 percent
were supportive in the rest of districts.
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Financial incentives to work from home was supported, but denser housing
options were not. This was discussed with detail in the Darfield online community
group (See Appendix D).

also need to think carefully about quality ‘compact’
“ You
areas. We left Rolleston because it was becoming

compact or overcrowded as we saw it… Unless you start
from scratch and determine how large you’re prepared
for a new town, village, estate to become how can you
determine the size of amenities and infrastructure
needed... I personally hate high-density living but
understand the need for it. I’d rather just have more
public transport options and remain semi-rural.”
– DARFIELD ONLINE COMMUNITY PARTICIPANT

Looking again towards measures to reallocate some existing road space to
dedicated public transport, walking, and cycling lanes, there is a clear divergence
in support for or against depending on commuting behaviour. Again, this points
towards wanting incentives that benefit the respondents, not takes away. The
challenge is that some of these measures may directly benefit some users, while
disadvantaging others.
•

Respondents who rode a bicycle/e-bike or scooter/e-scooter or took public
transport at least once a week, or never drove a car, van, or truck, or walked/
ran at least once a week, were more likely to be supportive of this measure
(47 to 75 percent). On the other hand, respondents who never rode bikes/
scooters were more likely to be against this action (32 percent).
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Figure 5.3 Support for public transport and other community-focused
measures
Sum:
supportive

Significantly improving the
reach, frequency, and quality of
public transport

3%

Reducing public transport fares

3%

More regular, subsidised
intercity public transport
services connecting smaller
towns across the region

3%

On-demand public transport
(such as MyWay in Timaru).

4%

Electric bike rent-to-own
schemes

15%

17%

42%

33%

3%

76%

4%

69%

7%

35%

11%

Against

13%

39%

30%

16%

Neutral

11%

39%

22%

37%

30%

Supportive

13%

30%

Extremely supportive

46%

22%

17%

38%

26%

10%

22%

33%

31%

Financial incentives to work
from home

Extremely against

78%

26%

6%

Reallocating some existing road
space to dedicated public
transport, walking, and cycling
lanes

3%

47%

5%

5%

31%

23%

Electric bike share schemes (e.g.
work/community bike share,
Lime)

Policy to encourage more
quality, compact housing in
accessible locations

47%

12%

5%

56%

6%

50%

4%

61%

5%

49%

3%

42%

Don’t know

Source: Quantitative survey (weighted data). n=1366 (full sample).
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Personal apps
As part of the various potential approaches to reduce transport emissions, the
interest in apps as a tool to encourage lower transport emissions solutions was
also explored17.
Cantabrians interest in personal apps is quite varied and relatively evenly
distributed across disinterest to neutrality to interested.
•

Respondents from the Mackenzie/Waimate/Waitaki Districts were more
likely to be disinterested in an app that gamified their behaviour, as were
respondents living in rural areas (69 percent and 53 percent respectively).

•

There was also a distinct age component to the interest in apps where the
interest decreased with age.

The use of personal
apps to support a
change in travel
is currently not of
high interest to
Cantabrians.

Figure 5.4. Support for personal apps to help support a reduction in
transport emissions

Created you a personalised
travel plan that showed you
where you could use alternative
modes of transport

Tracked your location with GPS
so it could provide you with
helpful tips like nearby buses
leaving soon or weather
updates

Sum:
interested
14%

20%

19%

32%

21%

Calculated and tracked your
transport emissions based upon
your actual behaviour (e.g. by
driving or taking alternative
means of transport)

16%

Tracked your behaviour in
relation to use of more
sustainable transport options
and let you earn rewards, such
as points, achievements, or
badges

17%

25%

Uninterested

Neutral

Extremely uninterested

22%

28%

32%

28%

Interested

30%

4%

34%

28%

4%

32%

27%

4%

31%

26%

4%

30%

Extremely interested

Source: Quantitative survey (weighted data). n=1366 (full sample).

17 See Appendix E for how digital technologies have been used to promote the use of sustainable transport.
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Overview and summary of possible approaches and
solutions
EXISTING INFRASTRUCTURE
Fifty-six percent agreed the infrastructure needs to improve before they were
able to travel in a different way, 31 percent were neutral, and 13 percent disagreed
(Figure 4.3). To better understand the details of what the infrastructure might be,
a follow-up question was asked to understand perceptions of the availability of
existing infrastructure (Figure 5.5). Interestingly, more respondents who agreed
the infrastructure needed to improve first before they were able to change felt
there were not enough public transport options available in their areas, or that
there were not enough electric charging stations in Canterbury.

There are many
different views on
the availability of
existing infrastructure
to support reduced
transport emissions.

Looking at the Cantabrians population, as discussed previously, bike lanes/
separated cycleways create some polarised views and opposition, and that is
clearly illustrated here as well with a third of respondents thinking there is just
enough, and another third thinking there is more than enough. This difference in
point of view seems to be strongly correlated to where people live and how they
commute in the week.
•

Respondents from Kaikoura/Hurunui Districts (37 percent), Waimakariri
District (29 percent), Timaru District (35 percent), and the Mackenzie/
Waimate/Waitaki Districts (38 percent) were more likely to feel there are not
enough bike lanes in Canterbury.

•

Respondents from Selwyn District (35 percent) and Timaru District (43
percent) were more likely to feel there are not enough separated cycleways in
their area.

•

Respondents from Christchurch City were more likely to feel there are more
than enough bike lanes in Canterbury (42 percent) and separated cycleways
in their areas (38 percent), as were those who live in urban or suburban areas
(38 percent and 34 percent).

•

Respondents who drove a car, van, or truck at least once a week were more
likely to feel there are more than enough separated cycleways in their areas
(34 percent), while those who never drove were more likely to feel there are
not enough bike lanes in Christchurch (44 percent).

•

Interestingly, respondents who already rode a bike/e-bike/scooter/e-scooter
were more likely to agree there are just enough separated cycleways in
their area (42 percent). However, these people are more likely to be from
Christchurch where the prevalence of cycleways/bike lanes has increased as
of late.
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The topic of dedicated bus lanes also caused some mixed views where over a
quarter thought there was more than enough and over a third thought there
was just enough. Interestingly, carpooling (transit) lanes had more respondents
feeling there were not enough (a third) but a significant proportion (over a third)
also did not know at all.
•

Respondents from Kaikoura/Hurunui District (31 percent), Timaru District
(30 percent), and the Mackenzie/Waimate/Waitaki Districts (33 percent),
or the rural areas (25 percent) were more likely to feel there are not enough
dedicated bus lanes. On the other hand, respondents from Christchurch
City were more likely to feel there are just enough (45 percent) or more than
enough (34 percent) dedicated bus lanes.

•

Respondents from Waimakariri District were more likely to feel there are more
than enough carpooling (transit lanes) (20 percent).

•

Respondents who travelled as passengers at least once a week were more
likely to feel there are not enough carpooling lanes (36 percent).

Just as many respondents felt there was not enough public transport available in
their area as felt there was enough (39 percent respectively). However, the views
on this differed quite widely based on the area in which they lived.
•

Respondents who agreed the infrastructure needed to improve first before
they were able to change were more likely to agree that there is not enough
public transport in their area (47 percent).

•

Respondents from the semi-rural/rural areas (67 percent), and all districts
except for Christchurch City and Timaru District (49 to 77 percent), agreed
there is not enough public transport available in their areas.
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The infrastructure that caused the least number of differing views were electric
charging stations. A third did not know enough about the availability of electric
charging stations, and over a third felt there were not enough.
•

Respondents who agreed the infrastructure needed to improve first were
more likely to agree that there were not enough electric charging stations in
Canterbury (46 percent).

Figure 5.5. Perceptions of existing infrastructure

Dedicated bus lanes

Bike lanes

Separated cycleways in your
area

Carpooling (transit) lanes

18%

38%

22%

28%

33%

26%

36%

31%

32%

Electric vehicle charging
stations

39%

Public transport available in
your area

39%

Not enough

9%

32%

18%

12%

20%

10%

38%

8%

39%

Just enough

15%

More than enough

33%

15%

8%

Don’t know

Source: Quantitative survey (weighted data). n=1366 (full sample).
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APPEAL OF GENERAL APPROACHES
After going through the entire survey, respondents were asked to select their top
three overall solutions that they felt would work best for Canterbury as a region.
The top three solutions selected summarise well what has been found in detail
throughout the survey and through the Darfield online community project.
There are two clear overall approaches that seem best according to the
respondents (Figure 5.6).
1.

Sixty-eight percent thought improved frequency, coverage, quality, and
cost of public transport was one of the solutions that would work best for
Canterbury as a region.

2. Sixty-four percent thought increasing the benefits and subsidies to make lowemission cars more attractive (e.g. discounts, increased parking availability,
carpooling lanes etc.) was one of the solutions that would work best for
Canterbury as a region.

we need more public transport, I don’t think there
“ Iisthink
enough interest at the moment to become more electric

plus we only have one charging post as far as I am aware
which shows the lack of electric” support in the township.”

The top three
solutions that will
work best according to
Cantabrians are
1. improved frequency,
coverage, quality,
and cost of public
transport
2. increasing the
benefits and
subsidies to make
low- emission cars
more attractive
3. greater
encouragement to
use more active
modes of transport
more often

– DARFIELD ONLINE COMMUNITY PARTICIPANT

think longer range EV is going to be more realistic than
“ Igreater
public transport, the needs are too diverse and

the distances too great to gain sufficient patronage for the
routes. As the population grows in Darfield you might get
more services but a lot of people will still need to travel. It
isn’t a main centre after all.”
– DARFIELD ONLINE COMMUNITY PARTICIPANT

In third place, with 21 percent fewer votes, came greater encouragement to use
more active modes of transport more often (e.g. walking/running/cycling) (43
percent).
The preference for these solutions is consistent amongst all respondents,
although the order or strength of preferences varies slightly among certain
respondents.
•

More females (74 percent) than males (62 percent) agreed that improved
frequency, coverage, quality, and cost of public transport was the top
solution.

•

Respondents who ride a bicycle/e-bike or a scooter/e-scooter at least once
a week were more likely to select greater encouragement to use more active
modes of transport more often (e.g. walking/running/cycling) as the top
solution (61 percent). Respondents who walked/ran at least once a week felt
strongly about this as a top solution as well (46 percent).
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availability and use of public transport,
“ Increasing
mixed modes and shared transport will have a much

greater impact on Darfield and the surrounding area and
the planet than aiming to replace the energy source of
vehicles. Investing in energy efficient public transport
options means less energy used in the production,
running and disposal of a much-reduced number of
vehicles, rather than replacing a small number of vehicles
for those who can afford it and doing nothing to improve
the transport options for those who would prefer not to or
are unable to drive.”
– DARFIELD ONLINE COMMUNITY PARTICIPANT

increased housing density will have an impact, but
“ Some
that will take many, many years to change and develop.”
– DARFIELD ONLINE COMMUNITY PARTICIPANT

cycling easier – priority cycling racks in town.
“ Make
Priority parking for electric vehicles.”
– DARFIELD ONLINE COMMUNITY PARTICIPANT

In short, the preference for these three solutions points towards solutions that
tangibly benefit Cantabrians today without removing anything from them or
inconveniencing anyone else.
However, given the drastic change that will be needed to meet emissions targets,
multiple approaches are likely to be needed. Positively, none of these solutions
received zero votes, indicating at least some appeal to certain segments of the
Canterbury population.
•

Respondents 65 or older (27 percent), or older couples with no children at
home (28 percent), were more likely to select making it more expensive/
restrictive to own a high-emitting car as a solution.

•

The appeal of apps as a solution decreased as age increased.

•

Males were more likely to select making it more expensive/restrictive to own a
high emitting car or creating denser communities to minimise work commute
times as a solution (e.g. 9 percent of those 65 or older versus 23 percent of
those 16-29).

•

Respondents who took public transport at least once a week were more likely
to select creating denser communities to minimise work commute times as a
solution (30 percent).
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It is also worth noting that some survey respondents also provided additional
suggestions or expanding on some topics when given the opportunity to provide
any other suggestions regarding reducing transport emissions. Some even
provided some quite detailed suggestions. Additional commentary ranged from
suggesting the introduction of trains and specifically mentioning better rural
public transport, to looking into solutions for freight as well, to reiterating the
need for a solution that was fair for those financially disadvantaged, or the elderly
(see Appendix F).18. These are topics that may require further research.
Figure 5.6. Solutions that may work best for Canterbury as a region

Improved frequency, coverage, quality,
and cost of public transport

68%

Increasing the benefits and subsidies to
make low-emission cars more attractive
(e.g. discounts, increased parking
availability, carpooling lanes etc.)

64%

Greater encouragement to use more
active modes of transport more often
(e.g. walking/running/cycling)

43%

Greater use of carpooling/car sharing

Making it more expensive/restrictive to
own a high-emitting car (e.g. higher
cost/taxes, parking fees, restricted
parking etc.)
Having a personalised app to track and
encourage alternative travel behaviour

Creating denser communities to
minimise work commute times

24%

19%

16%

15%

Source: Quantitative survey (weighted data). n=1366 (full sample).

18 Near the end of the survey (after rating their support for the various incentives or regulations) respondents
were also asked if they had any other suggestions regarding reducing transport emissions. Some provided
quite detailed suggestions while many others (nearly three quarters) had little else to say. However, while
some more specific solutions were suggested, most touched upon ideas within the overall topics, for
example more charging stations, cheaper e-cars, cheaper public transport, banning and charging for use
of petrol, limiting vehicle use, considerations of fairness and existing needs/ abilities etc.). Their coded
responses can be found in Appendix A.
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Section 6

Summary
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The current capacity and opportunity to
change for Cantabrians highlights the work
that need to be done to reduce the region’s
land-based transport emissions.
As highlighted by the findings, Cantabrians have a high reliance on private
motor vehicles for their everyday travel, which shows the challenge Canterbury
is facing. Not even a pandemic response that enforced low levels of travel was
able to reduce land-based transport emissions for a sustained period. To put it
succinctly, inducing a change in the opportunity and motivation by Cantabrians–
as written by Macdonald (2021) “requires a culture shift, which is never easy”.
Positively, up to half of Cantabrians are at least somewhat likely to consider
changing their travel method to a system that produces lower emissions,
depending on the reason for travel.
Thus, if the transport system can be shifted for one of these reasons (such as for
personal education/studies), it may be possible to start the change in at least
one area. Should these changes begin to take hold, as parents watch their kids
taking active transport and enjoying it for example, resistance toward it among
older generations may change and progress may build momentum. Furthermore,
as more Cantabrians start to shift, this may lead to greater acceptance, greater
infrastructure/opportunity/capacity, and greater social mandate, which may
influence more people as well.

Knowledge is not necessarily
the problem.
Both our primary and secondary research supports the idea that the level
of knowledge is not the barrier to changing to a system that produces fewer
transport emissions.
As discussed in other literature, the public has distinctly moved past the
education phase in terms of climate change, but even this education cannot
guarantee action, with many fully aware of the full consequences of climate
change still unprepared to act.
The slow, often distant nature of climate change means that it is a less emotive
driver of judgement relative to other damaging behaviours. For example,
individuals are highly cognisant that drink driving is dangerous to themselves
and others, and likely to create undesirable outcomes. The same cannot be said
for environmentally intensive behaviours such as flying or driving rather than
taking the bus, despite the inarguable environmental impact that such a decision
has (Jaine & Horwood, 2019).
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Thus the solution is not more or “better” information, but different strategies
to get people to shift towards a different system, or different ways of
communicating. Strategies need to be supported with “pull” campaigns to
attract and support people to use sustainable transport methods, rather than
negative messages Using recognisable celebrities, sports people, and public
figures has been a successful strategy, although where it is possible unsolicited
associations carry a lot more weight than paid endorsements, and this can
be as little as a share on social media (Hanna et al., 2017). Studies have also
been conducted into the efficacy of campaigns that target young people and
adolescents, and while these programmes did see some success, the main shift
was in intention to use sustainable transport, rather than a shift in the actual
behaviour (Stark et. al., 2018). Visitors and tourists in the city are another
possible subset of the population that could benefit from a targeted campaign
due to the high emissions cost of reaching Canterbury from the rest of New
Zealand.

There is a disconnect of who can enable
change to happen.
The majority agree that there are benefits from reduced transport emissions,
and say they would consider change; however comparatively fewer Cantabrians
are either able to or prepared to do something themselves at this stage. Rather,
Cantabrians are more likely to feel businesses and government need to do
more to reduce transport emissions. This means motivation and opportunity
(perceived or real) will need to be addressed in order to drive change.
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Approaches to reduce transport emissions
need to show the benefit to Cantabrians here
and now.
All findings in this research conclude that short- to medium-term sustainable
drive towards change will need to be driven by sustainable “pull” measures
to positively influence capability, opportunity and motivation. Removal of an
opportunity or “push”/“punitive” measures are less likely to be successful in the
short- to medium-term as they do not follow the EAST approach.
The two most favoured short- to medium-term approaches towards reduced
transport emissions are 1) improved frequency, coverage, quality, and cost
of public transport and 2) increasing the benefits and subsidies to make lowemission cars more attractive.19 These solutions are those that will either
advantage Cantabrians now or minimise any effort or change that they would
have to go through. These solutions also do not disadvantage anyone else.
Improving public transport would give Cantabrians more choice, not less, and
driving an EV would not require the person to change their own daily behaviour.
These solutions are seen to be easy, attractive and can be very timely.
At the same time, it’s worth noting while there will be significant advances in
transportation technology in coming years, there is an abundance of literature
warning that relying on emerging technologies to solve climate change is likely to
lead to further inaction. Given the scale of the problem, any technological solution
would almost certainly need to be deployed at a planetary level and given the
urgency with which we need to act, the timelines for these projects rarely make
sense (McLaren & Markusson, 2020).
Electric vehicles on their own won’t achieve emission reduction targets and have
fewer additional benefits such as improved air quality, lower congestion, and
improved safety outcomes. Research has shown that people who purchase an EV
tend to drive more due to the lower cost to run and lower environmental impact,
decarbonising by switching to an electric fleet of private cars could increase
traffic on the road (Callister & O’Callahan, 2021). This would lead to a situation
where factors such as congestion, parking cost, road maintenance costs, traffic
safety, options for non-drivers, fitness and health could all deteriorate or stagnate
if the same number of cars are retained on the road. Reductions in pollution and
better energy efficiency are valuable, but there is a clear need for electrification
to be presented alongside a clear path to reducing the total number of kilometres
driven (Callister, 2021).

19 This was followed by greater encouragement to use more active modes of transport more often (e.g.
walking/running/cycling)–a method that would offer significant health benefits as well.
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The specific solutions will need to be
multiple, and varied.
The research also points to the fact that for there to be a just transition, various
solutions will have to be implemented as Cantabrians’ needs vary. One size will
not fit all. While Cantabrians may suggest improved public transport across
Canterbury as a solution, rural service needs may focus more on inter-city
travel while a Christchurch respondent may ask for a more frequent service.
Encouraging urban form and working from home approaches will need to be
different in a rural town versus an urban area and may focus on introducing high
speed internet and community hubs or basic services where people live rather
than encouraging an active mode of transport to work for example.
Positively while the results show that the pathway to reducing emissions by 30
percent by 2031 will be challenging, participants in the case study from the online
Darfield community were of the opinion that it would indeed be possible.
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Section 7

Appendix A:
District summaries

20

20 Please note that the figures reported in this section are based upon the survey responses unless specified.
Please also note that the sample sizes vary for each district and therefore the margin of error varies for each
district as well (see Appendix G for more detail).
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Kaikoura/Hurunui District
PROFILE OF RESPONDENTS: TRANSPORT BEHAVIOR
HOUSEHOLD VEHICLE
OWNERSHIP

WEEKLY HOURS
DRIVEN

TOP TRAVEL METHODS/WEEK

(5% OR MORE–AT LEAST ONCE A WEEK)

(ON AVERAGE)

23%
38%
11%
4%
6%
18%

1–2 hours

91%
85%
51%

3–4 hours

9–10 hours

Ride a motorcycle

11%
6%

Take public transport
e.g. a bus

6%

Drive a car, van or truck
Walk/run
Travel as a passenger in a
private car, van or truck

84%

56%

4%

A petrolA dieselhybrid/
fuelled car, fuelled car, electric car,
van, or truck van, or truck van or truck

Ride a bicycle/e-bike or a
scooter/e-scooter

MAIN REASONS FOR TRAVEL WHEN… (TOP 2)
Drive a car, van or
truck

49%

running "essential"
errands

44%

work/work-related

Walk/run

65%

social, recreational,
or leisure

17%

work/work-related

48%

social, recreational,
or leisure

28%

running "essential"
errands

Ride a bicycle/e-bike
or a scooter/e-scooter

78%

social, recreational,
or leisure

11%

other reasons

Ride a motorcycle

67%

work/work-related

26%

social, recreational,
or leisure

51%

social, recreational,
or leisure

19%

personal education /
studies

Travel as a passenger
in a private car, van or
truck

Take public transport
e.g. a bus

25%

travel less than before the pandemic to work/your studies (e.g. due to
working from home)

2018 CENSUS
POPULATION

16,470

5–6 hours
7–8 hours

11 hours or
more

6.3
hours

Average

ROADS
DRIVING ON
Urban roads (in
cities/towns)

20%

Highways
between towns/
cities

44%

Rural roads
(non-highway)

35%

20%

often/almost always think about transport
emissions (or the environment) when travelling/deciding to travel

2018 CENSUS MAIN MEANS
OF TRAVEL TO WORK
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Kaikoura/Hurunui District
LOCAL CONCERNS
PROPORTION WHO AGREE THAT...

SECTORS BELIEVED TO EMIT
THE MOST GREENHOUSE GASES

The infrastructure needs to
improve before I am able to
change my travel behaviour

64%

Compared to the average
Cantabrian, I contribute less to
transport emissions

49%

The changes needing to be
made to reduce transport
emissions will disadvantage
some disproportionally

68%

Individuals need to do more to
reduce their transport emissions

70%

Businesses need to do more to
reduce transport emissions

64%

The government (central and
local) needs to do more to
reduce transport emissions

72%

(RANKED TOP 3) IN DISTRICT

Rank

top 1

top 2

top 3

Agricultural emissions

38%

30%

14%

Transport emissions

42%

35%

11%

Non-agricultural industry
emissions

10%

19%

38%

Stats NZ 2019:
In Canterbury, agriculture emits the
most greenhouse gases.

THINK THERE IS NOT ENOUGH...
Public transport available in your area

73%

Separated cycleways in your area

34%

Electric vehicle charging stations

45%

Carpooling (transit) lanes

27%

Dedicated bus lanes

31%

Bike lanes

37%

$183,149,519:
The public expenditure forecast on walking and cycling
in the Canterbury region from 2021/22 to 2030/31
(as stated in the Canterbury Regional Land Transport Plan)

ATTITUDES TOWARDS SOLUTIONS

83%

40%

Agree that reduced transport emissions will benefit everyone

Agree they think they could do more to
reduce their own transport emissions

TOP THREE GENERAL SOLUTIONS BELIEVED WILL WORK BEST FOR CANTERBURY AS A REGION

74%

59%

39%

Improved frequency, coverage,
quality, and cost of public
transport

Increasing the benefits and subsidies to
make low emission cars more attractive
(e.g. discounts, increased parking
availability, carpooling lanes etc.)

Greater encouragement to use more
active modes of transport more
often (e.g. walking/running/cycling)
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Waimakariri District
PROFILE OF RESPONDENTS: TRANSPORT BEHAVIOR
HOUSEHOLD VEHICLE
OWNERSHIP

WEEKLY HOURS
DRIVEN

TOP TRAVEL METHODS/WEEK

(5% OR MORE–AT LEAST ONCE A WEEK)

(ON AVERAGE)

18%
22%
26%
12%
9%
13%

1–2 hours
3–4 hours

Walk/run

94%
80%

Travel as a passenger in
a private car, van or truck

53%

7–8 hours

Drive a car, van or truck

93%

28%

9%

A petrolA dieselhybrid/
fuelled car, fuelled car, electric car,
van, or truck van, or truck van or truck

Ride a bicycle/e-bike or a
scooter/e-scooter

18%

Take public transport e.g.
a bus

7%

MAIN REASONS FOR TRAVEL WHEN… (TOP 2)
Drive a car,
van or truck

50%

work/work-related

34%

running "essential"
errands

Walk/run

78%

social, recreational,
or leisure

6%

other reasons

Travel as a passenger
in a private car, van or
truck

52%

social, recreational,
or leisure

26%

73%

social, recreational,
or leisure

41%

social, recreational,
or leisure

Ride a bicycle/
e-bike or a scooter/
e-scooter
Take public transport
e.g. a bus

22%

travel less than before the pandemic to work/your studies (e.g. due to
working from home)

2018 CENSUS
POPULATION

59,502

running "essential"
errands

11%

other reasons

16%

personal education /
studies

5–6 hours

9–10 hours
11 hours +

6.6
hours

Average

ROADS
DRIVING ON
Urban roads (in
cities/towns)

44%

Highways
between towns/
cities

32%

Rural roads
(non-highway)

24%

19%

often/almost always think about transport
emissions (or the environment) when travelling/deciding to travel

2018 CENSUS MAIN MEANS
OF TRAVEL TO WORK
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Waimakariri District
LOCAL CONCERNS
PROPORTION WHO AGREE THAT...

SECTORS BELIEVED TO EMIT
THE MOST GREENHOUSE GASES

The infrastructure needs to
improve before I am able to
change my travel behaviour

60%

Compared to the average
Cantabrian, I contribute less to
transport emissions

45%

The changes needing to be
made to reduce transport
emissions will disadvantage
some disproportionally

58%

Individuals need to do more to
reduce their transport emissions

66%

Businesses need to do more to
reduce transport emissions

72%

The government (central and
local) needs to do more to
reduce transport emissions

64%

(RANKED TOP 3) IN DISTRICT

Rank

top 1

top 2

top 3

Transport emissions

36%

25%

22%

Agricultural emissions

40%

31%

15%

Non-agricultural industry
emissions

13%

26%

35%

Stats NZ 2019:
In Canterbury, agriculture emits the
most greenhouse gases.

THINK THERE IS NOT ENOUGH...
Public transport available in your area

49%

Separated cycleways in your area

28%

Electric vehicle charging stations

43%

Carpooling (transit) lanes

21%

Dedicated bus lanes

21%

Bike lanes

29%

$183,149,519:
The public expenditure forecast on walking and cycling
in the Canterbury region from 2021/22 to 2030/31
(as stated in the Canterbury Regional Land Transport Plan)

ATTITUDES TOWARDS SOLUTIONS

74%

43%

Agree that reduced transport emissions will benefit everyone

Agree they think they could do more to
reduce their own transport emissions

TOP THREE GENERAL SOLUTIONS BELIEVED WILL WORK BEST FOR CANTERBURY AS A REGION

75%

68%

42%

Improved frequency, coverage,
quality, and cost of public
transport

Increasing the benefits and subsidies to
make low emission cars more attractive
(e.g. discounts, increased parking
availability, carpooling lanes etc.)

Greater encouragement to use more
active modes of transport more
often (e.g. walking/running/cycling)
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Christchurch City
PROFILE OF RESPONDENTS: TRANSPORT BEHAVIOR
HOUSEHOLD VEHICLE
OWNERSHIP

WEEKLY HOURS
DRIVEN

TOP TRAVEL METHODS/WEEK

(5% OR MORE–AT LEAST ONCE A WEEK)

(ON AVERAGE)

23%
21%
17%
15%
8%
15%

1–2 hours
Drive a car, van or truck
Walk/run

90%

14%

9%

A petrolA dieselhybrid/
fuelled car, fuelled car, electric car,
van, or truck van, or truck van or truck

Travel as a passenger in a
private car, van or truck
Ride a bicycle/e-bike or a
scooter/e-scooter
Take public transport e.g.
a bus
Ride a motorcycle
Use a car share service
(e.g. Uber, taxi)

89%
76%
58%
21%
13%
5%
5%

MAIN REASONS FOR TRAVEL WHEN… (TOP 2)
Drive a car, van or truck

51%

work/work-related

32%

running "essential"
errands

Walk/run

65%

social, recreational,
or leisure

11%

running "essential"
errands

Travel as a passenger
in a private car, van or
truck

45%

social, recreational,
or leisure

24%

running "essential"
errands

Ride a bicycle/e-bike or
a scooter/e-scooter

58%

social, recreational,
or leisure

14%

work/work-related

Take public transport
e.g. a bus

40%

social, recreational,
or leisure

20%

running "essential"
errands

Ride a motorcycle

48%

social, recreational,
or leisure

11%

work/work-related

57%

social, recreational,
or leisure

14%

work/work-related

Use a car share service
(e.g. Uber, taxi)

23%

travel less than before the pandemic to work/your studies (e.g. due to
working from home)

2018 CENSUS
POPULATION

369,006

3–4 hours
5–6 hours
7–8 hours
9–10 hours
11 hours +

7.3
hours

Average

ROADS
DRIVING ON
Urban roads (in
cities/towns)

76%

Highways
between towns/
cities

16%

Rural roads
(non-highway)

8%

17%

often/almost always think about transport
emissions (or the environment) when travelling/deciding to travel

2018 CENSUS MAIN MEANS
OF TRAVEL TO WORK

Air Quality, Transport and Urban Development Committee 2022-09-07

Private/
company
vehicle

72.9%
181 of 248
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Christchurch City
LOCAL CONCERNS
PROPORTION WHO AGREE THAT...

SECTORS BELIEVED TO EMIT
THE MOST GREENHOUSE GASES

The infrastructure needs to
improve before I am able to
change my travel behaviour

55%

Compared to the average
Cantabrian, I contribute less to
transport emissions

50%

The changes needing to be
made to reduce transport
emissions will disadvantage
some disproportionally

56%

Individuals need to do more to
reduce their transport emissions

69%

Businesses need to do more to
reduce transport emissions

76%

The government (central and
local) needs to do more to
reduce transport emissions

68%

(RANKED TOP 3) IN DISTRICT

Rank

top 1

top 2

top 3

Transport emissions

22%

24%

21%

Agricultural emissions

47%

24%

18%

Non-agricultural industry
emissions

16%

32%

31%

Stats NZ 2019:
In Canterbury, agriculture emits the
most greenhouse gases.

THINK THERE IS NOT ENOUGH...
Public transport available in your area

29%

Separated cycleways in your area

21%

Electric vehicle charging stations

38%

Carpooling (transit) lanes

32%

Dedicated bus lanes

13%

Bike lanes

16%

$183,149,519:
The public expenditure forecast on walking and cycling
in the Canterbury region from 2021/22 to 2030/31
(as stated in the Canterbury Regional Land Transport Plan)

ATTITUDES TOWARDS SOLUTIONS

75%

55%

Agree that reduced transport emissions will benefit everyone

Agree they think they could do more to
reduce their own transport emissions

TOP THREE GENERAL SOLUTIONS BELIEVED WILL WORK BEST FOR CANTERBURY AS A REGION

66%

65%

42%

Improved frequency, coverage,
quality, and cost of public
transport

Increasing the benefits and subsidies to
make low emission cars more attractive
(e.g. discounts, increased parking
availability, carpooling lanes etc.)

Greater encouragement to use more
active modes of transport more
often (e.g. walking/running/cycling)

Air Quality, Transport and Urban Development Committee 2022-09-07

182 of 248
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Selwyn District
PROFILE OF RESPONDENTS: TRANSPORT BEHAVIOR
HOUSEHOLD VEHICLE
OWNERSHIP

WEEKLY HOURS
DRIVEN

TOP TRAVEL METHODS/WEEK

(5% OR MORE–AT LEAST ONCE A WEEK)

(ON AVERAGE)

18%
19%
21%
12%
9%
21%

1–2 hours
Drive a car, van or truck

97%

3–4 hours
5–6 hours

92%

30%

9%

Walk/run

74%

Travel as a passenger in a
private car, van or truck

51%

7–8 hours
9–10 hours
11 hours +

A petrolA dieselhybrid/
fuelled car, fuelled car, electric car,
van, or truck van, or truck van or truck

Ride a bicycle/e-bike or a
scooter/e-scooter

12%

ROADS
DRIVING ON

MAIN REASONS FOR TRAVEL WHEN… (TOP 2)
Drive a car, van or
truck

64%

work/work-related

25%

running "essential"
errands

Walk/run

75%

social, recreational,
or leisure

9%

work/work-related

48%

social, recreational,
or leisure

21%

running "essential"
errands

79%

social, recreational,
or leisure

12%

work/work-related

Travel as a passenger
in a private car, van or
truck
Ride a bicycle/e-bike
or a scooter/e-scooter

21%

travel less than before the pandemic to work/your studies (e.g. due to
working from home)

2018 CENSUS
POPULATION

60,561

8.0
hours

Average

Urban roads (in
cities/towns)

39%

Highways
between towns/
cities

34%

Rural roads
(non-highway)

27%

16%

often/almost always think about transport
emissions (or the environment) when travelling/deciding to travel

2018 CENSUS MAIN MEANS
OF TRAVEL TO WORK

Air Quality, Transport and Urban Development Committee 2022-09-07

Private/
company
vehicle

75.2%
183 of 248
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Selwyn District
LOCAL CONCERNS
PROPORTION WHO AGREE THAT...

SECTORS BELIEVED TO EMIT
THE MOST GREENHOUSE GASES

The infrastructure needs to
improve before I am able to
change my travel behaviour

54%

Compared to the average
Cantabrian, I contribute less to
transport emissions

48%

The changes needing to be
made to reduce transport
emissions will disadvantage
some disproportionally

64%

Individuals need to do more to
reduce their transport emissions

60%

(RANKED TOP 3) IN DISTRICT

Rank

top 1

top 2

top 3

Agricultural emissions

46%

21%

16%

Transport emissions

31%

38%

19%

Non-agricultural industry
emissions

12%

24%

34%

Stats NZ 2019:
In Canterbury, agriculture emits the
most greenhouse gases.

THINK THERE IS NOT ENOUGH...

Businesses need to do more to
reduce transport emissions

Public transport available in your area

50%

Separated cycleways in your area

35%

Electric vehicle charging stations

41%

Carpooling (transit) lanes

36%

Dedicated bus lanes

22%

Bike lanes

25%

The government (central and
local) needs to do more to
reduce transport emissions

71%
64%

$183,149,519:
The public expenditure forecast on walking and cycling
in the Canterbury region from 2021/22 to 2030/31
(as stated in the Canterbury Regional Land Transport Plan)

ATTITUDES TOWARDS SOLUTIONS

73%

51%

Agree that reduced transport emissions will benefit everyone

Agree they think they could do more to
reduce their own transport emissions

TOP THREE GENERAL SOLUTIONS BELIEVED WILL WORK BEST FOR CANTERBURY AS A REGION

69%

69%

39%

Improved frequency, coverage,
quality, and cost of public
transport

Increasing the benefits and subsidies to
make low emission cars more attractive
(e.g. discounts, increased parking
availability, carpooling lanes etc.)

Greater encouragement to use more
active modes of transport more
often (e.g. walking/running/cycling)

Air Quality, Transport and Urban Development Committee 2022-09-07

184 of 248
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Ashburton District
PROFILE OF RESPONDENTS: TRANSPORT BEHAVIOR
HOUSEHOLD VEHICLE
OWNERSHIP

WEEKLY HOURS
DRIVEN

TOP TRAVEL METHODS/WEEK

(5% OR MORE–AT LEAST ONCE A WEEK)

(ON AVERAGE)

27%
23%
11%
7%
17%
15%

1–2 hours

94%

34%

0%

A petrolA dieselhybrid/
fuelled car, fuelled car, electric car,
van, or truck van, or truck van or truck

Drive a car, van or truck

96%

3–4 hours

Walk/run

82%

5–6 hours

59%

Ride a bicycle/e-bike or a
scooter/e-scooter

17%

11 hours +

Ride a motorcycle

8%

Average

MAIN REASONS FOR TRAVEL WHEN… (TOP 2)
Drive a car, van or
truck

51%

work/work-related

27%

running "essential"
errands

Walk/run

72%

social, recreational,
or leisure

8%

“other” reasons

Travel as a passenger
in a private car, van or
truck

42%

social, recreational,
or leisure

26%

Ride a bicycle/e-bike
or a scooter/e-scooter

75%

social, recreational,
or leisure

17%

“other” reasons

Ride a motorcycle

63%

social, recreational,
or leisure

27%

work/work-related

18%

travel less than before the pandemic to work/your studies (e.g. due to
working from home)

2018 CENSUS
POPULATION

33,423

7–8 hours

Travel as a passenger in a
private car, van or truck

running "essential"
errands

9–10 hours

6.8
hours

ROADS
DRIVING ON
Urban roads (in
cities/towns)

50%

Highways
between towns/
cities

24%

Rural roads
(non-highway)

26%

14%

often/almost always think about transport
emissions (or the environment) when travelling/deciding to travel

2018 CENSUS MAIN MEANS
OF TRAVEL TO WORK

Air Quality, Transport and Urban Development Committee 2022-09-07

Private/
company
vehicle

67.3%
185 of 248
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Ashburton District
LOCAL CONCERNS
PROPORTION WHO AGREE THAT...

SECTORS BELIEVED TO EMIT
THE MOST GREENHOUSE GASES

The infrastructure needs to
improve before I am able to
change my travel behaviour

59%

Compared to the average
Cantabrian, I contribute less to
transport emissions

38%

The changes needing to be
made to reduce transport
emissions will disadvantage
some disproportionally

59%

Individuals need to do more to
reduce their transport emissions

54%

Businesses need to do more to
reduce transport emissions

65%

The government (central and
local) needs to do more to
reduce transport emissions

63%

(RANKED TOP 3) IN DISTRICT

Rank

top 1

top 2

top 3

Agricultural emissions

39%

21%

12%

Transport emissions

28%

36%

23%

Non-agricultural industry
emissions

14%

23%

47%

Stats NZ 2019:
In Canterbury, agriculture emits the
most greenhouse gases.

THINK THERE IS NOT ENOUGH...
Public transport available in your area

75%

Separated cycleways in your area

28%

Electric vehicle charging stations

34%

Carpooling (transit) lanes

37%

Dedicated bus lanes

25%

Bike lanes

27%

$183,149,519:
The public expenditure forecast on walking and cycling
in the Canterbury region from 2021/22 to 2030/31
(as stated in the Canterbury Regional Land Transport Plan)

ATTITUDES TOWARDS SOLUTIONS

65%

38%

Agree that reduced transport emissions will benefit everyone

Agree they think they could do more to
reduce their own transport emissions

TOP THREE GENERAL SOLUTIONS BELIEVED WILL WORK BEST FOR CANTERBURY AS A REGION

73%

54%

49%

Improved frequency, coverage,
quality, and cost of public
transport

Increasing the benefits and subsidies to
make low emission cars more attractive
(e.g. discounts, increased parking
availability, carpooling lanes etc.)

Greater encouragement to use more
active modes of transport more
often (e.g. walking/running/cycling)

Air Quality, Transport and Urban Development Committee 2022-09-07

186 of 248
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Timaru District
PROFILE OF RESPONDENTS: TRANSPORT BEHAVIOR
HOUSEHOLD VEHICLE
OWNERSHIP

WEEKLY HOURS
DRIVEN

TOP TRAVEL METHODS/WEEK

(5% OR MORE–AT LEAST ONCE A WEEK)

(ON AVERAGE)

26%
25%
18%
10%
10%
10%

1–2 hours
Drive a car, van or truck
Walk/run

89%

30%

6%

A petrolA dieselhybrid/
fuelled car, fuelled car, electric car,
van, or truck van, or truck van or truck

Travel as a passenger in a
private car, van or truck
Ride a bicycle/e-bike or a
scooter/e-scooter
Ride a motorcycle
Take public transport e.g.
a bus
Use a car share service
(e.g. Uber, taxi)

93%
78%
61%
15%
5%
6%
5%

MAIN REASONS FOR TRAVEL WHEN… (TOP 2)
Drive a car, van or truck

48%

work/work-related

36%

running "essential"
errands

Walk/run

77%

social, recreational,
or leisure

6%

work/work-related

Travel as a passenger
in a private car, van or
truck

49%

social, recreational,
or leisure

23%

running "essential"
errands

Ride a bicycle/e-bike or
a scooter/e-scooter

77%

social, recreational,
or leisure

10%

“other” reasons

Ride a motorcycle

63%

social, recreational,
or leisure

27%

work/work-related

Take public transport
e.g. a bus

37%

social, recreational,
or leisure

26%

running "essential"
errands

64%

social, recreational,
or leisure

13%

running "essential"
errands

Use a car share service
(e.g. Uber, taxi)

15%

travel less than before the pandemic to work/your studies (e.g. due to
working from home)

2018 CENSUS
POPULATION

46,296

3–4 hours
5–6 hours
7–8 hours
9–10 hours
11 hours +

6.1
hours

Average

ROADS
DRIVING ON
Urban roads (in
cities/towns)

45%

Highways
between towns/
cities

36%

Rural roads
(non-highway)

20%

17%

often/almost always think about transport
emissions (or the environment) when travelling/deciding to travel

2018 CENSUS MAIN MEANS
OF TRAVEL TO WORK

Air Quality, Transport and Urban Development Committee 2022-09-07

Private/
company
vehicle

73.7%
187 of 248
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Timaru District
LOCAL CONCERNS
PROPORTION WHO AGREE THAT...

SECTORS BELIEVED TO EMIT
THE MOST GREENHOUSE GASES
(RANKED TOP 3) IN DISTRICT

Rank

top 1

top 2

top 3

Agricultural emissions

38%

22%

19%

Transport emissions

34%

36%

22%

Non-agricultural industry
emissions

19%

29%

34%

Stats NZ 2019:
In Canterbury, agriculture emits the
most greenhouse gases.

THINK THERE IS NOT ENOUGH...
Public transport available in your area

43%

Separated cycleways in your area

43%

Electric vehicle charging stations

36%

Carpooling (transit) lanes

35%

Dedicated bus lanes

30%

Bike lanes

35%

The infrastructure needs to
improve before I am able to
change my travel behaviour

54%

Compared to the average
Cantabrian, I contribute less
to transport emissions

49%

The changes needing to be
made to reduce transport
emissions will disadvantage
some disproportionally

64%

Individuals need to do more
to reduce their transport
emissions

67%

Businesses need to do more
to reduce transport emissions

74%

The government (central and
local) needs to do more to
reduce transport emissions

63%

$183,149,519:
The public expenditure forecast on walking and cycling
in the Canterbury region from 2021/22 to 2030/31
(as stated in the Canterbury Regional Land Transport Plan)

ATTITUDES TOWARDS SOLUTIONS

76%

51%

Agree that reduced transport emissions will benefit everyone

Agree they think they could do more to
reduce their own transport emissions

TOP THREE GENERAL SOLUTIONS BELIEVED WILL WORK BEST FOR CANTERBURY AS A REGION

66%

61%

46%

Improved frequency, coverage,
quality, and cost of public
transport

Increasing the benefits and subsidies to
make low emission cars more attractive
(e.g. discounts, increased parking
availability, carpooling lanes etc.)

Greater encouragement to use more
active modes of transport more
often (e.g. walking/running/cycling)

Air Quality, Transport and Urban Development Committee 2022-09-07

188 of 248
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Mackenzie/Waimate/
Waitaki District
PROFILE OF RESPONDENTS: TRANSPORT BEHAVIOR
HOUSEHOLD VEHICLE
OWNERSHIP

WEEKLY HOURS
DRIVEN

TOP TRAVEL METHODS/WEEK

(5% OR MORE–AT LEAST ONCE A WEEK)

(ON AVERAGE)

28%
26%
16%
4%
10%
16%

1–2 hours

92%
67%
55%

3–4 hours

9–10 hours

Ride a motorcycle

11%
9%

Use a car share service
(e.g. Uber, taxi)

5%

Drive a car, van or truck
Walk/run
Travel as a passenger in a
private car, van or truck

92%

32%

6%

A petrolA dieselhybrid/
fuelled car, fuelled car, electric car,
van, or truck van, or truck van or truck

Ride a bicycle/e-bike or a
scooter/e-scooter

MAIN REASONS FOR TRAVEL WHEN… (TOP 2)
Drive a car, van or
truck
Walk/run

52%

running "essential"
errands

33%

work/work-related

61%

social, recreational,
or leisure

13%

running "essential"
errands

48%

social, recreational,
or leisure

31%

running "essential"
errands

88%

social, recreational,
or leisure

9%

personal education

Ride a motorcycle

78%

social, recreational,
or leisure

12%

running "essential"
errands

Use a car share
service (e.g. Uber,
taxi)

38%

social, recreational,
or leisure

34%

work/work-related

Travel as a passenger
in a private car, van or
truck
Ride a bicycle/e-bike
or a scooter/e-scooter

22%

travel less than before the pandemic to work/your studies (e.g. due to
working from home)

2018 CENSUS
POPULATION

14,436

5–6 hours
7–8 hours

11 hours or
more

6.4
hours

Average

ROADS
DRIVING ON
Urban roads (in
cities/towns)

26%

Highways
between towns/
cities

50%

Rural roads
(non-highway)

24%

3%

often/almost always think about transport
emissions (or the environment) when travelling/deciding to travel

2018 CENSUS MAIN MEANS
OF TRAVEL TO WORK

Air Quality, Transport and Urban Development Committee 2022-09-07

Private/
company
vehicle

MACKENZIE 48.8%
WAIMATE 58.8%
WAITAKI 66.9%
189 of 248
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Mackenzie/Waimate/
Waitaki District
LOCAL CONCERNS
PROPORTION WHO AGREE THAT...

SECTORS BELIEVED TO EMIT
THE MOST GREENHOUSE GASES
(RANKED TOP 3) IN DISTRICT

Rank

top 1

top 2

top 3

Agricultural emissions

57%

6%

8%

Transport emissions

22%

48%

21%

Non-agricultural industry
emissions

3%

24%

40%

Stats NZ 2019:
In Canterbury, agriculture emits the
most greenhouse gases.

THINK THERE IS NOT ENOUGH...
Public transport available in your area

77%

Separated cycleways in your area

50%

Electric vehicle charging stations

53%

Carpooling (transit) lanes

38%

Dedicated bus lanes

44%

Bike lanes

38%

The infrastructure needs to
improve before I am able to
change my travel behaviour

60%

Compared to the average
Cantabrian, I contribute less
to transport emissions

50%

The changes needing to be
made to reduce transport
emissions will disadvantage
some disproportionally

76%

Individuals need to do more
to reduce their transport
emissions

39%

Businesses need to do more
to reduce transport emissions

58%

The government (central and
local) needs to do more to
reduce transport emissions

56%

$183,149,519:
The public expenditure forecast on walking and cycling
in the Canterbury region from 2021/22 to 2030/31
(as stated in the Canterbury Regional Land Transport Plan)

ATTITUDES TOWARDS SOLUTIONS

47%

39%

Agree that reduced transport emissions will benefit everyone

Agree they think they could do more to
reduce their own transport emissions

TOP THREE GENERAL SOLUTIONS BELIEVED WILL WORK BEST FOR CANTERBURY AS A REGION

70%

51%

53%

Improved frequency, coverage,
quality, and cost of public
transport

Increasing the benefits and subsidies to
make low emission cars more attractive
(e.g. discounts, increased parking
availability, carpooling lanes etc.)

Greater encouragement to use more
active modes of transport more
often (e.g. walking/running/cycling)

Air Quality, Transport and Urban Development Committee 2022-09-07
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Section 8

Appendix B: Darfield
online community case
study

Air Quality, Transport and Urban Development Committee 2022-09-07
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Overview of the community
Darfield is 35 kilometres west of the outskirts of Christchurch. Its population is
2,960 as of June 2021, with a population density of 196 people per km2. Darfield
is served by State Highway 73 (Great Alpine Highway), connecting Christchurch
with the West Coast region and State Highway 77, connecting Darfield with
Ashburton via Methven, the Rakaia Gorge and Glentunnel. The TranzAlpine
scenic train stops twice daily (request only); en route to the West Coast and on
its return trip back to Christchurch. Industries present in Darfield include brickmaking, seed cleaning, and milk powder processing plant. The factory has a
series of railway sidings and a container loading centre. Darfield is served by the
Midland railway line.
Research First built, maintained, and moderated an online forum hosted on the
platform Recollective to better understand, in depth, attitudes towards transport
emissions from a rural area. Residents of Darfield21, Canterbury, and surrounding
areas were invited to participate over a period of five weeks. Participants were
mainly recruited online and a post was placed in the local community newspapers
as well.
In total, over 35 Darfield residents indicated interest in participating, but only
21 ended up logging on. These participants were engaged at various levels,
with approximately 12 participants providing consistent feedback by week five.
Most respondents however provided very interesting and in-depth detail to the
questions asked as these respondents were already interested in the topic of
emissions.

Their behaviours
Everyone in the sample had vehicles, with more than one being the norm and
some having five or more. The travel patterns of participants reflected the
lifestyle that many in a place like Darfield are looking for, largely local with
some trips into Christchurch for shopping and other services. Other centres in
Canterbury, such as Lincoln, Rolleston, and Rangiora, were also a draw, and
some participants shopped there rather than going into Christchurch.
Some in the region had also become highly dependent on private vehicles, with
examples including services being located away from public transport routes, or
at longer distances that would preclude active means of transportation.

mostly work from home and aim to go into the office
“ Iapproximately
one day per week, usually combined

with other trips such as shopping or meetings. Other
household member works in the city five days per week.”
– DARFIELD ONLINE COMMUNITY PARTICIPANT

21 Darfield is part of the Selwyn District and is located 35 kilometres west of the outskirts of Christchurch. It
had a population of 2961 people in 2021 and has a relatively low population density at 196 people per square
kilometre. Darfield is growing consistently, with the population increasing 13.6% between 2013 and 2018.

Air Quality, Transport and Urban Development Committee 2022-09-07
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Driving and the environment
Only one of the respondents stated that they had not considered their own
behaviour when it comes to transport emissions, and most responses involved
some kind of action taken or seriously considered, such as purchasing a more
efficient vehicle or changing travel habits in another way.
In terms of immediate practical changes to their daily trips, people were less
confident that anything could be done. A number suggested that due to their
rural setting that the only practical option they could see would be EVs and the
infrastructure to support them. Others had logistical issues such as shift work or
a disabled family member, leading them to again feel that private vehicles were
the only option. The solutions proposed again skewed towards public transport,
although a one or two did think they could work an e-bike-into their schedule.
Knowledge relating to environmental initiatives was notably low, with only a
few respondents saying they engage with environmental news, and of these
none directly mentioned policy changes in New Zealand. In some cases this was
deliberate and some replied by saying they actively avoided discussion around
these topics because nothing changes.

in Darfield and working in Christchurch I’m
“ Living
always aware of the environmental issues. I’ve pushed

for a long time to be able to work from home, and now
following COVID that’s the new normal for us, we’re at
one day a week in the office four days a week at home
unless more is needed. I try to fit my Christchurch
requirements into my work day if possible. I recently
replaced both our main cars and something more
environmentally friendly was in my mind, EV was out of
the question (just not affordable right now and don’t quite
measure up unless pay mega bucks)…

Mazda was needed because we’re a four person plus
“ The
dog family, live in Darfield, and like to get around a bit

when we can (mountain biking etc.), also we ski all season
so I need the size and 4WD to get up the mountain twice
a week and I’m not confident an EV would be suitable for
the job. I did look for the smallest engine and form factor
that would do the job well and be as environmentally
friendly as possible.”
– DARFIELD ONLINE COMMUNITY PARTICIPANT

Air Quality, Transport and Urban Development Committee 2022-09-07
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Discussing potential measures to reduce transport
emissions
TOPIC 1: URBAN AREAS
There was a general desire to see more options for essential services in Darfield
(especially a supermarket) but there was also a consistent concern that some
of the suggested changes to create denser communities or communities more
focused on active modes of travel would not be practical. Factors such as the
state highway that runs through the town, and the wider picture of a town in
a long, thin, and sparsely populated landscape all contributed to this lack of
confidence in the town’s ability to reform itself. Some also felt that they had left
larger centres to escape this kind of development, meaning they were more
resistant than one might expect given their transport habits.
Very few of the respondents were supportive of “push” measures such as road
tolls, which is generally consistent with research in the field, which suggests that
punitive policy around cars will be met by opposition.

personally think this is a nice idea but I can’t see how it
“ Iwould
feasibly work. Look at Rolleston....The Town of The

Future. Right, so who forgot to sort out the infrastructure,
roading, water, septic, schooling, public transport (which
in a lot of areas is still lacking or nonexistent). You also
need to think carefully about quality ‘compact’ areas.
We left Rolleston because it was becoming compact or
overcrowded as we saw it. Roads are full of cars, you
can’t get to see your own doctor unless you book a month
in advance. Car parking spaces at the shops get tighter
and tighter as they try to suddenly accommodate the
extra cars. You could say build more shops in the new
housing areas but look at Lincoln. The residents blocked
the new supermarket as they didn’t want it on their
estate. Unless you start from scratch and determine
how large you’re prepared for a new town, village, estate
to become how can you determine the size of amenities
and infrastructure needed. Put buses on and get our
trains up and running at regular times both during the
week and at the weekend so our retired people, parents
with preschoolers and kids can use them....it needs to
be available for all not just commuters. I personally
hate high-density living but understand the need for it.
I’d rather just have more public transport options and
remain semi-rural.”
– DARFIELD ONLINE COMMUNITY PARTICIPANT
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TOPIC 2: PUBLIC TRANSPORT
There was a distinct enthusiasm for public transport in the forum discussions,
with almost all respondents open to using public transport if certain
improvements are made. The most common concern was the frequency of
services and the times at which services were available. A number of respondents
said they would like to use public transport more, but infrequent and indirect
services prevented them from making the switch. Another common concern
was speed and efficiency, as some respondents suggested that public transport
would need to compete with the convenience of private vehicles. The idea of a
park and ride system was somewhat popular, although many didn’t mention it,
perhaps indicating that knowledge around the scheme could be improved.

I rarely go into Rolleston or Christchurch–
“ Personally
perhaps every three weeks? And that is primarily to shop

for large items e.g. plants/hardware so it would be hard
to do with public transport. It would be great to be able
to get a bus into Christchurch for dinner and a show–but
we live 6 km out of Darfield so would need additional ride
sharing or on demand options to get home. Trains would
also be fantastic–having grown up being able to take a
train into a city I would love to be able to do that again. If
anything it probably draws me into Christchurch more.”
– DARFIELD ONLINE COMMUNITY PARTICIPANT

TOPIC 3: CAR SHARING
The logistical constraints of carpooling were the most commonly discussed
concern, with most respondents unsure as to how they would integrate vehicle
sharing into their travel. Issues frequently mentioned included irregular travel
times, difficulty shopping and the potentially unreliable nature of car sharing due
to needing to coordinate and rely on other people. Carpooling was generally seen
as poorly suited to a number of activities, but potentially well suited to activities
such as driving young people around the region.

would work if it was for certain things like
“ Carpooling
shopping trips, sporting activities etc. for me it wouldn’t
work as I am a shift worker this includes night shifts
so unless someone is working at the same place of
employment on the same shift then it’s not an option.”
– DARFIELD ONLINE COMMUNITY PARTICIPANT
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TOPIC 4: BIKING, WALKING, OR RUNNING
Feedback on proposals relating to active forms of transport were mixed, with
some keen to see cycleways developed while others suggested that given the
distance between Darfield and Christchurch, it was unlikely that many would
cycle the route regularly. This leaves development of more local cycleways and
public spaces; proposals which found some support.

is a great idea locally, certainly around the
“ Cycling
townships themselves, although we would need to

leverage the walking paths between subdivisions rather
than risk the state highways in areas where they are 80
kmph plus. Electric bikes would be a great option as well,
especially for maybe the odd slightly longer trip say to
the next township over. For me personally I’d just need
to get in the habit of cycling around Darfield, it’s way too
easy to jump in the car and take as little time as possible.
It is worth pointing out that the Nor’wester can make
cycling very hard work. A dedicated and barrier protected
cycle way between the local towns (Kirwee–Darfield–
Sheffield–Springfield etc.) would be a great idea, maybe
it could follow the railway line. When I was a kid I would
cycle those types of distances all the time and as an adult
I’d consider it on an e-bike maybe. Cycling is about fun,
convenience, freedom, exercise and fresh air. It isn’t going
to work for me in bad weather. Cycling to Christchurch
or Rolleston is a nonstarter even for an e-bike. Simply
too far. I’m usually doing something specific and need to
carry people, things etc. One of the big culture changes
that we will need to get in Darfield and other towns is
going to be properly secure bike racks in sensible places: *
Pool * Library * Schools (think they have them) * Bakery
and other blocks of shops *Churches etc. We also need
to get in the habit of locking our bikes, it simply doesn’t
happen around here and having just looked at buying
a new mountain bike I know how expensive they are.
Similarly if you are talking long-term parking then you’ll
want a covered bike rack, with monitoring or visibility
etc.
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aren’t for me, but the younger generation love
“ Scooters
them. The biggest obstacles are actually getting decent

road surfaces for bikes and scooters etc. They really
prefer smooth stone-free surfaces, whereas cars are happy
with our chipseal rubbish. In fact if we had a network
of smooth multi-use paths I’m sure you’d see more kids
cycling, scootering, skating, rollerblading etc.”

TOPIC 5: WORKING FROM HOME
A number of the respondents already worked from home, and the idea appears to
have been at least considered by everyone participating. Some of the limitations
of working from home in a rural environment, such as lack of access to highspeed internet, were mentioned, as well as the inequality between those who own
their own homes and those who rent.

from home is certainly likely to be far easier
“ Working
for people who own their own homes. Subsidies for

renovations sounds great but how will it work? Who
pays the subsidy government or employer? What about
people living in rental properties. Do they work from
their bedroom? How does contents insurance work for
work assets in a home, particularly a rental home with
multiple occupants? What about security of business
information? Privacy during business phone calls?
Deliveries of materials etc. to people working from home
in residential areas? What are the other town planning
effects on residential areas with lots of people working
from home? Where do H&S responsibilities sit when staff
work from home? Fire safety? Is home then considered a
workplace?
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has its benefits for people living in Darfield
“ Itandcertainly
the surrounding areas, particularly if it means they

can work in a business that doesn’t operate in Darfield
otherwise. To make working from home better in the
mid-long term, we need to be designing homes with as
many small offices as bedrooms. A good stepping stone
in Darfield would be shared office spaces with meeting
rooms, permanently rentable desks and hot desks (similar
to Saltworks and others in Christchurch). This would be
particularly handy for parents who may need somewhere
to work while kids are at school or afterschool activities
and it’s not worth driving home and back again. This
helps preserve some social connection too, and fosters
interaction with others, even if everyone works in
different industries. It’s also good to remember that many
people have jobs where they can’t work from home and we
still need these jobs to be done. I think the biggest thing
to remember is that working from home works really well
for home people/personalities and terribly for others. For
me a mix of the two is the winner.”
– DARFIELD ONLINE COMMUNITY PARTICIPANT

TOPIC 6: ELECTRIC VEHICLES/PLANES AND OTHER NEW
SOLUTIONS FROM HOME
While there was a generally supportive tone when it came to the concept of
electric cars, there were a number of concerns raised about a transition to the
technology. Range and towing power were the themes that were stronger than
in wider conversations about the technology, but this was to be expected, given
the rural nature of the region. The other large issue is the high initial cost of the
vehicles.
Some pointed out the waste associated with electric cars, and comparisons were
made to hydrogen, although the impression is that these comparisons were likely
made in an effort to maintain the status quo in some form.
The lack of infrastructure in the form of charging stations was also mentioned as
a possible issue in the future.
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of costs for our old SUV showed that replacement
“ Analysis
with a BEV would be a lower total cost option with payback

at just under five years. The tipping point for electric car
acceptance is probably already here and with high car
ownership in Selwyn, infrastructure investment to support
this in the next five years is probably the most effective
way to speed adoption and reduce emissions. Ongoing
subsidies for the next five years and strong central leadership
combined with a wider range of models from all suppliers will
eventually produce a working second-hand market for cheaper
electric cars which will then become the obvious option

charging is likely to be the norm but public chargers at
“ Home
council facilities is likely to be a good investment. This does
nothing to address congestion issues for Christchurch but at
least addresses the emissions issue.”

Towards the future
Most agreed that climate change would have a significant negative impact
on New Zealand, but there was also a distinct group that felt the threat was
overstated, or that our contribution wouldn’t be significant in either direction.
There was a consensus that it will be possible to reduce vehicle emissions by 30
percent in 10 years, with most seeing EVs as the best way to achieve this. Some
also pointed out the scale of resources that will need to be made available if we
are to meet this target.
In terms of who is responsible, most suggested it was everyone in society, while
some suggested it was government.
The most popular element in an ideal low-carbon future was improvements to
public transport, although some did think that a transition to an electric fleet was
more practical. Active transport also featured, but it was again constrained by the
practicalities of the rural environment.
There was a variety of ideas when it came to how we could encourage people
to change. Education in a variety of forms was a popular suggestion, ranging
from letting people know how to make changes to making them more aware of
the consequences if no changes are made. Financial incentives were also a key
theme, with a number suggesting that further rebates or tax breaks would be
needed.
While this is largely to be expected, given the way in which participants were
recruited for this project, the level of support for alternatives to the current
status quo around cars and transport was much higher than would be seen on
mainstream social media.
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Publicity and communication on 100 percent
“ 1.commitment
to emissions reductions by Selwyn council...
very public leadership.

2. Commit to all council vehicles being electric within 3
years.
3. Increased public transport may help in some areas like
Rolleston to Christchurch but is not a general solution for
Selwyn. BUT invest in electric buses on these routes to
show very visible local government leadership wherever
possible... the southern motorway with high traffic
volume is obviously an ideal promotional location....
4. Ensure all new subdivisions have cycleway access to
local amenities/centres.”
– DARFIELD ONLINE COMMUNITY PARTICIPANT

availability and use of public transport,
“ Increasing
mixed modes and shared transport will have a much

greater impact on Darfield and the surrounding area and
the planet than aiming to replace the energy source of
vehicles. Investing in energy-efficient public transport
options means less energy used in the production,
running and disposal of a much reduced number of
vehicles, rather than replacing a small number of vehicles
for those that can afford it and doing nothing to improve
the transport options for those that would prefer not to or
are unable to drive.

increased housing density will have an impact,
“ Some
but that will take many, many years to change and

develop. Providing good public transport at a few sensible
gathering points will efficiently collect the scattered
population to one place (and allow other connections to
develop over time) and could be done within a year.” –
DARFIELD ONLINE COMMUNITY PARTICIPANT
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Frameworks for behaviour change

Frameworks help
conceptutalise and
structure ideas.

COM-B MODEL
A significant part of systemic change is behavioural change. The circumstances
required to convince a population to change can be divided into three main
factors following the COM-B Model (Figure 3.3).
The COM-B model for behaviour change cites capability (C), opportunity (O), and
motivation (M) as three key factors capable of changing behaviour (B).
•

Capability is defined as the individual’s psychological and physical capacity to
engage in the activity concerned. It includes having the necessary knowledge
and skills.

•

Motivation is defined as all those brain processes that energise and direct
behaviour, not just goals and conscious decision-making. It includes habitual
processes, emotional response, and analytical decision-making.

•

Opportunity is defined as all the factors that lie outside the individual that
make the behaviour possible or prompt it.” (Michie, S., Van Stralen, M. M., &
West, R., 2011).

Figure 3.3 The COM-B System–a framework for understanding behaviour

CAPABILITY

MOTIVATION

BEHAVIOUR

OPPORTUNITY

Source: Michie, S., Van Stralen, M. M., & West, R. (2011). The behaviour change wheel: A new method for
characterising and designing behaviour change interventions.

This model recognises that behaviour is influenced by many factors, and that
behaviour changes are induced by modifying at least one of these components.
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THE EAST FRAMEWORK
The EAST Framework outlines four techniques/concepts to consider when
encouraging behaviour change. It needs to be Easy, Attractive, Social, and
Timely (EAST). (O Service et al. 2014).
•

Making it Easy can include harnessing the power of defaults, reducing the
‘hassle factor’ of taking up a service, and simplifying messages.

•

Making it Attractive can include making it look attractive visually, and
designing rewards for maximum effect based upon the situation.

•

Making it social can include showing social proof, using networks and
influencers, and encouraging people making commitment to others.

•

Making timely includes prompting people when they are more likely to
receptive, considering the immediate costs and benefits, developing specific
plans, and minimising the gap between intention and actual behaviour.
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Known concerns/barriers to converting to
sustainable transport
Considerable research has been undertaken in order to understand barriers to
converting to a sustainable transport way of life, from understanding barriers to
the use of public transport to exploring the concerns surrounding the purchasing
of electric vehicles (EVs).

Questions of
affordability are at the
forefront of the minds
of most commuters,
along with suitability.

In New Zealand we have found that there are many potential barriers to this
conversion.

CLIMATE CHANGE SCEPTICISM
When looking at what New Zealanders currently understand about climate
change, research shows that while the vast majority understand the basic
concept of climate change, there is a relatively high level of climate scepticism,
roughly at the same scale as in found in Australia or the United States. Those who
have more social and financial capital are more likely to have an understanding of
climate change and environmental issues more generally, with a number of other
smaller factors also contributing.

AFFORDABILITY
A number of studies have found that while environmental concerns are key
drivers of transport mode change, questions of affordability are at the forefront of
the minds of most commuters (Zhang, 2020).

CULTURAL CONNECTION TOWARDS CARS
Mohammadzadeh (2021) also reminds us that the cultural connection New
Zealand has towards cars has become extremely strong over many decades,
and the way in which a car acts as both a means of travel and a status symbol is
an integral part of the personalities of some. People identify with their car; their
car is like an extension of them in many cases. Suggesting people change their
transport habits can feel like a personal attack in this context. High-emission
vehicles have been marketed as more masculine or as symbols of wealth.

SUITABILITY OF ALTERNATIVES (EVS)
A popular theme has been the availability of vehicles that suit the needs of
rural New Zealand (Checkpoint, 2021). The perception was that although some
experimental vehicles were soon to be available, the cost might be as high as
NZD$200,000; far outside of the range of the average rural business.
When looking at the kinds of concerns people have around EVs, the top issues
that are consistently identified are cost and anxiety around charging (Hughes,
2021). This concern relating to charging is often driven by outdated assumptions,
such as a requirement for a full overnight charge once the battery is depleted.
Anxiety has also generally shifted from finding a charging station, which is less of
a concern than in the past, to how long the charge will take.
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There was also the issue that these models would likely have carrying capacity
far below the petrol/diesel-powered alternatives. There are a number of concerns
that come up frequently when discussing the EV batteries, some of which have
merit, such as the concern that the metals are often mined in unethical situations,
to those that have far less merit, such as the concern that EV battery waste will
rival the environmental damage caused by fossil fuels (Graves, 2021).
Another concern that is raised frequently relating to EVs in New Zealand is the
impact they will have on our power grid. This has become a somewhat political
point of contention and is often used as a reason to counteract the suggestion
that the vehicle fleet needs to electrify where possible. Another prominent
political commentator has described the New Zealand energy market as ‘broken’
in relation to the same issue, and this perspective is shared by many, meaning
it is unlikely that this question will be quickly resolved in the mind of the public.
(Vance, 2021). The EECA suggests that converting all light vehicles in New
Zealand to electric would increase electricity demand by around 20 percent,
and that this could be accommodated by the current network with thoughtful
management.
The argument for EVs also runs into the issue of supply, with the prospect of
electrifying New Zealand’s fleet of 4.6 million cars being a daunting one given
the comparatively low production rate worldwide; only 500,000 Nissan Leafs, a
relatively well-known model, have ever been produced (Lock, 2021).

SUITABILITY OF PUBLIC TRANSPORT
As in many international cases, public transport in New Zealand saw a steep
decline in usage during the pandemic. Auckland saw a 40 percent drop in public
transport use. In 2020 Christchurch public transport use was around 70 percent
of levels from before the pandemic (NZTA, 2020), although some services such
as MyWay in Timaru increased patronage during the pandemic.
Public transport in Canterbury has been consistently less used since the
earthquakes, with population shifts being the most common reason given for this
change (Waka Kotahi NZ Transport Agency, 2020).
Amongst common barriers to taking public transport (e.g. reach, frequency etc),
safety is also a key issue when considering why people don’t use public transport.
A recent study found that 30 percent didn’t feel safe on public transport (RNZ,
2021). This sentiment was higher among females, with 34 percent feeling unsafe
compared to 25 percent of males. A similar number of people reported feeling
unsafe in cities, indicating that this is likely part of larger issues around urban
safety. Those in Christchurch still feel unsafe more frequently than people in
other regions, with the March 15 attacks and continued uncertainty following the
earthquakes being highlighted as the likely causes.
Understanding cultural differences around transport will also be a crucial
element in developing a successful plan. For example, Haerewa (2018)
describes the popularity of shared mobility and communal transport in Māori
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communities. While the economic and environmental aspects are important,
collective transport mirrors whakakotahitanga or unity, and travel time often also
represents valued social time.

RESPONSES TO CYCLING INFRASTRUCTURE
Research in the UK indicated that people typically overestimate the opposition
cycle infrastructure upgrades will face (Jones, 2020). Formal research has
measured local support as being relatively strong at 73 percent broadly
supportive in 2018, to 71 percent in 2019 and 70 percent in 2020. The same study
had support in Christchurch moving from 72 percent in 2018 to 68 percent in
2020 (Waka Kotahi, 2020).

Cycling infrastructure
will be key to increase
uptake. E.g. just over
a third in a previous
study would feel safe
riding on a public road
with no cycle lane

There are several other New Zealand nuances as well.
Māori cycle roughly as frequently as European New Zealanders, and slightly
more than Pacific and Asian communities, but are more likely to be doing so out
of necessity rather than as a leisure activity (Jones et al., 2020). The reasons
for this are largely driven by socio-economic factors, with Māori more likely
to experience transport poverty. In a study done in Taupo around sustainable
transport, both Māori and non-Māori rated improved cycle infrastructure as the
key factor in getting more people onto bikes.
Public outreach and communication programmes targeting Māori are also
actively being trialled in a number of locations around the country. Prominent
examples include the Iron Māori event, which promoted lifestyle changes
including cycling, and Hapori Paihikara, which offered bike repair, community
rides, and trips to traditional Māori pathways with the goal of connecting people
to each other and the land (Jones et al. 2020).
Gender is also a factor in cycling uptake, with studies consistently showing
men as more likely to consider cycling as a means of transport. This is largely
attributed to issues of safety, but women also tend to have greater responsibilities
transporting others, which is also likely a factor in this disparity.
Barriers to cycling that are based in safety concerns are led by the feeling that
cycling will be unsafe because of how other people drive (Waka Kotahi, 2020).
Other top concerns include riding in the dark and the speed of other drivers.
People feel the safest riding on quiet local roads, with 73 percent reporting feeling
safe in that situation, followed by separated cycleways, with 69 percent feeling
safe. Only 37 percent reported they would feel safe riding on a public road with
no cycle lane. The logistical barriers relating to cycling that people mention most
frequently include access to a bike, how practical it is to ride in the weather, the
limited carrying capacity, and the speed of travel.
Cycleways are often framed in a mixed way by local coverage, with Stuff’s 2021
headline “Controversial $301 m cycleway project provides immense benefits but
hurts businesses” being relatively representative (Law, 2021). This response is
not entirely unexpected given cycling uptake in New Zealand, with 24 percent
of urban New Zealanders having cycled in the past year, and 20 percent having
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cycled for a commuter trip, while in Christchurch the rate of cycling is above
the national average, with 6 percent saying they cycled to work on census day,
although it should also be pointed out that those in Christchurch were also the
most likely to use a car to get to work (Waka Kotahi, 2020, Stats NZ, 2019). While
only around 11 percent classified themselves as road or high-speed cyclists,
drivers reported seeing this group the most frequently. It has been suggested
that this can be explained, at least in part, by a heightened emotional response
not uncommon amongst NZ drivers when encountering road cyclists.

RESPONSE TO INCENTIVES/TAXES
The most prominent push towards sustainable transport in New Zealand recently
has been the Clean Car policies from central government. The plan will bring in
an additional tax on high-emission vehicles, while providing a rebate for electric
cars. Response to this was highly polarised, with the plan quickly being dubbed
the “Ute Tax”, with drivers displeased with the additional costs (Cann & Law,
2021). There was also the perception that, given EVs tend to be higher cost
vehicles, that this was a regressive tax that took from hard-working rural types
and gave to those who didn’t need it.

THE PRACTICALITY OF WALKING
Walking is generally popular in New Zealand and is supported by 73 percent of
urban New Zealanders as a great way to get around. The practicality of walking is
a key issue, and in rural areas this is even more pronounced with many trips being
totally impractical. However, walking is a popular way to get around in an urban
setting; 70 percent have used walking in place of a commuter trip in the past
12 months, either by getting to work, study or around town. The challenge with
walking is generally seen to be around getting people to replace commuter trips
with walks, rather than just walking in general (Waka Kotahi, 2020).

PERSONAL APPS
Yen et al. (2019) explores the possibility of utilising gamification, which is the use
of game elements in non-game contexts. Social media and digital technologies
more broadly have been described as a key component in reaching people when
designing a campaign to promote the use of sustainable transport (Magginas
et al., 2018). In the case of transport, a digital app could be developed that
allows users to earn points and achievements when using public transport
and active forms of transport. Gamification has not been widely used in New
Zealand. The feedback these programs provide could be a useful component too
given how easy it is to become disconnected between an individual choice, like
driving rather than taking a bus, and the wider environmental situation (Jaine &
Horwood, 2019).

Personal apps may
increase connection and
understanding between
individual actions and
the wider benefit.

Personalised transport programs have become a popular way to encourage
change in people’s behaviour. In the UK a pilot programme aimed at directly
contacting households with personalised travel plans received a 52 percent
response rate after 390,000 interactions (Sloman, et al., 2018). Munich provides
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tailored information, advice, and guidance to every citizen, guest, and company.
It is noted though that pilots of campaigns like this have been run in many cases,
but they tend not to eventuate into widespread use, with cost being the most
obvious factor.
One way to offset this is through the use of digital technology to reach
participants. GPS and accelerometer measurements from smart phones can be
used to create accurate maps of travel patterns, which can then form the basis
for a series of behaviour-changing interactions. This personalised profile fits
well into the semi-personalised digital spaces people expect now, although it,
like these digital spaces, runs into a privacy issue given that users travel data
needs to be shared at all times for the software to be effective. The prompts that
are then generated from this data need to be carefully considered, with research
finding that a mixture of visual, video, graphs, and text work best to reach a wide
audience, and this could be refined as time goes on. A more advanced system
might also be able to make predictions about a person’s next destination based
on previous activity and plot a sustainable journey in advance, such as pointing
out an upcoming bus (Anagnostopoulou et al., 2020). One example trialled
in Europe would display a visualisation of CO2 levels and provide a concrete
measurement of how much taking a bus would save.
It is important to note that these schemes would likely only be effective on those
who were already considering changing their travel habits. For example, a push
notification prompting a user to bike on a sunny day might be a good motivator if
that is a possibility, but a quick block or uninstall if it was unsolicited.
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transport emissions
and recent
government policies
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The stats around knowledge of sectors emitting
greenhouse gases
Cantabrians believe that emissions from transport is the sector that emits the
most greenhouse gases into the atmosphere, followed by agricultural emissions
(Table 10.1).
However, “Canterbury’s emissions are mainly from agriculture; manufacturing;
and households, and together they made up 86 percent (66 percent, 10 percent,
and 9 percent respectively) of Canterbury’s emissions in carbon dioxide
equivalents (CO2-e).” (Stats NZ, 2021)22. This is except for Christchurch City
where land transport emissions represent the biggest culprit for greenhouse
gases.
In terms of Canterbury region as a whole, there are very few differences in what
respondents think they know.
Table 10.1. Perceived knowledge of highest emitting greenhouse gases in
Canterbury
First

Second

Third

Fourth

Fifth

Transport emissions

41%

30%

19%

6%

4%

Agricultural emissions

34%

26%

22%

11%

6%

Non-agricultural industry
emissions

15%

30%

37%

16%

2%

Household emissions

4%

10%

16%

50%

19%

Other sources

6%

4%

5%

16%

69%

Source: Quantitative survey (weighted data). n=1366 (full sample).

Overall, perceptions on what emits the most are the same for Canterbury as well
as the respondent’s own districts that they live in (Table 10.2). However, there
are some differences between locations and the strength they associate with the
sector.

22 https://www.stats.govt.nz/information-releases/greenhouse-gas-emissions-by-region-industry-andhousehold-year-ended-2019
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Table 10.2. Perceived knowledge of highest emitting greenhouse gases in
individual districts
District

Kaikoura/
Hurunui District

Type

First

Second

Third

Fourth

Fifth

Transport emissions

40%

38%

11%

7%

4%

Agricultural emissions

41%

27%

16%

5%

11%

Household emissions

5%

12%

25%

44%

14%

Non-agricultural industry emissions

10%

20%

36%

30%

4%

Other sources

Waimakariri District

Christchurch City

Selwyn District

Ashburton District

4%

3%

11%

15%

67%

Transport emissions

39%

30%

19%

9%

3%

Agricultural emissions

36%

27%

17%

10%

10%

Non-agricultural industry emissions

12%

26%

37%

21%

4%

Household emissions

5%

14%

21%

43%

17%

Other sources

8%

3%

7%

17%

65%

Transport emissions

48%

24%

19%

4%

5%

Agricultural emissions

23%

23%

21%

20%

13%

Non-agricultural industry emissions

15%

33%

31%

19%

3%

Household emissions

8%

18%

24%

35%

16%

Other sources

6%

3%

6%

21%

64%

Transport emissions

34%

39%

17%

7%

3%

Agricultural emissions

45%

23%

17%

10%

4%

Non-agricultural industry emissions

11%

25%

37%

23%

4%

Household emissions

5%

10%

23%

42%

20%

Other sources

6%

3%

6%

17%

68%

Transport emissions

33%

35%

19%

7%

5%

Agricultural emissions

36%

23%

14%

15%

12%

Non-agricultural industry emissions

15%

20%

45%

16%

4%

Household emissions

8%

16%

13%

40%

23%

Other sources

7%

6%

9%

22%

56%

34%

33%

25%

6%

2%

Transport emissions
Timaru District

Agricultural emissions

37%

23%

20%

13%

7%

Non-agricultural industry emissions

20%

28%

32%

15%

4%

4%

12%

15%

47%

23%

Household emissions

Mackenzie/Waimate/
Waitaki Districts

Other sources

4%

4%

9%

19%

65%

Transport emissions

24%

44%

22%

10%

0%

Agricultural emissions

54%

5%

12%

22%

7%

5%

27%

37%

24%

7%

Household emissions

7%

17%

24%

27%

24%

Other sources

10%

7%

5%

17%

61%

Non-agricultural industry emissions

Source: Quantitative survey (weighted data). n=1366 (full sample).
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The stats around knowledge of transport emissions
by various transport methods
Survey respondents were asked how they thought various land-based transport
methods performed comparatively on emitting greenhouse gases. Generally
speaking most Cantabrians felt the same way about each and had a general sense
of how they each compared.
•

Interestingly, more respondents from semi-rural/rural areas believed that
motorcycles/mopeds performed better than average, which perhaps explains
the reason why more respondents from semi-rural/rural areas owned a
motorcycle.

Figure 10.1. Perception on transport emissions by various transport
methods
Sum:
performs better than average
e-bike/e-scooter

Electric vehicle (EV) or plugin hybrid.

Conventional hybrid vehicles

Motorcycles/mopeds

Buses

Petrol or diesel-driven car

Medium/large petrol or
diesel-driven vehicle

3% 14%

28%

3% 3% 16%

5%

36%

33%

24%

13%

41%

28%

29%

Average

Somewhat well

3%

16%

9% 1% 10%

43%

53%

Somewhat poorly

4% 27%

23%

32%

36%

64%

12%

50%

18%

Heavy trucks (freight trucks)

Very poorly

52%

18%

11%

78%

41%

29%

5%

81%

52%

14%

5%2%

7%

3%
2%

5%

Very well

Source: Quantitative survey (weighted data). n=1366 (full sample).
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Is knowledge the problem?
If Cantabrians are willing to believe that transport emissions are the biggest
greenhouse gas emitter, and they are generally aware of which land-based
vehicles are the biggest emitters, this would further suggest that general
knowledge is not necessarily the problem preventing Cantabrians from reducing
their transport emissions.
More generally, we also know that people are profoundly influenced by how things
are framed and by what others are doing. This means that the problem to be
solved is not necessarily an information gap but a salience one. In other words:
more information about the climate change or any health risk will not necessarily
lead to better judgement.
Paul Slovic’s23 ground-breaking work into understanding and communicating
risk highlights the danger of focusing on creating “more” or “better” information.
While experts are comfortable assessing climate change risk, the general public’s
perceptions of risk are far more complex. Even more importantly, it’s likely that
people don’t think about the future climate risk effects very much at all, and just
assume nothing bad will happen to them.
As found in the Darfield community group, while most agreed that climate
change would have a significant negative impact on New Zealand, there was
also a distinct group that felt the threat was overstated, or that our contribution
wouldn’t be significant in either direction.

don’t follow them now as it’s only a talk fest. Nothing
“ Ichanges.”
– DARFIELD ONLINE COMMUNITY PARTICIPANT

However, a look into campaigns relating to transport and travel in New Zealand
can raise the question if the specific possibilities and opportunities to change
behaviour are communicated enough/well enough.

23 Slovic, P. (1987) “Perception of Risk.” Science 236 (17 April): 280-285
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Awareness, understanding and support for recent
government policies
The introduction of policies meant to underpin and support systematic change
(regulations in particular) may create polarised and sensationalised responses
that can create barriers to the adoption of the programme24. Related to transport
emissions, the “Clean Car Programme” is the overarching programme that aims
to reduce CO2 emissions of light vehicles in New Zealand. This includes the
“Clear Car Discount” and the “Clean Car Standard” (or as it is also known, by
some, as the “Ute Tax”).

Awareness and
understanding
of government
policies varies but
tend to favour the
sensationalised policies
(for good or bad).

Results from the research shows that awareness and understanding of the
various policies that may exist in this space is relatively low. High proportions
of respondents (31 percent to 63 percent) have never heard of some of the
various recent initiatives at all and only 5 to 20 percent think they had a clear
understanding of them.
•

In Canterbury 20 percent of respondents feel they have a clear understanding
about/followed the “Ute Tax” closely, but only 10 percent answered the same
about the Clean Car standard, despite them being the same thing.

As suggested, this perception of knowledge, media sensationalising, and rhetoric
can thus create challenges. When asked, based upon their current knowledge,
how supportive of or against the below policies Cantabrians were (Figure 6.1), a
third (33 percent) were against the “Ute Tax” but only 8 percent were against the
“Clean Car Standard” despite them being the same thing.

24 Some of these policies include the Three Waters Reform, “Ute Tax” and vaccine mandates.
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Push vs pull strategies
Strategies promoting a shift in transport system are often broken into two major
categories: “pull” strategies, which attract people to use a new system by making
it more attractive, and “push” strategies, which either change laws or rules to
make it harder or more expensive to remain driving.

Generally, ‘pull’
strategies are viewed
more favourably by the
public.

Generally, “pull” strategies are viewed more favourably by the public, as
while they do often cost public and collective money, they also tend to add
choice. While expense will be the primary issue that “pull” policies face, an
understanding of the benefits can help significantly when the cost of the project is
finalised (Brückmann, 2020).
On the other hand, “push” strategies are generally viewed less favourably by
the public as they bring high costs to individuals engaging in the activities they
seek to reduce (Zhang, 2020). “Pull” policies are seen as more desirable when
implementing them is practical. While “push” policies are more effective and
timelier, they are also considerably more disruptive, often causing dissatisfaction
and a lack of acceptance (Thaller, 2021).
Moreover, looking specifically back to the COM-B model of influencing behaviour,
while there have been inroads made to alleviate physical concerns (capability and
opportunity), such as improving infrastructure, less investment has been made
in New Zealand to promote sustainable behaviours (motivation), e.g. campaigns.
A successful climate-related campaign might focus on the smaller impacts of
inaction, or action, would have on the individual, rather than focusing on wideranging predictions of ecological collapse, and in this way sell the “sizzle rather
than the sausage” (Jaine & Horwood, 2019).
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After being asked which incentives or regulations they would personally be
against or support, respondents were given the opportunity to provide any
other suggestions in regard to reducing transport emissions. The table below
outlines their comments which have been thematically grouped into themes.
Some of these topics may warrant further research as to their appeal in a specific
community.
Table 11.1 Other suggestions regarding reducing transport emissions
Coded response

%

n

Cheaper E-cars

3%

45

More education around EV

2%

25

Emissions from EVs (mining for lithium, disposing of
battery, etc)

2%

26

Subsidy for EV

1%

11

Range/Maintenance of EV

1%

13

More hydrogen powered cars

1%

11

0.4%

7

1%

6

0.4%

6

7%

112

Cheaper public transport

2%

16

Trains

2%

30

Better rural public transport

2%

32

Improve public transport infrastructure/fewer bus
changes

1%

15

Smaller/faster/more frequent buses

1%

13

Passenger rail system

1%

12

E-buses

1%

10

Other bus ideas

0%

4

Total responses on this topic

7%

111

Ban and charge for use of petrol

2%

20

Carpooling/car share service

1%

12

Car free city

1%

10

Focus on electric vehicles

More charging stations
E-Trucks
Hybrid trucks/utes
Total responses on this topic
Public Transport

Limit vehicle use
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Coded response

%

n

Walk/bike

1%

8

No car days

0%

2

Total responses on this topic

4%

46

Make it fair for the poor

1%

23

Don’t punish/discriminate

1%

22

Elderly need door-to-door service

1%

14

Total responses on this topic

3%

47

No public transport where I live

0.3%

7

Impractical (e.g. pets/ groceries, etc)

0.3%

8

General

0.2%

4

Medical reasons

0.2%

3

1%

21

Improve road infrastructure

1%

16

Improve traffic flow/traffic lights

1%

10

Improved/more bike lanes

1%

8

Total responses on this topic

3%

31

Generic negative

1%

13

Don’t believe in climate change/ we aren’t the
problem

1%

10

0.3%

6

2%

28

Freight trains

1%

13

Freight boats

0.3%

8

1%

20

1%

6

0.1%

3

Make it fair for everyone

Won’t/can’t change

Total responses on this topic
Upgrade roading system

We aren’t the problem

Target industries/big companies first
Total responses on this topic
Freight

Total responses on this topic
Apps
Progress tracking app (bad)
Progress tracking app (good)
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Coded response

%

n

1%

9

Incentives generic

2%

29

Other

2%

31

Total responses on this topic

4%

58

No/nothing

7%

89

Don’t know

67%

896

Total responses on this topic

74%

985

Total number of respondents

100%

1,366

Total responses on this topic
Other

No answer
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Overview
The research method included three main phases.
To focus the primary research and to set the context

1.
Secondary
research

•

Conducting secondary research to review existing research

•

Using findings to inform the next stage of the research

•

Using findings in the report to explain the additional aspects not
specifically asked about

To understand attitudes and behaviours

2.
Qualitative
research

•

An online community with residents of Darfield who had opted in to
participate

•

To uncover attitudes and behaviours and the reason for it

•

To test appeal of various transport emissions reducing actions

To quantify findings

3.

Online survey

•

Survey with representative sample from Canterbury using an online panel
that was topped up with telephone surveys

•

To understand the local context

•

To quantify transport emissions related behaviours, attitudes

Secondary research
This component involved desk research of related information about transport
emissions to inform the research. Sources used and referenced in this report are
referenced in Appendix H: References.
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Online community forum with Darfield residents
Research First built, maintained, and moderated an online forum hosted on the
platform Recollective. The forum was named the Darfield Road Safety Forum,
and residents of Darfield, Canterbury, and surrounding areas were invited to
participate over a period of five weeks. Participants were mainly recruited online
and a post was placed in the local community newspapers as well.
In total, over 35 Darfield residents indicated interest in participating, but only 21
ended up logging on. These participants were engaged at various levels, with
approximately 12 participants providing consistent feedback by week five.
Once signed up to the community, participants were asked to engage in a variety
of activities, staggered over the duration to maintain interest. These activities
included the below.
•

Week 1. Introductions on their use of vehicles and places they travelled to and
why.

•

Week 2. Understanding how they thought about transport emissions and
what of their own activities they thought could be changed to reduce their
transport emissions.

•

Week 3. Discussing various topics in depth of potential actions (from urban
areas to electrifying the fleet) that could improve/reduce transport emissions
in the community.

•

Week 4. Looking at the wider picture of solutions, who would be responsible,
and if it would be possible to meet targets.

•

Week 5. Exploring what the ideal low transport emissions future could look
like, and how to encourage people to change towards that future.

The findings from this forum has been included in this report where relevant to
add depth and explanations to the survey findings. The findings have also been
summarised in a case study in Appendix D.
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Surveying Greater Canterbury
The quantitative insights were collected predominately using an online survey
method, with data collection completed between 1 December 2021 and 20
January 2022.
To ensure robust and statistically reliable information could be provided
on a regional level, minimum sample targets were defined for each region.
This meant that responses from some areas (e.g. Kaikoura and Hurunui)
were overrepresented within the overall sample, whereas other areas were
underrepresented. To provide reliable results on the overall sample level, the
data was weighted to match the Canterbury population distribution in terms
of location, gender, and age. The weighting procedure also corrected for any
imbalances resulting from sampling.
Table 12.1 below summarises the achieved sample sizes by region, weighted
sample distribution, and maximum margins of error for achieved subsamples (at
the confidence interval of 95%).
Table 12.1. Achieved sample sizes by region
2018 Census

Achieved sample

Population

% of
Canterbury
population

Achieved
sample size

Kaikoura/Hurunui Districts
(combined)

16,470

2.7%

107

7.8%

2.7%

9.4%

Waimakariri District

59,502

9.9%

230

16.8%

10.0%

6.5%

369,006

61.5%

510

37.3%

61.6%

4.3%

Selwyn District

60,561

10.1%

230

16.8%

10.0%

6.5%

Ashburton District

33,423

5.6%

111

8.1%

5.6%

9.3%

Timaru District

46,296

7.7%

137

10.0%

7.7%

8.4%

Mackenzie/Waimate/
Waitaki (in Canterbury)
Districts (combined)

14,436

2.4%

41

3.0%

2.4%

15.3%

599,694

100.0%

1366

100%

100%

2.6%

Region

Christchurch City

TOTAL
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Demographics of survey respondents
Table 13.1. Region
Weighted %

n

Kaikoura/Hurunui District

3%

107

Waimakariri District

10%

230

Christchurch City

62%

510

Selwyn District

10%

230

Ashburton District

6%

111

Timaru District

8%

137

Mackenzie/Waimate/Waitaki District

2%

41

100%

1366

Weighted %

n

Male

50%

621

Female

50%

739

Gender diverse

0.4%

6

Number of respondents

100%

1366

Weighted %

n

16–29 years

24%

234

30–64 years

57%

809

65+ years

20%

323

Number of respondents

100%

1366

Number of respondents

Table 13.2. Gender

Table 13.3. Age
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Table 13.4. Ethnicity
Weighted %

n

New Zealand European

76%

1111

Māori

6%

77

Pasifika (Samoan, Cook Island Māori, Tongan,
Niuean)

1%

10

Chinese

5%

47

Indian

5%

38

Other Asian

6%

67

Middle Eastern/Latin American/African

1%

11

Other

4%

71

Prefer not to say

1%

11

100%

1366

Weighted %

n

Single

21%

220

Couple without children

16%

199

Young family (youngest child is under 5)

12%

158

Older family (youngest child is aged 5–15)

14%

199

Mature family (youngest child living at home is aged
16 or over)

6%

95

Older couple with no children at home

18%

323

Older single with no children at home

7%

107

Multigenerational family

2%

29

Other

2%

21

Prefer not to say

1%

15

100%

1366

Number of respondents

Table 13.5. Life stage

Number of respondents
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Table 13.6. Area type
Weighted %

n

In a town centre or city centre with over a thousand
people (urban)

25%

308

In the suburbs of a town/city with over a thousand
people (suburban)

61%

734

In the rural urban fringe (semi-rural area less than
1000 people)

5%

118

On a lifestyle block (rural)

5%

110

On a farm (rural)

2%

55

On a rural residential property (rural)

2%

41

100%

1366

Number of respondents

Reasons for travel
When looking at the main reasons why respondents used a mode of transport
there are, however, some correlations and differences that can be attributed
to location, age, gender, or life stage of respondents. These differences may
indicate that there are certain Cantabrians who might more easily be convinced
to adopt alternative modes of transport or change their travel behaviour in other
ways.
•

Comparative location-based differences are likely to stem from what is
available in the area in terms of infrastructure, facilities, and services
(including work places).

•

Comparative age-based differences indicate differences based upon typical
work status.

•

Comparative life stage-based differences are based upon family status and
responsibilities to other, along with typically associated work status.
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Table 13.7 Reason for engaging in travel method
Work/for
work-related
reasons

Transporting
Running “essential”
Personal
others (e.g. errands (e.g. groceries,
education/
school/
personal business,
studies
activity drop- medical appointments,
off)
other appointments)

Social,
recreational,
or leisure
reasons

Other

Drive a car, van, or
truck

(n=1322)

52%

3%

4%

33%

7%

1%

Walk/run

(n=1257)

7%

6%

3%

9%

69%

7%

Travel as a
passenger in a
private car, van, or
truck

(n=1237)

15%

4%

4%

24%

46%

7%

Fly

(n=1053)

14%

3%

1%

2%

73%

8%

Ride a bicycle/ebike or a scooter/escooter

(n=603)

11%

6%

2%

7%

65%

9%

Take public
transport e.g. a bus

(n=580)

14%

8%

5%

19%

42%

13%

Use a car share
service (e.g. Uber,
taxi)

(n=527)

14%

2%

5%

9%

60%

11%

Take intercity buses/
other private buses/ (n=336)
charter buses

7%

6%

5%

8%

54%

20%

Ride a motorcycle

(n=223)

14%

2%

5%

7%

53%

18%

Ride a mobility
scooter

(n=54)

4%

7%

8%

14%

41%

26%

Source: Quantitative survey (weighted data). n=various (sample that engage in the method)
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Purpose
1.

The purpose of this report is to outline the approval and focus areas for the mid-term
review of the Canterbury Regional Land Transport Plan (RLTP).

Recommendations
That the Air Quality, Transport and Urban Development Committee:
1. Notes the Canterbury Regional Transport Committee:
1.1. agreed to the focus areas for the Regional Land Transport Plan (RLTP) 20242034 review project will be:


understanding funding options, including a broader range of revenue
streams, earlier in the process



working with mana whenua as a partner and improving the
effectiveness of the plan for Māori and



clarify the contribution across the region to transport emissions
reduction targets.

1.2. Noted maintenance, resilience, safety, freight, and population growth remain
important considerations for the planning process.
1.3. Notes that to maintain the feasibility and affordability of the plan, largely
incremental innovation will be sought from most authorised organisations.
2. Notes the opportunity for the regional council to consider activities to propose to
the Regional Land Transport Plan through its own planning processes.
3. Notes the Regional Land Transport Plan review timeframes may coincide with a
new responsibility for the council in speed management planning. The new role is
regarding administrative functions and opportunities for Māori.
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4. Notes that the responsibility for deciding speeds still sits with the Road Controlling
Authorities.

Key points


The Regional Land Transport Plan is due for mid-term review. There needs to be
more work on the mid- term review than previous reviews to ensure the key focus
areas for the RTC are properly addressed. This can be done within existing budgets.



The focus areas are new approaches to funding, clarifying emissions reduction, and
improving our effectiveness for Māori.



The plan will need a balanced approach to innovation in order to meet the legal
requirements of being affordable and feasible.



New speed management planning processes may also occur on a similar timeframe.
The RTC and the council have new roles in speed management planning. The details
of how this might be implemented in Canterbury are yet to be determined. Advice
regarding this will come back to council early next year.

Background
2.

Under Section 18CA of the Land Transport Management Act 2003 (LTMA), a regional
transport committee must complete a review of the regional land transport plan during
the 6-month period immediately before the expiry of the third year of the plan. This
means the mid-term review of the RLTP should be completed between January and
June 2024.

3.

In February 2022, the RTC agreed to undertake a more comprehensive approach to the
mid-term review than is usually resourced due to the significant shift in the strategic
context regarding transport emissions reduction. This includes new research on the
health impacts for communities from transport emissions, indicating it is now
comparable with road crashes.

4.

This paper outlines the key areas of work for the review and the project timeframes.

Key focus areas for the project
2.

The region continues to face key issues regarding transport network resilience, road
safety, growth, maintenance levels and a need for better freight options. The
consideration of these issues will be an important part of the project to ensure the RLTP
clearly addresses them. The focus will be on ensuring that the RTC is provided with
advice to consider a range of alternative objectives and priorities for the RLTP within the
shifting strategic context, particularly regarding emissions reduction.

3.

There are some key areas of focus for the RLTP project within this context that will take
a different approach to previous RLTP review processes. These focus areas are set out
below.
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Improving partnership with Māori
4.

It is essential that the partnership with Māori regarding transport outcomes in the region
is improved as part of this process.

5.

The Tuia team has work underway to identify priorities with Te Paiherenga. The RLTP is
part of this work. Based on the feedback from Te Paiherenga the RLTP project will then
work with mana whenua at the level and in the manner they prefer.

6.

Staff will also consider key Ngai Tahu strategy documents, such as the Iwi Management
Plan, Climate Change Strategy and Kainga Nohoanga Strategy (which is currently
being developed). Project resourcing also includes bicultural staff trained in Te Reo.
Staff will include Te Ao Māori concepts and Te Reo in the development of the plan. This
is a significant improvement on the previous RLTP project.

New approach to funding
7.

Due to the current funding challenges and the size of the investment that will potentially
be sought by the plan, the approach to considering funding options will be different to
the 2021 RLTP. This will be brought forward in the project timelines and be focused on
a range of revenue streams and the future of transport funding.

8.

The approach to seeking activities from authorised organisations will also differ. Usually,
the activities consist of bids for National Land Transport Fund (NLTF) funding from the
Transport Investment Online system. Increasingly this does not reflect the full
investment in transport in the region. Staff will work with authorised organisations to
identify all transport investments, including fully funded local road maintenance, local
road capital works and public transport operational costs. This will improve visibility of
the true costs in the region.

Clarify emissions reduction impact
9.

The issue that will likely take the most focus of the project is to ensure the approach to
emissions reduction is fit for purpose. This workstream is still in development, but may
include:
a. ensuring the headline target for greenhouse gas emissions (GHG) reduction
from land transport in the region remains fit for purpose
b. better understanding the factors behind the increasing GHG emissions from
the regional transport network
c. better advice to the RTC regarding the contribution of activities across the
region towards the target, potentially including activities that previously had
not considered emissions co-benefits, such as speed reduction
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d. better identification of interventions that require advocacy to achieve the
target, such as better high-speed internet access for rural communities or
support to transition the freight fleet
e. working with authorised organisations to ensure suitable activities are
proposed for the plan.
10. The approach to this workstream will be informed by the recent high court decision
regarding the judicial review of the Auckland Regional Land Transport Plan. The
Auckland Regional Land Transport Plan indicated GHG emissions from transport were
likely to increase, despite the best efforts of the plan. This was contrary to Auckland
Council’s climate change planning documents. The judge considered this to be legal as
there was sufficient consideration by the committee of the matter.

A balance of innovation
11. A mix of innovation will be sought from authorised organisations in the review of the
RLTP. This is driven by a legal requirement for the plan to be affordable and feasible.
 Incremental Innovation – most activities
o

predictable impact, feasible, viable, low risk, low resistance

 Reform-Oriented Innovation - some activities (e.g. on-demand public transport)
o

less predictable impact, may be feasible and viable, medium risk, medium
resistance

 Transformative Innovation – one or two activities (e.g. seed funding freight changes)
o

unpredictable impact, low feasibility, low viability, high risk, high resistance

12. Most activities are likely to be considered incremental innovation. This includes
solutions like Mass Rapid Transit, which may confer high impact but need to be fully
investigated as to their feasibility, with significant risks considered and mitigated, to
secure central government funding.
13. In terms of transformative innovation, staff will be working with Waka Kotahi to
understand what may be in development that could be proposed (e.g. activities funded
out of the Innovation Fund which may be planned for this region). Some local councils
may or may not have transformative activities to propose.

Project timeframes
14. Project planning for the mid-term review of the RLTP is progressing and a high-level
timeframe has been established (see Table 1). This timeframe aims to align with
national timelines developed by Waka Kotahi, in order to better synchronise local,
regional and national planning processes.
15. These timeframes pull RLTP development forward 3 months earlier than the previous
approach taken for the review of the RLTP between 2019 and 2021. This approach
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separates the RLTP consultation timeframes from the council’s long-term plan (LTP)
consultation timeframes for communities.
Table 1. Project timelines and milestones
Period

Milestones

Other key
dependencies

Sept – Dec 2022

Staff review problem statements and 10-year
priorities and objectives
Consideration of funding options
Early stakeholder engagement

Greater
Christchurch
Transport Plan
development

Jan – Sept 2023

Committee consideration and approval of any
changes to 10-year priorities and objectives
Confirmation of strategic front end of the RLTP
Investment programme development

Draft GPS
released

Oct – Dec 2023

Prioritisation of significant projects and activities
Drafting consultation documents
Further stakeholder engagement, if required

Final GPS
published

Jan – Apr 2024

Consultation, Hearings, Deliberations

Apr – June 2024

RLTP complete

16. During the remainder of 2022, staff will progress work to review the problem statements,
and 10-year priorities and objectives, for the RLTP, including collating the necessary
evidence base. This will be reviewed by the Canterbury Transport Officers Group and
will inform advice to the incoming Committee regarding any recommended changes to
the strategic framework of the RLTP to address the current shifts in strategic context.
17. Regional council transport staff are aware of and involved in the development of the
Greater Christchurch Transport Plan (GCTP) and investment programme, and will
ensure that there is good alignment and synergy between the planning processes.
18. The development of the GCTP should reduce the need for the RLTP project to direct
time and effort towards coordination and integration in the Greater Christchurch area.
This enables regional council transport staff to work on issues for the wider region.

Links to Speed Management Planning
19. Running along similar timeframes to the RLTP review is a new approach to speed
management planning. This is a potential dependency for RLTP development,
depending on the approach to speed management that gets agreed in the region.
20. The Land Transport Rule: Setting of Speed Limits 2022 forms the new regulatory
framework designed to improve how road controlling authorities plan for, consult on and
implement speed management changes. More details about the rule are in Appendix 1.
21. In summary, with respect to the functions of the Regional Transport Committee (RTC)
and the Council, the rule:
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a. Requires RTCs to coordinate input from road controlling authorities in their
region to create a regional speed management plan (RSMP), aligning with the
regional land transport plan (RLTP) process; and
b. Requires regional councils to facilitate the administrative function of regional
consultation on RSMPs.
22. This new approach to speed management planning supports Aotearoa New Zealand’s
road safety strategy, Road to Zero.
23. Work has begun to understand what implementation of the rule could look like in
Canterbury. The process poses some risk to the regional council if the implementation
is unnecessarily duplicative or complex, given the council has no authority to change
the speeds.
24. It is challenging to see what benefit the regional process adds to speed management
planning.
25. There is benefit to road safety of ensuring a consistent approach to speed management
planning and the implementation by road controlling authorities. The overall outcome
sought is that drivers will be better able to know suitable speeds based on the place
they are in, no matter where in the country they are.
26. The first full speed management planning period for which the RTC will be required to
prepare a regional speed management plan is likely to be 1 July 2024 to 30 June 2027.
The Rule enables the preparation of interim speed management plans to 30 June 2024.
27. Waka Kotahi and councils in the region are working together to understand what the
process would look like to implement the rule across Canterbury and ensure a
consistent approach to speed management. This includes a series of workshops and
may take 6 months or more. This includes looking at what the funding pathway to the
roll out of changes may be, and how to best integrate the state highway speeds with
local road speeds as part of the planning process.
28. The implementation has three key components


Canterbury approach – what are the options for implementing the rule in the
region, are there any barriers to successful implementation



Road Controlling Authority practice and approach (local councils and Waka
Kotahi)



RTC & regional council practice and approach

29. In Canterbury the initial workshop held on August 22nd focussed on where there is the
most impact on outcomes – road controlling authority practice and approach.
30. There is also work underway in collaboration with other regional councils to understand
what the RTC practice and approach could look like. This includes seeking legal
opinions on aspects of decision making, delegations and consultation. This is more
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complicated than for road controlling authorities as it is a new role and so all the risks
are being explored and mitigated.
31. The operational and financial risks for the regional council is driven by the shift towards
undertaking road controlling authority activities with no suitable staff, and no other shift
in the local government or transport management context. This can be mitigated by
speeds continuing to be managed by the local councils, and by taking a light touch to
regional speed management plans, i.e. not ‘re-planning’ the speeds.
32. The additional risk for the regional council is significant reputational risk, given the
council has no authority to change the speed, which may be confusing for the
community when consulting. This is still being investigated. This is a similar risk for
Regional Land Transport Plans which consult on priorities, but not on projects. Having a
clear communications plan may assist with mitigating the risk.
33. Advice on an approach to implementation in Canterbury will be provided to the RTC in
early 2023, with a focus on


State highway integrations



Funding and scheduling



A light touch approach at the regional level, with strong risk mitigations.

Cost, compliance and communication
Financial implications
34. The mid-term review of the RLTP is currently part of the regional council’s LTP,
meaning no changes to resourcing is required.

Risk assessment and legal compliance
35. The following high level project risks have been identified and mitigation activities are
planned into the project, based on the level of project resourcing. Most mitigation
activities are already in place, with a few in development. Working alongside the
development of the GCTP significantly reduces the risk of strategic misalignment and
operational complexity.
Table 2. RLTP project risks
Risk category

Risk overview

Mitigation activity

Strategic

Transport activities might not
sufficiently impact outcomes

Seek to clarify benefits for as much of the
investment as possible
Work alongside the GCTP, as a key plan
that could generate significant impact
Provide early signals to local councils to
align with Asset Management Plan
development
Work with Ministry of Transport to improve
alignment with the Government Policy
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Statement on Land Transport
Operational

The process might be more
complex to execute than
planned

Early project planning
Reduce duplication with Greater
Christchurch transport planning

Financial

The process might cost more
than planned

Early cost identification specifically for
contracted work
Project design to align with existing
budgets

Financial

Transport investment might not
go towards priority activities

Early and continued engagement with
Waka Kotahi Investment Advisors

Compliance

The plan might not be
compliant with the LTMA

Alignment to Waka Kotahi RLTP Guidance

Reputational

The plan might not meet
community and stakeholder
expectations

Early feedback sought from mana whenua
Early stakeholder engagement planning
Being strongly informed by results of
existing engagement in the development
Check in with key stakeholders prior to
finalising consultation documents

Engagement, Significance and Māori Participation
36. The approach to Māori participation has been outlined above as a key aspect of the
review.
37. Under the LTMA, in carrying out the review, the regional transport committee must have
regard to the views of representative groups of land transport users and providers. This
has been considered in the project development. A similar approach to stakeholder
engagement will be undertaken to the last RLTP review process. Many stakeholders
are currently being engaged across central, regional and local government given the
significant work underway in the transport sector on a low emissions future. The RLTP
project will not duplicate this engagement unless it has been identified that a particular
issue has not already been discussed.
38. The project will also work with the Environment Canterbury Youth Roopū. This group
was instrumental in providing advice that led to improvements in the RLTP monitoring
report through the last RLTP review process.

Climate Change Impacts
5.

The mid-term review of the RLTP will enable greater consideration of the impacts of
climate change for transport planning, in terms of emissions reduction and network
resilience for the region.

Communication
39. A communications plan is being developed as part of the project.
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Next steps
40. Staff will work with the Canterbury Transport Officers Group on the strategic framework
review and to identify any appropriate early-stage stakeholder engagement.
41. Staff will also progress work to better understand funding options and how these may
be changing in the future.

Attachments
1.

Background on Speed Management [8.10.1 - 2 pages]

File reference
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Peer reviewers
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Appendix 1 – Background on Speed Management
1.

The Land Transport Rule: Setting of Speed Limits 2022 (the Rule) came into effect on
19 May 2022 and replaced the 2017 Rule.

2.

The Rule forms the regulatory framework designed to improve how road controlling
authorities plan for, consult on and implement speed management changes.

3.

The Rule provides:


a more effective process to select and set speed limits;



greater regional consistency, both in process and in transport outcomes; and



that all parties are aligned as much as possible, for as long as possible,
through the process.

4.

The Rule requires road controlling authorities (RCAs) to have 40% of school speed limit
changes completed by 30 June 2024, with the remainder completed by 31 December
2027, and these changes must be built into speed management plans.

5.

With respect to the functions of the Regional Transport Committee (RTC) and the
Regional Council (RC), the Rule:


introduces a regional speed management planning approach on a three-year
cycle that aligns with the three-year cycle of the National Land Transport
Programme (NLTP)



introduces a new consultation process that aligns with the three-year regional
land transport planning consultation process



requires the RTC to coordinate input from road controlling authorities in their
region to create a regional speed management plan (SMP), aligning with the
regional land transport plan (RLTP) process



requires the RC to facilitate the administrative function of regional
consultation on SMPs.

6.

The first full speed management planning period for which the RTC will be required to
prepare a regional speed management plan (RSMP) is likely to be 1 July 2024 to 30
June 2027.

7.

At a high level, the process for preparing the RSMP is (clause 3.4):


each district/city council provides the RTC with its local SMP or the changes it
is proposing to its speed limits, etc. (Cl 3.8 (2))



the RTC compiles that information into a single document, including where a
local road controlled by two councils has a different speed and information
from the State Highway Speed Management Plan (SHSMP)
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8.



if the RTC believes there are inconsistent approaches to speed limits across
the region it can ask the inconsistent authority to change their approach (but
the authority doesn’t have to)



the RTC compiles the RSMP and provides that to the regional council to
publish, accept and forward submissions, support local consultations (e.g.
collate submissions)



the councils consider the submissions and advise the RTC of any changes
that they wish to make to their parts of the regional SMP



the RTC prepares a final regional SMP and again, if the RTC believes there
are inconsistent approaches to speed limits across the region it can ask the
inconsistent authority to change their approach (but the authority doesn’t have
to)



the RTC provides the Director with the final RSMP



if the Director approves the Plan it is certified and published, but if not, they
will refer the regional SMP back to the RTC to fix

Clause 3.14(3) of the Rule also requires Waka Kotahi to supply guidance to the RTC.
This has been released and will be considered as part of development of an approach
to implement the rule.
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9. Resolution to go into Public Excluded
Air Quality, Transport and Urban Development Committee
Date of meeting

Wednesday, 7 September 2022

Author

Christina Eaglin, Committee Advisor

Endorsed by

Catherine McMillan, General Manager Governance

Recommendations
Section 48, Local Government Official Information and Meetings Act 1987.
I move that the public be excluded from the following parts of the proceedings of this
meeting, namely items listed overleaf.
Reason for passing this resolution: good reason to withhold exists under section 7.
Specific grounds under section 48(1) for the passing of this resolution: Section 48(1)(a)
Note
Section 48(4) of the Local Government Official Information and Meetings Act 1987 provides
as follows:
“(4)
Every resolution to exclude the public shall be put at a time when the meeting is open
to the public, and the text of that resolution (or copies thereof):
a) Shall be available to any member of the public who is present; and
b) Shall form part of the minutes of the local authority.”
This resolution is made in reliance on Section 48(1)(a) of the Local Government Official
Information and Meetings Act 1987 and the particular interest or interests protected by
Section 6 or Section 7 of that Act which would be prejudiced by the holding of the whole or
relevant part of the proceedings of the meeting in public are as follows:
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ITEM
NO.

GENERAL SUBJECT OF EACH MATTER
TO BE CONSIDERED

SECTION

SUBCLAUSE AND
REASON UNDER THE
ACT

9.1.1

Canterbury Driver Wage Update

7(2)(h)

Enable any local authority
holding the information to
carry
out,
without
prejudice
or
disadvantage, commercial
activities.
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To
enable
activities.

commercial

WHEN REPORTS
CAN BE
RELEASED
This report will not be
released due to the
permanent nature of
the
commercial
activities.
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10. Next Meeting
This is the last meeting in the triennium of the Air Quality, Transport and Urban
Development Committee.

11. Mihi / Karakia Whakamutunga - Closing
The meeting will conclude with a karakia by a member of the Air Quality, Transport and
Urban Development Committee.
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